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ABSTRACT 

The study investigates some of the factors that may 

guide and constrain the university-level, nonnative Spanish 

speaker's use of the Spanish pronominal clitic se in written 

discourse. I examine computer-conferencing messages written 

by eighty-six university students of Spanish who completed 

their second year of Spanish in consecutive semesters. A 

Cognitive Grammar analysis and a VARBRUL analysis are applied 

to the data. VARBRUL, a variable rule statistical analysis, 

enables me to explore certain linguistic, sociolinguistic, 

and semantic factors that may be constraining the second 

language (L2) use of se. Cognitive Grammar, a theory of 

language which views semantic structure as conceptual 

structure, is the theoretical foundation for the analysis of 

cognitive and semantic factors that may be influencing the 

manner in which these learners are construing se. The study 

serves as an empirical basis on which to better inform the 

teaching of se in the second language classroom. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Many second language (L2) classroom learners of Spanish 

have difficulty mastering the use of the Spanish pronominal 

system. The Spanish clitic se and its variants {me, te, se 

(singular), nos, os, se (plural)) form part of this system1 , 

and as a polyfunctional morpheme, se is perhaps the most 

difficult of the clitic pronouns to learn. 

Issues related to the learning of Spanish clitic 

pronouns have been addressed by second language researchers 

(Andersen 1983, Smith 1980, 1982, VanPatten 1987), by 

researchers interestp.d in child first language acquisition 

(Gathercole 1990, Hernandez Pina 1984), and by researchers 

interested in the learning of Spanish by speakers whose first 

language is other than English (Klee 1989, for Quechua 

speakers, Vazquez 1991, for German speakers). 

As Whitley (1986) has observed, textbook writers 

sometimes simplify their presentations of se by ignoring or 

delaying discussion of many of se's functions. Not 

1 Throughout the dissertation, unless otherwise noted, I will use the 
term se to stand for the entire reflexive clitic paradigm, which I give 
below: 

me myself 
te yourself (familiar, singular) 
se himself, herself, itself, yourself (formal, singular) 
nos ourselves 
os yourselves (familiar) 
se themselves, yourselves 
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surprisingly, teachers sometimes do the same. Rodriguez

Bachiller (1991) and VanPatten (1987) question the benefit in 

teaching first the so-called regular reflexive function of 

se, while postponing the presentation of what Bull (1965) has 

termed se's 'non-systemic' functions. One goal of this 

dissertation is to address the issue of how se might be 

presented in the classroom to more advantageously assist the 

second language learner of Spanish in mastering the uses of 

this multifaceted clitic pronoun. 

From a different perspective, clitics like se are a 

central concern for many linguists and linguistic theories. 

Because of their interesting morphological, syntactic, and 

semantic properties, clitics have often been utilized as a 

means to test the claims of particular theories. For 

instance, within the recent Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1992, 

1994), se has been related to N(oun) P(hrase) movement, a 

fundamental topic of this theoretical framework. It is 

claimed that se strengthens a functional category like 

Agr(eement) O(bject), forcing overt NP movement (Bruhn

Garavito, Bonneau, and Libert 1994; Bonneau, Bruhn-Garavito, 

and Libert 1994). 

The generative framework has been applied in second 

language research, where the focus has continued to be on 

explaining I-language (Cook 1993, 1994), that is, the innate 

language-specific ability that people possess. Implications 

based on this approach for the teaching of second languages 



are infrequent, although a few suggestions have appeared in 

Cook 1994, Liceras 1993, Otero & Strozer 1973, and Strozer 

1991. 
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This relationship between second language research and 

linguistic theory is not as mutually beneficial as it can be, 

and I hope to demonstrate that an alternative linguistic 

theory known now as Cognitive Grammar (CG) (Langacker 1987, 

1990, 1991, 1995) can be more pragmatically applied to the 

analysis of L2 data. Not only do I suggest that a CG approach 

can provide valuable interpretations of second language data, 

but I also believe that it can offer valuable implications 

for the teaching of second languages. I hope to demonstrate 

how CG can provide an explanation of the second language 

learner's use of se, and how it can also lead to implications 

for the teaching of se in the classroom. In addition, I 

utilize a statistical program for the study of language 

variation, known as VARBRUL, to guide and support my CG 

analysis of the L2 use of se. Two general questions addressed 

by this research are, how do university learners of Spanish 

use the reflexive clitic 'se' and its variants?, and what is 

the cognitive basis for their use of 'se'? 

Past research on the use of Spanish pronouns by 

nonnative speakers has tended to rely on recorded 

conversations, and questionnaires concerned with the 

grammaticality and acceptability of specific forms (VanPatten 

1987, Uber 1987, 1988). Yet, speakers who are being recorded 
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may not supply enough tokens of the forms under scrutiny for 

the researcher to be able to state any generalizations. In 

addition, grammaticality tests may not reflect exactly how 

the language learner actually uses the second language (Ellis 

1991, Section III of Tarone, Gass, and Cohen 1994). The 

student data I examine consists of two semesters of computer 

conferencing messages written by eighty-six, second-year, 

university-learners of Spanish. I take into consideration 

the findings of those studies based on conversational data 

and on questionnaires and attempt to relate them to my 

findings based on my students' written data. 

Langacker's theory of language (1987, 1990, 1991, 1995) 

sharply contrasts with Chomsky's generative theory of 

language. In CG, there are no clear-cut divisions between 

morphology, syntax and semantics. Furthermore, grammatical 

structure is equated with conceptual structure, i.e. language 

structure is in some measure iconic. All language elements 

are considered meaningful in CG, even the morpheme se which 

some linguistic approaches have treated as meaningless. 

CG offers the means to unify the various functions of 

polyfunctional morphemes like se, since it considers polysemy 

to play an important role in language. CG also accepts the 

notion that categories may have central members and 

peripheral members (Lakoff 1987, Rosch 1973), and this 

extends to grammatical constructions, and grammatical 

morphemes like se. Recent CG research on the semantics of se 



takes into account prototype theory, the middle voice 

semantic domain, and grammatical chains that link se's 

various functions (Maldonado 1992, Turley 1992). A fuller 

discussion of Maldonado's work will take place in Chapter 3. 

16 

Closely linked to research on se is research on 

grammatical voice (Fagan 1992, Kemmer 1993, 1994, Klaiman 

1991), which makes clear the fact that a reflexive morpheme 

like se is frequently used to mark other functions besides 

the reflexive, and these extended functions, sometimes 

referred to as middle voice functions, are 

cross-linguistically quite similar. Se and its variants not 

only mark a reflexive, as in me veo 'I see myself', but also 

mark, for example, a change in verbal aspect, as in me dormi 

'I fell asleep' (versus dor.mi 'I slept'). 

Kemmer (1993, 1994) has shown that reflexive systems 

tend to oscillate diachronically between one-form and two

form marking systems. That is, either one morpheme marks both 

the reflexive and the extended reflexive functions, or two 

different (but sometimes related) morphemes separately mark 

the reflexive and the extended reflexive functions. This is 

evident in the development of Spanish from Vulgar Latin. Many 

of the current functions of se were brought together as se 

replaced the extended reflexive marker -r, a verbal affix. 

This historical development lends credence to the notion that 

the various functions of se are interrelated. This fact is 

important for understanding the semantic organization of se, 
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which students must incorporate into their knowledge of 

Spanish if they are to master se's various uses. As I 

investigate the L2 use of se, I consider the studies on voice 

and the CG analyses of se, as well as the cross-linguistic 

work on 5e presented in Arce-Arenales 1989 and Arce-Arenales, 

Axelrod, and Fox 1994. 

Dr. Karen L. smith has developed a database that 

consists of computer conferencing messages written by 

second-year Spanish students of the Department of Spanish and 

Portuguese at the University of Arizona. From this database, 

which covers several years, I analyze messages written by 

eighty-six students who completed their second year of 

Spanish studies in consecutive semesters in 1991. I read 

through the database to find (1) phrases containing 5e and 

its variants; and (2) phrases that required students to use 

5e or a variant, but for which students failed to use 5e 

(i.e. 'obligatory' contexts). 

I apply the VARBRUL statistical procedure (Cedergren & 

Sankoff 1974, Rand & Sankoff, 1990, Rousseau 1989) to help me 

determine what linguistic, sociolinguistic, and semantic 

factors are good predictors of these learners' use or non-use 

of se. Among the factors investigated with VARBRUL is the 

cognitive domain the verb + 5e construction belongs to. The 

cognitive domains I consider in the study are the social, 

physical, ideational, and emotional domains. My inspiration 

for investigating these domains lies in Rice's 1987 study, 



in which she investigated the various prototypes of 

transitive constructions across the above domains. 
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A second factor that might constrain the use of se is 

the verb to which se is cliticized. VanPatten (p.c.) has 

suggested that the learning of se is in some manner 

lexically-governed. That is, students' use of se is guided by 

those verbs they have learned that se frequently accompanies, 

such as verbs of grooming and body care (me bano 'I bathe'), 

and verbs that indicate a change in body position (me levanto 

'I get up'). I relate this hypothesis to the cognitive 

domains previously mentioned, since particular verb classes 

often belong to particular cognitive domains. For example, 

the emotional domain consists of verbs such as aburrirse 'be 

bored', divertirse 'have fun', 'enjoy oneself', and enojarse 

'be angry'. The social domain consists of verbs such as 

llamarse 'call oneself', 'be named', casarse 'marry', 'get 

married', and jubilarse 'retire'. My general thought is that 

not only are the uses of se guided by the verb it cliticizes 

to, as VanPatten suggests, but also that its uses are guided 

by the particular cognitive domain the verb + se construction 

belongs to. 

Other variables include the students. Students might 

share a cowmon schema for se, and thus show similar patterns 

of performance; this has to be investigated empirically. It 

is predicted that it will be possible to stratify students 

into groups according to their use of se across the different 
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domains. The sociolinguistic variable sex is a possible 

variable, since gender differences in language use have been 

noted in previous studies (cf. Adamson and Regan 1991, Labov 

1972, Preston 1989). In addition, course level and grades are 

considered as approximations to proficiency levels, since 

proficiency levels are known to constrain the use of some 

interlanguage forms (Preston 1993). 

Chapter I, INTRODUCTION, has introduced the topic and 

the approach I take toward the problem. Chapter 2, 

LINGUISTIC APPROACHES TO THE ANALYSIS OF BE, outlines some of 

the linguistic approaches taken in the analysis of se. 

Included among such approaches are traditional grammarian 

approaches, generative approaches, form-content approaches, 

and a middle diathesis approach. The main goal of Chapter 2 

is to illustrate some of the approaches to the analysis of se 

which, although they are of interest and merit, I judge to be 

less suited for interpreting the second language use of se. 

Chapter 3, A COGNITIVE GRAMMAR APPROACH TO BE, develops in 

more detail the linguistic theory on which I will base my 

interpretation of the data. Included among the studies to 

review are Langacker 1991, Smith 1993, Kemmer 1993, 1994, and 

Maldonado 1992. Chapter 4, RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, includes a 

description of the students, their teachers and classes, the 

research questions, the type of data collected, the manner in 

which the data was collected, and the manners in which the 

data was analyzed. Chapter 5, FINDINGS OF THE STUDY, includes 
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the descriptive statistics related to the study, and the 

statistical findings of the VARBRUL analyses. Chapter 6, 

COGNITIVE DOMAINS, describes the findings based on the 

categorization of the verb + se constructions into different 

cognitive domains. Chapter 7, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION, 

interprets the findings of the study from a CG perspective, 

relates the results to previous research on se, discusses 

some of the shortcomings of the research and ways to address 

these shortcomings in future research, and includes 

implications for the classroom teaching of se. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LINGUISTIC APPROACHES TO THE ANALYSIS OF SE 

There are a number of linguistic approaches to the 

analysis of see I have chosen to review certain approaches 

based on several factors, such as my familiarity with the 

approaches, the important roles in linguistics and applied 

linguistics that I believe they have, or based on what I see 

as their possible applications to second language research1 • 

It is not the case that all linguistic approaches to the 

analysis of se are applicable to second language research, 

nor do they necessarily consider such an application as a 

goal or as an interest. It is true, however, that many second 

language (SL) researchers, myself included, have looked to 

linguistics for insights into second language learning (SLL). 

I follow this tradition and look to linguistic theories for 

insights into understanding the second language use of 

Spanish se and its variants. Although I consider this 

approach to SL research an important one, it does not 

constitute by any means the only approach nor do I assume 

that it need be the main approach to SL research. 

1 Included among the approaches to se that I will not be reviewing are a 
lexical analysis of Spanish clitics by Nishida (19B7) and an analysis of 
Romance clitics based on Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar by Miller 
and Sag (1995). 
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In this chapter, I will review the following linguistic 

approaches to the analysis of se (I delay my review of a 

cognitive grammar approach until the next chapter): 

1. Traditional grammar 

2. Generative grammar 

3. Form-content theory 

4. Middle diathesis approach 

Different linguistic approaches often elnploy different 

terminologies and often focus on different aspects of 

language. This is true for the approaches I review, some of 

which focus on syntactic properties of clitics, some of which 

focus on semantic properties, and some of which focus on 

pragmatic aspects of clitics. Since I am explicating several 

linguistic approaches in a relatively short space, it may be 

that this chapter will prove to be somewhat technical for the 

reader who does not have some familiarity with linguistics, 

its theories, and their terminologies. 

Traditional Grammar Approaches 

There has been extensive research on the Spanish 

pronominal system, and on se in particular, by traditional 

grammarians. Reviews of this research can be found in Arce

Arenales 1989, Maldonado 1992, and Turley 1992. My goal is to 
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exemplify this tradition through a consideration of the work 

of two influential grammarians--Bull (1965), and Whitley 

(1986)--who not only were concerned with providing a 

linguistic analysis of se, but who were also concerned with 

how se might be taught in the second language classroom, an 

interest which I also share. After I have presented both 

Bull's and Whitley's analyses of se I will discuss some of 

the pros and cons for using such analyses as a basis for 

second language research. 

Bull: Backgrounding of agency with se 

Bull (1965:265) notes that in both English and Spanish a 

reflexive serves to indicate that the 'subject entity 

-p~rforms an action on itself'. This usage is systemic, 

meaning it is a logical use of the reflexive, since the 

animate subject is capable of acting on itself. English and 

Spanish are said to differ in that Spanish employs reflexive 

markers for non-systemic uses, i.e. for cases when the 

subject is not logically capable of acting on itself (266). 

This is especially apparent with inanimate subjects, as the 

following examples show (Bull 1965:266-7): 

(1) No abri la puerta; se abrio. 

No opened-1psg the door; SE opened-3psg. 

'I didn't open the door; the door just opened' 



(2) El agua sale. 

The water leaves 

vs. El agua se sale. 

vs. The water SE leaves 

'The water is let out' 'The water is leaking 

out' 

24 

Bull points out that the nonsystemic use of the 

reflexive marker se often serves to indicate that no outside 

agent is involved in the verbal event, as examples (1) and 

(2) demonstrate. In addition, Bull (1965:268) relates this 

backgrounding-of-agent function to the possible use of the 

reflexive to indicate lack of responsibility on the part of 

the subject, or on the part of another 'involved' 

participant. Thus, in a sentence such as Se me olvidaron las 

llaves 'The keys were forgotten on me'/'I forgot the keys', 

the argument which shows agreement on the verb, llaves 

'keys', lacks the ability and nature to perform the verbal 

event forget (here is the nonsystemic use of the reflexive), 

and the involved participant, me 'to me', lacks 

responsibility for the event. In this example, there is no 

implication of the involvement of any outside agent. 

Bull points out that the backgrounding of an outside 

agent is of fundamental importance in distinguishing se's use 

in passive constructions from the periphrastic passive 

construction, where an agent, even if not mentioned, is 

always implied (Bull 1965:268). 



(3) se construy6 el edificio. 

SE constructed the building 

'the building was constructed' 

(4) el edificio fue construido [por la compania 

the building was constructed [by the company 

Ramirez] . 

Ramirez] 

'the building was constructed [by the Ramirez 

Company] , 
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The blocking of any outside agent from participating in 

the event is also important in understanding what Bull 

(1965:272) calls 're-specialized functions of se'. Here, se 

is used with verbs that describe body position changes (me 

levanto 'I get up'), physical changes in the body (me 

envejezco 'I age/get older'), movements or changes through 

space (me voy 'I'm leaving/moving'), and changes in emotional 

state (me vuelvo loco 'I'm going crazy'). These 're

specialized' uses of se generally indicate that 'these 

changes are the sole responsibility of the subject' (272). 

To explain se's use in impersonal constructions, Bull 

(1965:270) suggests that se has become a third person, 

neutral, indefinite pronoun, like uno 'one'. Such 

constructions are also frequently translated by a passive 

construction in English. Consider, for instance, the 

following examples: 
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(5) Se habla espanol aqui. 

SE speaks Spanish here 

'Spanish is spoken here'/'One speaks Spanish here' 

(6) Se nos infor.m6 que venias. 

SE us informed-3psg. that were coming-2psg. 

'We were informed that you were coming'/'Someone 

informed us that you were coming' 

Thus far, according to Bull's observations on se, 

learners of Spanish would need to be aware of several factors 

as they attempted to master the uses of se (note that some of 

the following apply specifically to the Ll-English learner of 

Spanish) : 

(a) Use the reflexive marker se with animate subjects 

like you would use the reflexive in English. 

(b) Use the reflexive marker se with inanimate 

subjects, unlike how you would use the reflexive in 

English. 

(c) Use se to indicate that no outside agent is 

involved. 

(d) Use se with impersonal constructions like you 

would use the indefinite pronoun 'one' in English. 

(e) Use se to indicate changes in body, body position, 

position in space, and emotional state, where it is 



frequently implied that the subject takes 

responsibility for the changes. 
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Bull further acknowledges that many functions of se 

cannot be induced from linguistic context alone; instead, one 

must use the pragmatic context to ascertain se's meaning 

(270). For example, the phrase se lava la ropa may mean 

either 'clothes are being washed' or 's/he is washing her

/himself (some) clothes'. That is, the phrase has an 

indefinite subject rendering or a definite subject rendering, 

depending on context. Thus, we can add the following to the 

list of factors that learners of Spanish must keep in mind 

when learning se: 

(f) Use the pragmatic context to interpret the specific 

meaning of se. 

A further observation of Bull's is that there might 

actually be two ses, one which marks the systemic reflexive 

function (a pronoun), and another which marks the nonsystemic 

functions (a special particle) (266). This observation 

correlates in some respects with the position taken in 

Maldonado 1992 and Kemmer 1993. They suggest that there are 

morphological markers of the regular (systemic) reflexive 

function, and markers of the extended (nonsystemic) reflexive 

functions, and often, but not necessarily, these functions 



are realized by the same morpheme, as see~in Spanish with 

se. 

Bull and the teaching of se 

Bull's suggestions for the teaching of se rely on the 

use of analogy and oppositions. For example, Bull suggests 

that certain uses of se may be more clearly explained by 

comparing them to systemic uses of other pronominal clitics 

(273) : 

(7) Me 10 comio. 

Me it ate-3psg. 

'She/He ate it on me' (i.e., I didn't get any) 

( 8 ) Me 10 comi. 

Me it ate-lpsg. 

'I ate it all up' (i.e., noone else got any) 

(9) Me enojo. 

Me angered-3psg. 

'She/He angered me' 

(10) Me enoje. 

Me angered-lpsg. 

'I got angry' 

Furthermore, Bull suggests that learners should be 

taught to oppose the se passive construction with the 

28 
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periphrastic construction, focusing on the differences 

between the constructions instead of on their similarities 

(269). For instance, the se passive, unlike the periphrastic 

passive, may be used to describe imperfect aspect in the 

present, and may be used with unmodified nouns: 

(11) Se venden flores. 

SE sell-3ppl. flowers 

'Flowers are sold'/'Flowers for sale' 

(12) *Flores son vendidos. 

Flowers be-3ppl. sold 

'Flowers are sold'/'Flowers for sale' 

Whitley and a taxonomy of se's functions 

Whitley (1986) offers a taxonomy of se's functions, but 

is careful to point out that the ten categories he suggests 

may overlap in certain instances, and that 'some (if not all) 

can be grouped around one central principle' (175). This 

central principle appears to be based on Bull's idea that the 

various functions of se may lie on a continuum where 

'personal agency from without' is in varying degrees 

deemphasized (Whitley 1986:175). To continue to illustrate 

for the reader the multifaceted quality of se, I review below 

Whitley's categorization of se's functions. 
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1. Spurious Se 

Se is used to replace the indirect object pronouns le 

'him', 'her', 'you' or les 'them', 'you all' when they 

precede any of the direct object pronouns la 'it' (feminine 

gender), 10 'it' (masculine gender), las 'them' (feminine 

gender), or los 'them' (masculine gender). 

(13) Se la die 

Se it gave-I 

'I gave it to him/her/you/them/you all'2 

Whitley (1986:175) notes that this function has little 

to do with the other functions of se, but that it is 

important pedagogically, since many learners of Spanish 

overextend this use of se to non-spurious se environments, as 

in *se due1e la cabeza, for 1e due1e la cabeza, 'his/her head 

hurts' . 

2. True Reflexive Se 

As a true reflexive, se is either a direct or indirect 

object which is coreferenced with the subject. 

2 The third person variants of se may at times be rendered with a 
variety of different meanings, as example (13) shows. To avoid 
cumbersome translations, I will generally limit the number of renditions 
I give of third person see 



(14) Juan se quita la chaqueta. 

John SE takes-off the jacket 

'Juan takes off his jacket' 
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Whitley remarks that the notion of an indirect object is 

broader in Spanish than in English (176), and that when se is 

used as a true reflexive indirect object, the corresponding 

English phrase may not have any reflexive indirect object, as 

the example sentence (14) and its English translation 

indicate. Whitley states that while a true reflexive may be 

required in Spanish, English may use other strategies to 

express the relationship, such as omission of the reflexive 

marker, the use of verb particle constructions, intransitive 

expressions, and so forth. Whitley notes that one criterion 

for determining true reflexivity is whether or not the phrase 

may be used with emphatic prepositional reflexive 

constructions, such as a si mismo 'to oneself'. Such a 

criterion is frequently mentioned and used in many analyses 

of se (cf. Maldonado 1992, Turley 1992). 

3. Reciprocal Se 

This function of se corresponds to English expressions 

like 'each other', 'one another'. As occurs sometimes with 

the true reflexive function of se, the equivalent English 

reciprocal expressions may sometimes be omitted: 
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(15) Uds. se casaron. 

You-pl. SE married-3ppl. 

'You all got married (to each other) , 

4. Inherent Se 

Certain verbs always are accompanied by se. Whitley 

(1986:177) remarks that se in these instances 'is essentially 

meaningless since it contrasts neither with 0 (no Obj.) nor 

with lo(s), lars), lees), or some other Obj.'. 

(16) Yo me quejo. 

I to myself complain-lpsg. 

'I complain' 

(17) *Yo le quejo. 

I to him/her complain-lpsg. 

'I complain to him/her' 

(18) *Yo quejo. 

I complain-lpsg. 

'I complain' 

5. Meaning-changing or Inchoative se 

Whitley (1986:179) states that this is a catch-all 

category for uses of se that 'do not fit elsewhere'. 

Nevertheless, there are two basic characteristics of this 

function that Whitley outlines: 
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(a) the meaning of the verb is changed slightly, usually 

to intensify an action or state: 

(19 ) Ella bebi6 el cafe. 

She drank the coffee 

'She drank the coffee' 

(20) Ella se bebi6 el cafe. 

She SE drank the coffee 

'She drank up the coffee' 

(b) the meaning of the verb is changed specifically to 

indicate 'the initiation of a process whereby the Subj enters 

a new state' (178). 

(21) Ella durmi6. 

She slept 

'She slept' 

(22) Ella se durmi6. 

She SE slept 

'She fell asleep' 

6. Intransitive or Decausative Se 

Whitley (179) remarks that in English many verbs may be 

used transitively or intransitively, as in 'John stopped 

Mary' and 'Mary stopped'. In these cases, Spanish uses se 

for the intransitive, or decausative, construction. Whitley 
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suggests that learners could be helped in understanding this 

transitive/intransitive distinction if dictionaries glossed 

the two differently. For example, detenerse and detener 

could be glossed differently 'as "to stop" versus "to stop 

someone'" (180). Whitley is quick to mention, however, that 

often English uses a completely different verb to distinguish 

between the transitive, causative construction and the 

intransitive, decausative construction: 

(23) Juan apago la luz. 

John turned off-3psg. the light 

'Juan turned off the light' 

(24) La luz se apago. 

The light SE turned off-3psg. 

'The light went off/out' 

7. Reflexive Se of Emotional Reaction 

Se functions as the 'reactor' or 'experiencer' of an 

emotion, coreferenced with the subject, and any cause or 

causer of the emotion, if overtly expressed, is placed in a 

prepositional phrase. Whitley (182) notes that this use of 

se contrasts with the non-reflexive construction where the 

cause or causer of the emotion is the subject and the reactor 

or experiencer is the object: 



(25) Esto me aburre. 

This me bore-3psg. 

'This bores me' 

(26) Me aburro de esto. 

Me bore-lpsg. of this 

'This bores me'/'I'm bored with this' 

Whitley notes that many verbs follow this pattern and that 

'their systematic reflexive/nonreflexive contrasts merit 

pedagogical attention' (182). 

8. Causative Se 

This use of se involves only a handful of verbs, and 

indicates that the subject has caused the event to be done 

for or on the subject's behalf (l83): 

(27) Me oper~ maiiana. 

(28 ) 

(29) 

Me operate-lpsg. tomorrow 

'I have surgery tomorrow'/'I get operated on 

tomorrow' 

Me corte el pelo. 

Me cut-lpsg. the hair 

'I got my hair cut'/'I got a haircut' 

Me hice un traje. 

Me made-lpsg. a suit 

'I got a suit made for myself' 
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This use of se is sometimes ambiguous between a true 

reflexive reading and a causative reading, and 

extralinguistic cues would have to be used to distinguish 

between the two readings. 

9. Passive and Impersonal Se 

Whitley notes that this function overlaps in some 

respects with the intransitve function of se: 

(30) La puerta se cierra. 

The door SE close-3psg. 

'The door closes' (Intransitive) 

'The door is (being) closed' (Passive) 

'Someone closes/is closing the door' (Impersonal) 
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Although Whitley acknowledges that there may be formal 

syntactic differences between the passive and impersonal, 

such as subject-verb agreement, he states that there is often 

little difference in meaning (184). Whitley further notes 

that 

in pedagogy, it might be useful to give some attention 

to how English renders impersonal subjects, since the 

lack of a single good equivalent for se can hinder 

mastery of it. (184) 
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10. So-called Unplanned Occurrence Se 

Although Whitley mentions this as a separate category, 

he is quick to point out that this function of se has 

received unwarranted attention from U.S. textbook writers 

'who see in it the expression of accidents, unplanned events, 

and escape from responsibility' (186). A typical phrase of 

this kind is se me olvida la respuesta 'I forget the answer'. 

Whitley sees danger in teaching students that this 

construction is a reflection of cultural mores (eg. the 

Spanish-speaker's escape from responsibility): 

Students studying a foreign culture have lamentable 

stereotypes of it, and to explain the frequency of se + 

IO + V in terms of cultural mores can reinforce the very 

misimpressions teachers are trying to correct. (187) 

Whitley points out, rightly I believe, that the 

nonreflexive functions of se deserve 'more and earlier 

attention' in the second language classroom (187), a 

viewpoint also supported by Rodriguez-Bachiller (1991), and 

VanPatten (1987). 

The pros and cons of traditional grammar 

The taxonomy of uses that Whitley (1986) presents 

exemplifies the somewhat arbitrary nature of such 
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categorization. As Whitley himself observes, many of these 

functions overlap or interrelate. Bull's analysis also 

attempts to relate many of the functions of se with one 

another. This reinforces the idea, which I support, that a 

unified presentation of se is perhaps both more reflective of 

the semantic organization of se and perhaps more helpful to 

the students. Bull's analysis, however, appears to encompass 

many functions of se under one very broad function, namely, 

the backgrounding of any outside agent. Although this broad 

function does appear to cover some uses of se, it does not 

appear to be useful in covering other functions of se, such 

as the so-called 're-specialized functions of se'. For 

instance, these latter functions are perhaps better described 

as being based on the notion of dynamicity, that is, the 

notion of physical or mental change, not so much on the 

notion of sole responsibility. 

Generative Grammar Approaches 

Principles and Parameters Theory 

Analyses of reflexive clitics like se that are based on 

the Principles and Parameters (P&P) theory (Chomsky 1981, 

1986) are primarily concerned with explaining the syntactic 

constraints on the placement, movement, and ordering of such 

clitics. 
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Not only has the P&P theory been used to explain 

synchronic syntactic constraints on se but it has also been 

used to offer possible explanations of the diachronic 

development of these constraints (Ishikawa 1990, Rivero 

1986). I will begin this discussion on P&P by looking at some 

explanations given in that framework for the historical 

development of these constraints, and then use this as a way 

to begin discussing some of the specific principles and 

parameters that are said to govern se in modern Spanish3. I 

will conclude this section with a critique of the generative 

approach to se as it relates to SL research. 

Three features of modern Spanish pronominal clitics that 

were not fully established until early seventeenth century 

are the following (Rini 1990): 

(a) Lack of interpolation between clitic and verb 

Old Spanish (+interp.) Modern Spanish (-interp.) 

Si 10 yo saber puedo. si yo 10 puedo saber. 

If it I know can If I it can know 

'If I can know it' 'If I can know it' 

3 Many aspects of P&P theory have to be considered when analyzing see 
Included among these aspects are binding theory, bounding theory, case 
theory, government, c-cornrnand, licensing, empty category principle, and 
so forth. I must limit this discussion and will not be able to delve 
into these aspects with great detail. For a book-length introduction to 
P&P and the Minimalist Program, I refer the reader to Webelhuth 1995. 
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(b) Fixed Word Order 

Old Spanish ( -fixed) Modern Spanish ( +fixed) 

e1 dixo10. e1 10 dijo. 

he said-it he it said 

e1 10 dixo. 'he said it' 

he it said 

10 e1 dixo. 

it he said 

'he said it' 

(c) Categorical Pronominal Duplication (CPD) 

Old Spanish (-CPD) Modern Spanish (+CPD) 

dixo a mi. *dijo a mi. 

said to me said to me 

'he said to me' me dijo a mi. 

to me said to me 

'he said to me' 

Taking into consideration these historical changes, 

Rivero (1986) proposes that Old Spanish pronominal clitics 

were true arguments of the verb. In Modern Spanish, however, 

pronominal clitics have become morphosyntactically dependent 

on the verb (proclitic when the verb is [+TENSE] and enclitic 

when the verb is [-TENSE]): 



(31a) Old Spanish 

S 

NP 

NP 

Ellos 10 

VP 

V' 

V 

entendieron. 

They it understood 

'They understood it' 

(31b) Modern Spanish 

S 

NP VP 

V' 

V NP 

Ellos 10 entendieron EC. 

They it understood 

'They understood it' 

(Rivero 1986:775) 

An example with se (Modern Spanish) follows: 

(32) s 

NP VP 

V' 

V NP 

Juan se lastimo EC. 

Juan himself hurt 

'Juan hurt himself' 
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In the Principles and Parameters theory, elements of the 

lexicon, like the verb lastimar 'hurt', will subcategorize 

for the number and type of arguments with which they may form 

constituents in the syntax. This subcategorization 

information is stored in the lexicon and, according to the 

Projection Principle, must be satisfied at all levels of 
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representation (eg. D-structure, S-structure). The Spanish 

verb lastimar subcategorizes for an argument (direct object) . 

In examples (31b) and (32), the object NP slot is filled by 

an empty category (EC). The Projection Principle has been 

satisfied via the 'presence' of the EC in this NP position. 

One task that generative linguists have given themselves 

is to determine what type of EC is represented in that 

postverbal position. Some generativists argue that the EC is 

an NP-trace and involves some type of movement. Others argue 

that it is not an NP-trace but an EC licensed by the 

preverbal clitic and verb4 . Arguments against an NP-trace 

solution usually point out that clitics like se do not behave 

in exactly the same fashion as NPs in the syntax, and that 

clitics may co-occur with a co-indexed direct object (clitic 

doubling). Some generative linguists have suggested that the 

EC is the pronominal empty category small pro (Haegemann 

1991:578). Recently, an attempt has been made to reconcile 

the two main generative approaches to the analysis of 

reflexive clitics and their ECs (Sportiche 1992). 

Investigations into code-switching have shown the close 

relationship between clitics like se and their host verbs, 

such as the fact that both often appear in the same language 

(Poplack 1980, Pfaff 1979, as cited in Armstrong 1989:104). 

Armstrong (1989) has suggested that se shares many properties 

4 For research involving a movement approach, see Kayne 1991. For a 
base-generated preverbal approach, see Strozer 1976. 
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with the INFL{ection) functional category. First, the 

position of se in relation to its host verb is closely linked 

with TENSE, one of the elements of INFL. Second, reflexive se 

may have the features number and person, just as another 

element of INFL, AGR{eement), may have. Armstrong (1989) 

claims that Spanish se is base-generated under the INFL node, 

considering how closely related it is to the INFL properties 

of TENSE and AGR. 

Within the Principles and Parameters theory there have 

been developments concerning the INFL functional category. 

Based on Pollock 1988, Chomsky (1988) suggests that the TENSE 

and AGR features of INFL are complete functional categories 

in their own right, having their own specifiers, heads, and 

complements (i.e., they have the configuration that all 

categories have under X'-theory). Chomsky (1988) further 

suggests that there are two distinct AGR functional 

categories, 'one that reflects Subject-agreement, AGR-S, and 

the other which is Object-agreement, AGR-O' (Armstrong 

1989:123). In her 1989 analysis of se, Armstrong claims that 

se is base-generated in AGR-S, while object pronouns such as 

le, les, 10, la, los, las are base-generated in AGR-O. The 

phrase structure adopted by Armstrong is given below: 



(33) 

NP 

IP (Inflection Phrase) 

I' 

AGR-S 

+se F 

FP (Finite Phrase) 

AGRP 

AGR-O 

+obj.clitics 

VP 

V NP 
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This expansion, or splitting, of INFL to other 

functional categories is commonly exploited in the more 

recent development of generative syntax, referred to as the 

Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1992, 1994). We will turn to this 

more recent development and see how the Minimalist Program 

treats se. 

Minimalist Program 

One phenomena which has remained a central issue within 

the generative framework is movement, particularly N(oun) 

P(hrase) movement. Within the Minimalist Program, movement is 

tightly controlled by principles such as Procrastination and 

Greed. The principle of Procrastination states that, if at 

all possible, do not perform overt movement in the 

Computational Component (the syntax component), but delay 

movement (procrastinate) until Logical Form (the semantics 

component), where movement is covert. The principle of Greed 

says that an element can move only to satisfy its own 
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requirements; for instance, NP movement can take place only 

if the NP needs to satisfy its own case requirements or check 

its agreement features (person, number, gender) in particular 

agreement- and case-checking functional categories, such as 

in the Agr(eement) O(bject) functional category. 

Se and a functional head approach 

Recent work within the Minimalist Program has linked se 

directly to NP movement (Bruhn-Garavito, Bonneau, & Libert 

1994; Bonneau, Bruhn-Garavito, & Libert 1994). Following 

work by Travis 1988, the above researchers consider se to be 

a functional (co-)head (Bruhn-Garavito et al. 1994:2). The 

authors relate the different properties of se 'in part to the 

position of se in the phrase structure' (Bruhn-Garavito et al 

1994:4); that is, certain properties of se are determined in 

part by the functional category it (co-)heads. 

Another focus of their work is on proving that se 

strengthens the functional head it is base-generated in. To 

strengthen a functional head means to force an NP to move 

overtly in the Computational Component to the specifier of a 

functional head, where it would then need to check its 

agreement and/or case features. 

Below I discuss the account the authors give for some of 

the different functions of se they analyze. First, I present 

the phrase structure that the authors follow, indicating some 
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of the functional heads to which the authors suggest se may 

adjoin to (based on Bruhn-Garavito et al. 1994:3): 

AGRsP 

Spec AGRs' 

AGRs TP 

Spec T' 

T AGRoP 

Spec AGRo' 

AGRo VP 

SE AGRo Spec V' 

V TP 

Spec T' 

T AspP 

Spec Asp' 

Asp 

Asp SE 

Impersonal passive se 

VP 

Spec V' 

V NP 

In impersonal passive se constructions, the verb and the 

object NP agree: 



(34) Las casas se venden./Se venden las casas. 

the houses SE sell /SE sell the houses 

'The houses are for sale' 

(based on Bruhn-Garavito et al. 1994:1) 
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The authors suggest, following Otero 1984, that there is a 

covert subject NP in such constructions which is [+Human, 

+Arbitrary]. Such constructions cannot be interpreted as 

having a -HUMAN subject, suggesting that the overt NP must be 

an object NP instead of a subject NP (Bonneau et al. 1994:2-

3). In addition, the authors state that the postverbal object 

NP is no longer in its original object position, but rather 

it has moved to the specifier of AgrO. Se, which is the head 

of AGRo in this construction, strengthens this functional 

head, forcing the object NP to move so that its features can 

be checked. The verb has also moved, into the complement 

position of AGRo: 

(35) [Spec las casas] [se] [AgrO venden]. 

AGRoP AGRo 

the houses SE sell-3ppl. 

'The houses are for sale' 

(based on Bonneau et al. 1994:2) 

In contrast with Belleti (1982), who claims that the NP 

in postverbal position is an inverted subject, Bonneau et al. 
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support Chomsky's (1988) assertion that there are two types 

of agreement between a verb and its arguments: subject 

agreement and object agreement. For agreement features to be 

checked in the syntax, the subject NP moves to the specifier 

of AGRs-P, and the object NP moves to the specifier of 

AGRo-P. Bonneau et al. (1994:3-4) support this account by 

giving examples that demonstrate that the postverbal NP in 

impersonal se constructions patterns after objects and not 

after subjects. Both the preverbal and the postverbal NP in 

the following examples have moved to the specifier position 

of AGRo-P. In example (36), however, there is further 

movement of the verb + se constituent to a higher position in 

the syntax, accounting for the postverbal surface structure 

position of the NP. 

(36) Se venden las casas. 

SE sell-3ppl. the houses 

'houses for sale' 

(37) Las casas se venden. 

the houses SE sell-3ppl. 

'houses for sale' 

This does not imply that all postverbal NPs have object

verb agreement. Spanish exhibits postverbal subjects, as in 

llegaron los estudiantes 'the students arrived'. Rather, this 

suggests that to determine the type of agreement between the 



verb and the NP, diagnostic tests would sometimes be needed, 

such as those described by Bonneau et al. (1994:3-4). 

Otero (1972:237-40) states that sometimes native 

speakers of Spanish will make a conscious effort to show 

agreement between the noun and the verb, when in fact such 

performance is 'agrarnrnatical': 

(38) Se aquila los apartamentos. 

SE rent-3psg. the apartments 

'Apartments for rent' 

(39) (*)Se aquilan los apartamentos. 

SE rent-3ppl. the apartments 

'Apartments for rent' 
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Otero argues that, when pronominalized, los apartamentos 'the 

apartments' acts as the direct object and not the subject, 

since it lacks agreement with the verb, which must be in 

third person singular: 

(40) Se los aquila. 

SE them rent-3psg. 

'They are rented'/'One rents them' 

While Otero considers such constructions agrarnrnatical, 

from the perspective of the Minimalist Program, verbs in 

Spanish are capable of showing agreement with their objects, 
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via the AGRo-Phrase. Belleti claims these postverbal NPs are 

still subjects, regardless of whether they are inverted or 

not. Irrespective of anyone's theory, it seems that given 

that native Spanish speakers commonly mark agreement between 

the verb and this type of postverbal NP, its use need not be 

prescribed as agrammatical. This construction type is also 

discussed later in the chapter from the perspective of form

content theory (Uber 1987, 1988). 

Non-agreeing se with a-NP 

In non-agreeing se constructions with NP objects, 

objects that are [+DEFINITE, +ANIMATE] are marked by the 

dative marker a 'to'. When the a-NP object phrase is used in 

impersonal se constructions, agreement is blocked between the 

object NP and the verb (Bonneau et al. 1994:6): 

(41) *Se llevaron (a) los estudiantes a la biblioteca. 

SE took-3ppl. (to) the students to the library 

'The students were taken to the library' 

(42) Se llevo a los estudiantes a la biblioteca. 

SE took-3psg. to the students to the library 

'The students were taken to the library' 
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Although se is in the head of AGRo, thus strengthening 

this functional category, NP movement is blocked. This is due 

to the fact that the NP's case requirements have already been 

checked by the dative marker a which precedes it. The 

principle GREED restricts the NP from moving further once it 

has satisfied its checking requirements (Bonneau et al. 

1994:6). The authors state that because the NP is unable to 

move, there is no agreement marking between the NP and the 

verb. 

Non-agreeing impersonal se 

In non-agreeing impersonal se constructions, the verb 

does not show agreement with the object NP, and in most 

dialects the NP must be [-DEFINITE] (Bonneau et al. 1994:11): 

(43) Se vende casas. 

SE sell-3psg. houses 

'Houses are for sale' 

The authors suggest that the lack of agreement between 

the verb and object NP can be accounted for by postulating 

that se is not in the head of AGRo, but rather is in the head 

of the D(eterminer) P(hrase), where, following along the 

lines of Belletti 1988, it is 'the manifestation of partitive 

case' (Bonneau et al. 1994:11). The NP is forced by se to 
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move into the specifier of DP, where it checks partitive case 

with se. In this way, the authors explain the indefiniteness 

effect of this construction as well as the lack of verb

object agreement. 

Aspectual se 

In aspectual se constructions, there is an overt subject 

NP, and the entire se paradigm can appear (me, te, se (sg.), 

nos, os, se (pl.)). Se agrees with this overt subject NP in 

terms of person and number. The aspectual change that se 

indicates in this construction is one of 'completeness or 

delimitedness' (Bonneau et al. 1994:11-12): 

(44 ) Maria comi6 una fruta. 

Mary ate-3psg. a fruit 

'Mary ate a fruit' 

(45 ) Maria se comi6 una fruta. 

Maria SE ate-3psg. a fruit 

'Mary ate up a fruit' 

The authors suggest that this aspectual property of se is 

dependent on the fact that se is base-generated in the inner 

Asp(ect) P(hrase), where it forces the object NP to move to 

the specifier of this functional category. The aspectual 

function of se has also been studied extensively by Arce-
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Arenales 1989, Nishida 1994, and Sanz 1995. Aspect is given a 

prominent role in the Middle Diathesis approach to se, which 

will be described later in this chapter. 

Se and a lexicon-syntax interface approach 

Another minimalist approach to the analysis of Romance 

clitics is taken by Cummins and Roberge (1994). These 

researchers address the fact that clitics like se appear to 

be involved in both morphological and syntactic processes. 

Generative theories are modular. Attempts are made to 

separate different linguistic processes from one another 

(phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic 

processes take place within different components of the 

modular model). Clitics like se seem to involve both 

morphological and syntactic processes. The problem arises as 

to how to treat them. Should they be analyzed as part of 

morphology or as part of syntax? The authors address this 

problem by positing an additional interface level to the 

model proposed by Chomsky (1992) for the Minimalist Program. 

The function of this additional interface is to match 

inflectional morphology to lexical items. Thus, in contrast 

with Chomsky's idea that lexical items that require 

inflectional features already have such features in the 

lexicon, the authors suggest that lexical items are actually 

bare uninflected forms in the lexicon, and receive 
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inflectional features in the new interface level, called the 

Lexicon-Syntax Interface, or LSI. This interface is between 

the lexicon and the syntactic component of the model. Their 

revised model is illustrated below (based on 1994:248): 

Lexicon 

Lexicon-Syntax Interface (LSI) 

Computational Component (CC) 

(X' theory) 

(Interface Level) 

(Principle of Full Interpretation) 

Phonological Form (PF) 

(Interface Level) 

Logical Form (LF) 

The morphological items of the LSI are said to differ 

from lexical items 'in that they are bundles of unordered 

features, rather than fully-realized autonomous phono

semantic entities' (249). 

The LSI freely combines its clitics and affixes to 

lexical items. If a representation contains 

incompatibilities between a lexical item and an LSI affix or 

clitic, then the representation crashes at LF for semantic 

reasons (249). Features which have been checked and indexed 

at the CC but which are not related to a root lexical item 

will not be able to be spelled out at PF, causing the 

representation to crash as well (253). 
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Contrary to many clausal structures within the 

Minimalist framework (such as those in Bonneau et al. 1994, 

and Bruhn-Garavito et al. 1994), in the Cummins and Roberge 

model, feature checking takes place between the verb and its 

subject and object NPs without movement to any Agreement 

Phrase, rendering this functional category obsolete (252). 

The only functional category required is the Tense Phrase, in 

order to check verb-tense agreement. The authors note, 

however, that some functional categories related to Tense, 

such as Aspect and Mood may also be required to form part of 

the clausal structure (256, note 3). Nevertheless, compared 

to many models which have ballooned the INFL(ection) 

functional category into a large array of additional 

functional categories, this model is unique. The proposed 

structures for subject- and object-verb agreement and verb

tense agreement follow: 

Subject/Object-Verb Agreement 

(46) VP 

NPs V' 

V NPo 

(based on 1994:252) 



Verb-Tense Agreement 

(47) TP 

Vi 

T' 

T 

T 

(based on 1994:253) 
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VP 

V' 

The authors further propose that ungrammatical sequences 

of clitic strings will crash at PF since they will not meet 

language specific template constraints. That is, at PF there 

are language specific templates for the ordering of clitics 

which must be complied with. The authors base this notion on 

the work of Bonet (1991). 

The pros and cons of generative analyses 

Bruhn-Garavito et al. (1994) and Bonneau et al. (1994) 

offer what I consider very interesting analyses of se, as 

they attempt to relate in part se's properties with the 

functional category se (co)-heads. Cummins and Roberge 

(1994) attempt to resolve a long-standing problem for the 

modular theory of grammar proposed in the generative 

framework: the proper analysis of clitics like se. These 

analyses of se are motivated by theory-internal concerns. 

Often, the second language research that is based on the 
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generative paradigm is itself too self-absorbed with the 

concerns of that paradigm. Second language data and second 

language research are more often than not subordinated to the 

concerns of the generative paradigm when that paradigm is 

employed in SL research (cf. Gass and Schachter 1989). This 

superordinate-subordinate relationship between linguistic 

research and second language research is not mutually 

beneficial. This dissertation attempts to present a more 

mutually beneficial relationship between these two fields. If 

anything, I would rather err on having the sub- and 

superordinate parties reversed; that is, having the 

linguistic theory subservient to second language research. 

Form-Content Theory 

William Diver and others at the Columbia University 

School of Linguistics have developed a theory of language, 

referred to as 'form-content theory' (Uber 1988) or 'choice

centered grammar' (Rodriquez-Bachiller 1991). The theory is 

influenced by the ideas of the nineteenth-century linguist 

Ferdinand de Saussure, who considered form and meaning to be 

inseparable. Diver and his colleagues assume that there is a 

one-to-one correspondence between form and meaning. For 

instance, a polyfunctional form like se is said to have one 

abstract meaning, which generalizes across its various 

functions, unifying them. According to form-content theory, 
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what enables us to communicate and understand specific 

messages is the combination of our knowledge of the basic 

meaning of a form, the context in which the form is used, our 

background knowledge, and our mental capacity to infer. 

Diver believes that meanings in a language are of two 

types (1986:331). One type adds information to the 

communicative message, such as number (eg. the book vs. the 

books). Another type adds instructions related to how one 

should process information in the message. For instance, 

Diver suggests that Latin had a system in which different 

forms, namely pronouns, signaled different degrees of 

required concentration of attention (Diver 1986:331): 

Degree of Concentration Continuum 

Most Concentration--------------------------Least Concentration 

ipse hie iste ille is Be 

Latin se, therefore, is of this second type of meaning, 

and its instruction is that the listener, or reader, need not 

exert a lot of concentration in trying to locate the referent 

for se, since 'of those antecedents that would provide an 

intelligible message. SE refers to the one that is closest to 

the center of attention' (Diver 1986:336, his underlining) . 

Diver suggests that the meaning of Latin se, 'least 

concentration of attention', 'has survived from Latin into 

the Romance languages' (338). 
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Erica Garcia (1975) has applied form-content theory to 

the analysis of Spanish se. Garcia's position on Spanish se 

and Diver's position on Latin se share many common points, as 

might be expected. Garcia considers the meaning of se to be 

'Low Deixis, Other'. 'Other' refers to the fact that se 

represents a third person pronoun, i.e. someone other than 

the first and second person. 'Low Deixis' means that se 

instructs the listener to 'seek neither hard nor far for the 

third person referred to' (193). This abstract meaning 

covers all uses of se, which Garcia divides into reflexive 

and impersonal uses. Garcia explains that in reflexive 

constructions, se refers to the subject, which is already in 

focus, so that the referent for se is easy to find. In 

impersonal constructions, se indicates that there is no need 

to concentrate on locating its referent, an unspecified 

someone, since this referent is of little importance in 

communicating the message. Se, therefore, appears to serve 

the dual and somewhat paradoxical roles of a focusing device 

in its reflexive uses, and a de-focusing or backgrounding 

device in its impersonal uses. 

Diane Ringer Uber (1987, 1988) sought to empirically 

test Garcia's analysis of Spanish se. In Garcia's analysis, 

the claim is made that the meaning of a form (in this case, a 

clitic pronoun), and the inferential strategies used in 

understanding messages, are the same for all speakers of a 

particular language (in this case, Spanish). Dialect 
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differences are said to result from 'differences in the 

absolute strength of the [inferential] strategies and the 

ranking of the strategies' (Uber 1987:254). Uber sought to 

test these claims in her own study, in which she administered 

a questionnaire to 49 native Spanish speakers living in the 

New York City-New Jersey area, some of whom were Spanish

dominant bilinguals, some of whom were English-dominant 

bilinguals. Uber's questionnaire dealt with other clitic 

pronouns in addition to se, but I will only discuss the 

portion of the questionnaire and the results that concerned 

se. Uber focused her investigation on agreement marking in 

the impersonal construction se + Verb + NP: 

(48) Se vendi61vendieron los autos. 

SE sold-3psg./sold-3ppl. the cars 

'One sold the cars' 

Sentences such as (48) above were embedded in some type of 

context in the questionnaire, 'in the form of written 

paragraphs or long sentences' (1987:254). Uber wished to 

investigate the specific claim by Garcia that the choice 

between a singular and plural verb ending depends on the 

following factors, which influence or form part of a native 

Spanish speakers' inferential strategies: 
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1. The definiteness of the NP. 

2. The importance of the NP. 

3. The animacy of the NP (i.e., whether it is human). 

According to Garcia's claim, the more definite, 

important, and animate the NP is, the more likely that it 

will show agreement with the verb (Uber 1987:255). The four 

sentences Uber used and the results she obtained for forty of 

the forty-nine bilingual subjects are given below (this 

sampling was chosen by Uber since these forty subjects were 

all speakers of the same dialect, Caribbean Spanish) 

(1988:386) : 

Eng(lish) Dominant: N =26 Sp(anish) Dominant: N =14 

a. Se [vende, venden] cigarrillos aqui. 

'Cigarettes are sold here' 

SP 21.4% 78.6% 

ENG 38.5% 

b. Se [vende, venden] los mejores carras del 

mundo aqui. 

'The best cars in the world are sold here' 

SP 14.3% 85.7% 

ENG 34.6% 65.4% 

5 As Uber explains (1988:390, note 5), 'percentages do not always total 
100% because some subjects gave more than one answer, left items blank, 
or gave deviant answers.' 



c. Se [busea, buseanJ secretarias. 

'Secretaries wanted' 

SP 

ENG 

14.3% 

50.0% 

85.7% 

50.0% 
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d. Se [neeesi ta, neeesitanJ estas tres secretarias 

bilingues para la conferencia. 

'These three bilingual secretaries are needed for 

the conference' 

SP 

ENG 

00.0% 

30.8% 

100.0% 

69.2% 

For these sentences that involve the impersonal use of se, 

Uber notes that 

Spanish-dominant speakers prefer verbal agreement in se 

+ Verb + NP constructions ... [while] the English

dominant speakers do not show as great a preference 

for verbal agreement ... but they do still prefer 

agreement. (1988:386) 

In general, a singular verb was less frequently used 

when the NP was more definite. When a singular verb was 

used, Uber hypothesized that advertisements containing 

expressions like se vende or se busca, plus a plural NP, may 

not have shown agreement between the NP and the verb because 
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such expressions 'have become lexicalized in the singular 

form' (1987:261). Animacy of the NP was not found to be a 

significant constraint on verbal agreement with the NP 

(1988:386). Uber states that her study supports Garcia's 

claims concerning the meaning of a form and the use of 

inferential strategies. In this case, the inferential 

strategies took into account 'definiteness of NP', and 

'lexicalized forms (in advertisements) '. Differences in 

agreement marking among the subjects were due to differences 

in the degree to which the particular inferential strategies 

were applied. As a secondary explanation for the differences 

in agreement marking, Uber, in accord with Silva-Corvalan 

(1986), states that language contact 'tends to accelerate 

internally-motivated changes in the system of the less-used 

language (in this case, Spanish)' (Uber 1988:389). 

Of the different theoretical approaches to the study of 

se considered in this chapter, the form-content approach is 

one of the few that have been applied to the teaching of a 

second language (cf. Huffman 1989, Rodriguez-Bachiller 1991). 

Rodriguez-Bachiller's (1991) article is especially 

interesting, as it attempts to relate 'choice-centered 

grammar' with the teaching of se to classroom learners of 

Spanish. Rodriguez-Bachiller suggests that one current 

difficulty with the teaching of se relates directly to the 

manner in which se is presented to students, both in their 

textbooks and by their teachers. Generally, se is presented 
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as a reflexive pronoun, with other functions of se delayed, 

ignored, or treated as secondary to its reflexive use. The 

various functions of se are more often than not considered to 

be unrelated. Rodriguez-Bachiller points out, however, that 

it makes more sense to teach students that the functions of 

se are related, since the suggestion that there are 

homonymous ses probably only engenders confusion (77). 

Rodriquez-Bachiller also believes that the hierarchy that has 

been established between the reflexive use of se and its 

other, so-called 'peripheral' uses, probably does not 

represent reality. In fact, Rodriguez-Bachiller claims that 

the non-reflexive uses of se are probably more prominent and 

more frequently used than its reflexive use (85, note 2) . 

Rodriquez-Bachiller follows Garcia (1975) in claiming that 

the unifying cognitive principle relating all of the 

functions of se is its meaning 'Low Deixis' (82). 

This approach to se is appealing for two reasons. 

First, it attempts to unify and relate the various functions 

of se, which finds support (both diachronic and synchronic in 

nature) in the works of other researchers, such as Arce

Arenales (1989), Maldonado (1992), and Turley (1992). Second, 

it suggests that a unifying approach to se also makes more 

sense pedagogically-speaking. That is, it is probably less 

confusing and more beneficial for students to understand that 

the morpheme se has many interrelated senses than it is for 

them to understand that se has many unrelated senses. 
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Yet, the implications of Diver's theory and Garcia's and 

Rodriquez-Bachiller's applications of the theory, namely, 

that there is only one meaning for each form, and that 

classroom learners of a language can use an abstract basic 

meaning to guide their on-line use of a polyfunctional 

morpheme like se, both seem to me unlikely. In the first 

case, the diachronic development of se's extension to other 

contexts and uses suggests that any basic meaning of se, such 

as least concentration of attention, might have been affected 

as well. That is, an increase in the range of functions of 

se might have been paralleled by a change toward a more 

general and abstract basic meaning, since this meaning had to 

encompass all functions, as Diver and his colleagues suggest 

it does. The analyses presented above for Spanish se and 

Latin se appear to agree, suggesting that the basic meaning 

of se has been unaffected, neither by general language change 

(from Vulgar Latin to Spanish) nor by the specific 

grammaticization of the form se. Furthermore, it is possible 

that as a form grammaticizes, it becomes untenable for any 

basic meaning to act as an overarching category for all the 

functions of the form, since while there may exist 

interrelationships among the different functions, there may 

not exist a one-to-one relationship between each function and 

the overarching meaning. 

Paul Kent Andersen (1993) appears to support a position 

similar to Diver's and his colleagues', and criticizes a 
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cognitive grammar approach to the analysis of polyfunctional 

morphemes, contending that in CG a single function of a 

polyfunctional form, such as the reflexive use of se, is too 

often erroneously chosen to represent the basic meaning of 

the polyfunctional form. Nevertheless, this criticism seems 

to miss the point that prototypes such as the reflexive se 

(Turley 1992) are usually concrete instances of a category 

and do not necessarily represent a general meaning of the 

category (Michael B. Smith, personal communication). 

In the second case, students who are learning a language 

are probably unable to make specific language choices based 

on extremely abstract meanings. Learning is probably better 

aided when it is more locally contextualized. For instance, 

as Maldonado (1992) suggests, there are salient 

interrelationships between many of the functions of see 

Consider the following small sample of functions of se, which 

Maldonado unifies by the notion of objective proximity; that 

is, the degree to which an object is considered close and 

intrinsic to a person: 

Objective Proximity Continuum 

+ Proximity------------------------------------- -Proximity 

Me lavo las manos Me pongo el sombrero Me guardo el cambio 

'I wash my hands' 'I put on my hat' 'I keep the change' 
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I would suggest that students are more likely to understand 

these more local and more salient connections than they are 

any abstract connection between an overarching category like 

'Low Deixis, Other' and a particular function. In other 

words, although it is true that a unifying approach to se 

makes sense, the notion that learners might be able to make 

specific decisions about the use of a polyfunctional form 

like se based on one abstract, all-encompassing meaning, does 

not. 

Middle Diathesis Approach 

Manuel Arce-Arenales, Melissa Axelrod, and Barbara A. 

Fox (1994) have put forth the hypothesis that there exists in 

nominative-accusative languages a three-way voice 

distinction: a regular active voice, a regular passive voice, 

and a voice intermediate between the active and passive 

voices. Each of these voices are distinguishable by the 

following characteristics (based on 1994:1): 

Active Voice Passive Voice Intermediate Voice 

syntactically 

active subject 

semantically 

affected subject 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 



Arce-Arenales and his co-authors consider the 

intermediate voice to form part of a 'middle diathesis': 

We introduce the hypothesis that all 

nominative-accusative languages treat syntactically 

active subjects as semantically either affected or not 

affected by the action described in the predicate. (1) 
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They see the middle diathesis, a syntactico-semantic 

category, as a natural explanation for why 

cross-linguistically the pattern reemerges that a variety of 

different constructions are marked by the same morphology. 

Such constructions include the reflexive, reciprocal, 

impersonal, and detransitivized constructions. Arce-Arenales 

et ale link these constructions via the middle diathesis, 

since in each one 'the subject of an active voice 

construction is also an affected entity' (2). 

As evidence of this middle diathesis domain, Arce

Arenales et ale present Spanish see For instance, in 

addition to its regular reflexive use, the benefactive 

reflexive use of se (eg. me consegui un trabajo 'I got myself 

a job') is considered a natural candidate for the middle 

diathesis domain since 'the subject is affected by the 

action--it receives the benefit of the action' (4). The 

researchers also consider the passive use of se to be part of 

the middle diathesis domain, based on two reasons (4). 



First, there is often ambiguity in these constructions 

between a passive reading and an active/reflexive reading. 

(49) se quem6 la torta. 

SE burnt the cake 

'the cake burnt'/'the cake was burnt [by someone]' 
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Second, passive se constructions do not generally allow 

overt oblique agents. 

(50) *se quem6 la torta por Juan. 

SE burnt the cake by Juan 

'the cake was burnt by Juan' 

The use of se with intransitive verbs (eg., se cay6 'he 

fell down') is also said to be an instance of middle 

diathesis. The presence of se indicates an increase in 

subject affectedness, because 'any volitionality on the part 

of the subject seems to be ruled out' (6). Arce-Arenales et 

al. point out that se is also used with transitive verbs, in 

what they have termed 'hypertransitive' constructions. 

(51) Juan se bebi6 el vino. 

Juan SE drank the wine 

'Juan drank up [all] the wine' 



The authors consider these last two uses of se to be 

related to aspectual functions, since they both indicate 

'increased perfectivity' (7). In fact, the authors state 

that a corollary to their hypothesis is that the middle 

diathesis domain is related to aspectual functions: 
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In general, middle diathesis marking will have 

associated aspectual functions, such that the middle 

diathesis marker is associated with punctual, change of 

state events. (7) 

What is interesting about this approach to the analysis 

of se is that it is based on cross-linguistic evidence, not 

unlike the typological universals' approach which Kemmer 

(1993, 1994) uses in support of her hypothesis that there is 

a semantic middle voice category, for which se is a middle 

voice marker. Arce-Arenales et ale consider the guiding 

principle for the middle diathesis to be subject 

affectedness. Kemmer and Maldonado see the middle voice 

category~s involving more than just subject affectedness; in 

other words, Arce-Arenales et ale may be oversimplifying the 

process that emerges from the cross-linguistic evidence 

(Kemmer, personal communication). For example, verb class 

and situation type are important factors for understanding 

the middle domain. Verbs of emotion are frequently used with 

middle voice marking. Consider, for instance, the phrase Me 
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enoje con el ruido 'I got angry at (because of ) the noise'. 

Arce-Arenales might suggest that this use of se (i.e. its me 

variant) is due to both the subject-affectedness principle 

and to the corollary that the middle diathesis is often 

related to aspectual functions, such as perfectivity or 

change of state. However, not all verbs of emotion can take 

the middle marker se: 

(52) *Me odio (con) ese ruido. 

SE-1psg hate-1psg (with) that noise 

'I hate that noise' 

While Arce-Arenales et al. do not explain why certain 

members of verb classes and situation types are unable to be 

marked by se, Maldonado (1992) does attempt to account for 

this seemingly idiosyncratic process. We will consider 

Maldonado's analysis in the next chapter, but, in brief, 

Maldonado shows that with certain verbs of emotion the 

subject is more capable of directing his or her emotions, 

instead of merely reacting emotionally to some external 

cause. That is, the subject appears to be more in control, 

more able to direct his or her emotions to some object, a 

situation which then rules out the use of the middle marker 

se: 
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(53) Odio ese ruido. 

Hate-lpsg that noise 

'I hate that noise' 

Arce-Arenales et al. do not account for this 

distinction. In addition, one might argue that certain uses 

of se cannot be seen as instances of their middle diathesis, 

since some of these uses of se do not exhibit any subject 

affectedness, nor any perfective or change-of-state aspect: 

(54) Las montanas se encuentran en el desierto. 

The mountains SE found-3ppl. in the desert 

'(The) mountains are (found) in the desert' 

(55) El libro se trata de una mujer rica. 

The book SE treat-3psg. of a woman rich 

'The book is about/concerns a rich woman' 
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CHAPTER 3 

A COGNITIVE GRAMMAR APPROACH TO SE 

In Chapter 2, I described various linguistic approaches 

to the analysis of se which, although they are of interest 

and merit, may not provide the most practical and meaningful 

approach to the analysis of L2 data. In this chapter I review 

a theory of language which I feel does provide one. I begin 

by discussing how cognitive grammar (CG) treats reflexives. I 

describe how in CG the reflexive construction is said to 

differ from prototypical transitive constructions. I then 

discuss the extension of the reflexive construction to middle 

functions. Some of the important works that guide my research 

will be discussed as they relate to these topics. 

In cognitive grammar, a fundamental way language is 

organized and linked with our conceptual system is through 

schemas. Schemas are abstract, symbolic organizational 

structures that support and guide language learning and 

language use. Some schemas develop from our ability to 

abstract from linguistic expressions any shared patterns and 

commonalities. These are referred to as low-level schemas. 

The schematic structure of language is hierarchical. 

Thus, low-level schemas are frequently subsumed under high

level schemas which abstract from these low-level schemas any 

commonalities and patterns they share. Schemas may also be 
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prelinguistic structures that guide the way we view and 

interpret our experiences. Such schemas are referred to as 

imagery schemas or cognitive models. Michael B. Smith (1993) 

has analyzed the manner in which the link imagery schema 

organizes certain aspects of the grammar of a language, such 

as coreference. The link schema aids us in seeing the 

connection between two entities. In Smith's analysis, the 

reflexive is seen as a subschema of the link schema. A 

reflexive morpheme like Spanish se, 'serves the function of 

making explicit our perception of similarity between objects 

based on the sharing of one or more features' (Smith 

1993:10) . 

Another important cognitive model is the billard-ball 

model, which supports the view of a world 'in which discrete 

objects move around in space, make contact with one another, 

and participate in energetic interactions' (Langacker 

1991:283). This model supports the organization of 

prototypical transitive clauses. In prototypical transitive 

clauses there are two distinct participants that have 

different roles in the 'exchange-of-energy' event. Here is a 

prototypical transitive sentence: 

(1) Mary pinched Bill. 

Another model supporting the organization of language is 

that of autonomy and dependency. Langacker (1991:286) states 
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that 'an event is conceptually dependent vis-a-vis its 

participants. By contrast, a person or physical object can be 

conceptualized independently of any event in which it might 

participate'. The prototypical transitive clause consists of 

both an autonomous element and a dependent element: the 

dependent element is generally the event and its energy 

source (i.e. the verb and its subject), while the autonomous 

element is generally the theme participant (i.e. the object) 

(Langacker 1991:386-7): 

(2) Sam opened 

(D[ependent]) 

the door 

(A[utonomous])) 

Events are not always prototypical nor are they always 

described by prototypical transitive clauses. We have the 

conceptual and linguistic abilities to construe events in 

different ways. For instance, we can focus attention away 

from the dependent elements and focus it instead on the 

autonomous elements and their processes: 

(3) The door opened 

(A (based on Langacker 1991:387) 

The ability to construe events in less prototypical ways 

leads us to the reflexive clause and to the middle clause. I 

will discuss in turn these two extensions from the 
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prototypical clausal organization, showing how the reflexive 

clause extends from the prototypical transitive clause, as 

well as how the middle clause extends from the reflexive 

clause. 

One manner in which the reflexive clause differs from 

the prototypical transitive clause is in the 

distinguishability of its participants. In a prototypical 

transitive clause, the two participants are discrete, 

distinct participants that have different roles in the event. 

In a reflexive clause, however, although there are two 

participants that have different roles in the event, they are 

not distinct from one another. In fact, they are identical. 

(4) Mary pinched herself. 

Just as the reflexive clause is an extension of the 

prototypical transitive clause, the reflexive clause itself 

is often extended to other clausal types. As we noted, an 

event can be elaborated in different ways: focus can be 

placed on the theme participant and the more active 

participant need not be elaborated in the event. For 

example, in the sentence 'the wall got dirty', the more 

active participant (the doer) is not elaborated or mentioned, 

although it is probably still implied. Instead, the theme 

participant is focussed on. In Spanish, the reflexive se is 

used in this less elaborated clause. The reflexive se in this 
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less elaborated clause is sometimes referred to as a middle 

form. The Spanish translation of 'the wall got dirty' is La 

pared se ensuci6. 

Langacker (1991:371) notes that this relative degree of 

elaboration allows a middle form like se to be 'extended to 

various kinds of passive and impersonal constructions, whose 

basic function is the unspecificity of the [agent] '. Refering 

to Maldonado 1988, Langacker (1991:390-1) shows how the 

middle form se in Spanish elaborates events, deriving a 

force-dynamic meaning from an intransitive verb, while 

defocussing the agent and deriving an intransitive verb from 

a root transitive verb: 

(5) La Lluvia esta cayendo. 

(A 

'the rain is falling' 

(Intransitive--Absolute) 

(6) Juan se cay6. (Force-Dynamic) 

(A 

'Juan fell' 

(7) Juan rompi6 

(D 

la taza. 

(A ) ) 

'Juan broke the cup' 

(Transitive) 

(8) La taza se rompi6. (Intransitive-Agent Unspecified) 

(A 

'the cup broke' 



The work of Kemmer (1993) is also important in 

understanding how prototypical transitive constructions, 

reflexive constructions, and middle constructions compare 

with one another. 
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Kemmer (1993) demonstrates that certain functions or 

situation types tend to be marked in a given language by the 

same form. Kemmer assumes that this recurring process is an 

indication that the different functions expressed by the same 

form are related. She notes that these situation types can be 

subsumed within a distinct semantic domain that she terms the 

middle domain (is). This semantic domain can be distinguished 

from closely related but distinct domains by virtue of 

criteria such as the affectedness of the subject (c.f. Lyons 

1969), the distinguishability of participants, and the 

relative elaboration of the event (Kemmer 1993:3,73): 

Participant Distinguishability Continuum 

+Distinguishability --------------------- -Distinguishability 

Two-Participant Reflexive Middle One-Participant 

As noted, the reflexive form se in Spanish is often used 

as a middle form. Based on Kemmer 1993, the following is a 

listing of the situation types to be found in the middle 

domain. Examples are illustrated with Spanish se: 
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Situation Types Examples 

1. Grooming, Body Care:lavarse 'wash', vestirse 'get dressed' 

2. NonTranslational 1 Motion:inclinarse 'bow',voltearse 'turn' 

3. Translational Motion:irse 'go, leave', pasearse 'stroll' 

4. Change in Body Posture:sentarse 'sit down' 

5. Self-Benefactive Middle:conseguirse 'acquire for oneself' 

6. Naturally Reciprocal Event:reunirse 'meet' 

7. Emotional Middle:asustarse 'get scared' 

8. Emotional Speech Acts:quejarse 'complain' 

9. Cognition Middle:acordarse de 'remember' 

10. Spontaneous Events:pudrirse 'rot away' 

11. Logophoric Middle:creerse 'believe oneself to be' 

(Juan se cree astuto 'John thinks he's clever') 

12. Passive/Impersonal Middle:venderse bien 'sell well' 

(este coche se vende bien 'this car sells wells') 

A cognitive grammar analysis of se as a reflexive and 

middle form has been written by Maldonado (1992). His study 

is based in large part on the work in typological universals 

by Remmers (1988, 1993) .. ~ong the various criteria 

Maldonado uses to contrast the different middle uses of se 

with its reflexive use is the notion of participant 

distinguishability. One important feature of the middle 

1 Roughly speaking, this term is used to describe the movement of an 
object when the object moves within its current space. In contrast, 
translational motion involves movement of the object to outside of its 
current space. 



functions of se is that the coreferent participants are not 

as clearly distinguishable and separable as those in the 

prototypical reflexive construction. Maldonado (1992:87) 

offers the following pair of sentences as an example of how 

this criteria helps contrast the reflexive form se with the 

middle form se: 

(9) Valeria se vio en el espejo. 

'Valeria looked at herself in the mirror' 

(10) Valeria le preguntaba a su madre: ic6mo me veo? 

'Valeria would ask her mother: How do I look?' 

Maldonado explains that while in sentence (9) above 

Valeria still has both agent and patient attributes (i.e., 

although subject and object are identical, they are still 

distinguishable participants), in sentence (10), Valeria is 

an experiencer participant who 'reduces her agent-like 

capacity to see and lets the surrogate agent madre be the 

active perceiver' (Maldonado 1992:87). 
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In his work on se, Maldonado establishes links between 

many of the middle uses of se. Among some of the organizing 

principles he uses to accomplish this are the following, each 

of which will be explained and illustrated in turn below: 
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Organizing Principles of Se's Middle Domain 

(a) Objective Proximity 

(b) Linguistic Proximity 

(c) Initial Force Prominence 

(d) Degree of Control 

(e) Focus on State 

(f) Dynamic Change 

A. Objective Proxmity: 

One particular situation type in which the two 

participants are less distinguishable is that of grooming 

actions, such as 'wash (oneself)'. This type may furthermore 

involve objects which, although not identical with the 

subject participant, are proximal and intrinsic to the 

subject. From the prototypical grooming actions, the use of 

se has been extended to include less intrinsic objects. 

Often, the function of se in these constructions is that of a 

reference point to which to relate or locate the object. 

Some examples of the middle marker se with this situation 

type are presented below (based on Maldonado 1992:420): 

Objective Proximity Continuum 

+Proximity----------------------------------

+Intrinsic-----------------------------------

--Proximity 

--Intrinsic 

Me lavo. Me lavo la cara. Me pongo el sombrero. Me guardo el cambio. 

'I wash' 'I wash my face' 'I put on my hat' 'I keep the change' 
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B. Linguistic Proximity: 

Analogous to the objective proximity continuum, 

Maldonado has ascertained various functions of the middle 

marker se that relate to what he terms 'linguistic proximity' 

(1992:156-227). These functions of se generally involve some 

type of abstract possessive or benefactive relationship. An 

example of this benefactive middle is sentence (11) below: 

(11) Se consigui6 un trabajo. 

Se got-3psg. a job 

'He got himself a job ' 

(based on Maldonado 1992:393) 

To the benefactive middle se, Maldonado is able to 

relate the use of se with verbs that have an 'inherent self

benefactive meaning' (1992:199). He terms this use of se the 

'full exploitation middle', by which he means that the object 

in question is 'exploited to its maximal capacity' 

(1992:199). The following are some examples of this full 

exploitation middle (Maldonado 1992:204): 



(12) Es un maestro que se capta la voluntad de los 

ninos. 
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Is a teacher that SE capture-3psg. the will of the 

children 

'He is a teacher that captures the will of 

children' 

(13) Pilar se sabe la cancion. 

Pilar SE know-3psg. the song 

'pilar knows the song [by heart] , 

A further extension of the benefactive middle is found 

in sentences with se in which the focus is on the full 

involvement or participation of the subject. This middle 

function of se Maldonado calls the 'full involvement middle' 

(211). The following two sentences exemplify this middle 

voice function of se (Maldonado 1992:212): 

(14) Se canto un bolero con toda el alma. 

SE sang-3p.sg. a bolero with all the soul 

'She sang a bolero with all her soul' 

(15) Se bailo un danzon como nunca. 

SE danced-3p.sg. a danzon like never 

'She danced a danzon like never [in her life]' 
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C. Initial Force Prominence: 

In other middle constructions with se, the level of 

prominence of the agent-like participant (i.e. initial force) 

varies, and, in fact, generally decreases in prominence. 

Using this criterion, Maldonado is able to distinguish among 

the following middle voice functions of se (based on 

Maldonado 1992:410-11): 

Initial Force Continuum 

++Prominence 

++Irnpersooal: Se honra a los heroes. 

'One honors heroes' 

+Irnpersonal Passiye: Esos edificios se construyeron en 1892. 

'Those buildings were built in 1892' 

+/-Passiye Prototype: La pared se ensuci6. 

-Internal Attriblte: 

--Quasi-Absolute: 

--Prominence 

'The wall got dirty' 

La taza se quebr6. 

'The cup broke' 

Las montanas se encuentran en el desierto. 

'Mountains are found in the desert' 

D. Degree of Control: 

Maldonado (1992:63) describes how for many verbs of 

perception and cognition, the middle marker se denotes an 

intermediate degree of transitivity and subject control: 



Transitivity/Control Continuum 

++Transitivity ++Control 

Recorde sus palabras. 'I remembered her words' (transitive) 

Me recorde de nino. 'I remembered myself as a boy' (reflexive) 

Reflexione sobre el problema. 'I reflected on the problem' (oblique) 
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Me acorde de sus palabras. 'I remembered his/her words' (middle) 

Reflexione mucho antes de escribir la primera frase. 'I reflected a lot 

before writing the first sentence' (intransitive absolute) 

--Transitivity --Control 

E. Focus on State: 

When se is used with verbs of emotion, the sentence 

designates an emotional reaction, a change of state, in which 

the experiencer participant, although it has increased the 

role it plays in the event compared with the role of a 

passive patient (e.g., it controls verb agreement), still has 

diminished control over the activity or the object (Maldonado 

1992: 68) : 

(16) El ruido me asust6. 

The noise me scared-3psg. 

'The noise scared me' 

(17) Me asuste con el ruido. 

Me scared-1psg. with the noise 

'I got scared from the noise' 



Se may be used to focus on an emotional state (18), or 

to describe a physical change in state (19): 

(18) Me alegro de estar aqui. 

Me happy-1psg. of be-info here 

'I'm happy to be here' 

(Maldonado 1992:404) 

(19) Se enferm6 con el frio. 

SE got ill-3psg. with the cold 

'He got sick with [due to] the cold weather' 

(Maldonado 1992:98) 

F. Dynamic Change: 
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Closely related to the use of se as a focusing device 

and as an indication of a change in state is the use of se to 

designate (1) a change in body posture, (2) a dynamic change, 

and (3) a force dynamic change. 

Typical of type (1) uses are verbs such as acostarse 'go 

to bed', 'lay down'; and levantarse 'get up'. Type (2) uses 

involve expressions such as subirse 'get on', irse 'leave', 

and despertarse 'wake up'. These type (2) verbs vary along a 

continuum involving the degree of control the subject has 

over directing the energy of the event. In the type (2) 

example verbs given above, the verbs vary from having a 

+control subject (subirse, irse) to having a -control subject 

(despertarse). Typical of type (3) uses are verbs which 



denote a change which is contrary to expectations and which 

also generally involves an unexpected or negative outcome. 

Examples of this type are caerse 'fall down', and ahogarse 

'drown'. 
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For my CG analysis of the second language use of se, I 

consider the important roles of schema and prototypes in 

explaining and describing language learning and language use, 

and I also consider the semantic organization of se as 

described above. For example, one type of schema, known as a 

cognitive domain, (Langacker 1987:147-82) offers a useful 

means for contextualizing and categorizing the different uses 

of se. Maldonado's analysis of se, and Kemmer's situational 

types for middle domain forms, point to the following 

cognitive domains as being useful for the analysis of se: 

physical domain and mental domain. The mental domain can be 

further divided into three subdomains: perceptual, 

ideational, and emotional. Rice (1987) suggests that these 

domains, along with the social domain, are basic domains for 

the characterization of the category transitivity. Based on 

these works, I consider the possibility that the cognitive 

domain to which a verb + se construction belongs may be a 

possible constraint on the second language use of se. 
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Cognitive Grammar and L2 Use of Se 

The benefits in using cognitve grammar for interpreting 

the L2 use of se are many. First, cognitive grammar is a 

usage-based theory of language. Many of its constructs, such 

as low-level schemas, are 'built-up', as it were, from usage 

events, i.e. actual language use. Since CG aims at describing 

and explaining actual language use (its content requirement), 

it does not rely on linguistic constructs such as traces or 

empty categories. Since I am analyzing second language usage 

events, I want a linguistic theory that can deal with the 

data, in principle and in fact. CG offers a very practical 

and meaningful approach to L2 data, and to describing and 

explaining language learning and language use. 

Second, CG attempts to relate language use and language 

learning with cognitive bases. I think one important benefit 

to interpreting second language data from a CG perspective 

comes from its taking into account cognitive organizing 

principles. One guiding assumption I have is that there is 

bi-directionality in language learning and language use, 

where cognitive principles interact with language acquisition 

and language production processes. That is, the type of 

second language input a learner receives and the manner in 

which the learner uses the second language (output) both 

influence the development of cognitive organizational 

principles as well as are guided by such principles. Second 
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language use can be thought of as guided by and supported by 

different types of schemas. 

Cognitive grammar acknowledges the importance of 

prototype theory developed by Rosch (1973) and others. The 

notion of prototype well suits an analysis of a 

polyfunctional morpheme like se. As I noted, prototypes are 

important in understanding clausal structures. The reflexive 

clause extends from the prototypical transitive clause. In 

many languages, the middle clause extends from the reflexive 

clause. In Spanish, the reflexive marker se also serves as a 

middle marker. 

Cognitive Grammar not only offers a means to describe 

how speakers use their language, but it also offers a means 

to explain how they acquire their language. I will mention 

some of the processes involved in the acquisition of 

language, based on a cognitive grammar perspective. 

One manner of acquisition involves exploiting previous 

experience (a standard) for 'the structuring and 

interpretation of novel experience' (a target) (Langacker 

1987:349). This is the process involved in the acquisition of 

some dependent morphemes. For example, a learner uses his or 

her knowledge of dependent morphemes in the present tense 

verbs sit, ring, begin to interpret and structure the past 

tense forms of these verbs: sat, rang, began (Langacker 

1987:349). 
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Another manner of acquisition involves distinguishing 

between stems and affixes, or autonomous and dependent 

morphemes, respectively (Langacker 1987:360). A learner is 

said to 'extract invariant features from the contexts in 

which a stem appears' (Langacker 1987:360). Usually, affixes 

are not considered 'obligatory activated facets' of the stem, 

and therefore do not 'survive the cancelation process'. The 

autonomy of the stem, however, does not preclude information 

pertaining to how it may combine with other elements 

(Langacker 1987:360). This manner of acquisition may playa 

role in the second language acquisition of verb + se 

constructions. If se (affix) in these constructions is not 

considered an obligatory facet of the verb (stem), then 

students may tend to omit se, at least in the beginning 

stages of their acquisition of verb + se constructions. 

From a CG perspective, a network of meanings is 

generally constructed (acquired) based on extensions and 

elaborations from a category prototype (Langacker 1987:376). 

This manner of acquisition will be shown to playa major role 

in the second language use and acquisition of verb + se 

constructions by these students, and will be discussed in 

greater detail in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. 

In basic terms, CG supports the following processes in 

the acquisition of complex categories, some of which are 

evidenced by the L2-Spanish learne~s in this study as they 



attempted to construct and acquire the complex category 

reflexive clitic: 

1. Abstraction of commonalities: schemas and 

prototypes constructed. 

2. Perception of similarities: extensions from 

prototype of a complex category, creating a network 

of related meanings. 
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3. Elaborations: distinctions within a complex 

category based on its schemas. 

CG not only offers a means to analyze SL data, but it 

also allows one to develop implications for SL teaching. One 

fundamental implication based on cognitive grammar is that 

many of the senses of se might profitably be presented in the 

classroom as functions that are interrelated. 

I agree with researchers who warn that one should be 

careful about offering classroom action recommendations 

before one has conducted pedagogy research (i.e. classroom 

research). At the same time, I feel it is a disservice to 

students, who generally make up the pool of subjects for SL 

research, if pedagogical implications are not somewhere 

addressed. I, therefore, address implications for the 

teaching of se in the last chapter. 

For the above reasons, I have chosen to apply a CG 

analysis to the SL data, over the various other analyses 
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presented in the previous chapter. Traditional grammar is not 

a theory per se and its taxonomies of se's functions are 

sometimes arbitrary. Presently, the application of generative 

grammar to second language research is too absorbed in the 

concerns of the generative paradigm to be of significant 

value in describing and understanding SL data. SL data is 

treated too much as a testing ground for generative theory. 

That is not the only purpose for analyzing SL data. Form

content theory and its one-form one-meaning tenet do not 

adequately explain the use of and the relationships between 

the various functions of polyfunctional morphemes like se. 

The middle diathesis approach, although it is based on 

important cross-linguistic phenomena and it highlights some 

important functions of se, such as its aspectual functions, 

may be oversimplifying the cross-linguistic processes it 

investigates. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research Questions 

There were two general questions that guided my 

research. 

(1) How do university learners of Spanish at the 

intermediate level of proficiency use the 

polyfunctional morpheme se ? 
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(2) What factors appear to constrain their use of se? 

Related to these questions are questions concerning 

patterns of use of se. For example, what factors constrain 

the overuse of se? What factors constrain the underuse 

(omission) of se? Each of these questions is addressed in 

this study and will be examined in more detail in the 

following chapters. 

The learning of se has been a problem area for many 

university learners of Spanish. By investigating its patterns 

of use I might better understand what factors influence the 

students' use of se. At the same time, the investigation 

might form a basis on which to develop ideas about teaching 

se that might better assist students in their learning of se. 
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One of the main factors which I hypothesize to be a 

constraint on the use of se is the cognitive domain the verb 

+ se construction belongs to. Since this factor is a central 

concern of the study, I elaborate on the theoretical basis 

for choosing this factor group later in this chapter, when I 

discuss the independent factor groups for the VARBRUL 

statistical analyses. 

Subjects 

The students selected for this study completed their 

second year of Spanish studies at the University of Arizona 

during the spring and fall semesters of 1991. The 

preliminary list compiled consisted of 132 students. Of the 

initial list, thirty-two students were missing computer 

conferencing data for either one or both semesters, and 

therefore were not considered for the study. Of the 

remaining 100 students, fourteen had very scant data for one 

of their semesters, and the decision was made not to consult 

their data initially, but rather to consider them if need be 

as a secondary source of information that could be used to 

verify initial results. Substracting those students from the 

pool of subjects left 86 students whose computer conferencing 

files were complete for both semesters, and who therefore 

formed the final group of subjects. 
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Various types of information concerning the subjects 

were collected, since they would be used not only for 

descriptive purposes but also for the subsequent statistical 

analyses of the use of se (see Appendix H for a summary of 

student information). These types of information included 

the age of the students, their sex, their class grades, the 

number of years of high school Spanish they had taken, the 

first university Spanish class they had completed in the 

basic language program, and so forth. This information 

subsequently played a part in the VARBRUL statistical 

analyses, to help answer the question, 'What factors best 

contribute to predicting the patterns of use of se that these 

learners evidence in their computer conferencing messages?' I 

review below some of this student information. 

The students ranged from eighteen years of age to 

thirty-nine years of age. Seventy-one of the eighty-six 

students were between the ages of eighteen and twenty-two. 

There was a total of fifty-two female students and 

thirty-four male students, representing 17 Spanish classes: 

eight Spanish 201 (third semester) classes from the spring 

semester and nine Spanish 202 (fourth semester) classes from 

the fall semester. 

Represented also were sixteen GATs, or Graduate 

Assistants/Associates in Teaching, of whom four teachers were 

native-Spanish speakers (three from Mexico, one from Chile), 

and twelve were second-language Spanish speakers from the US, 
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who were pursuing graduate studies either in Spanish, Latin 

American Studies, Second Language Acquisition and Teaching, 

or another related program. 

It was felt that past high school experience with 

Spanish might be a contributing factor in the students' 

knowledge of and use of the reflexive clitic pronouns. The 

more exposure to classroom instruction, the more likely the 

students are aware of the clitic pronouns and their uses and 

the more likely they have used them in their own production. 

Table 4.1 shows the number of students who had high 

school Spanish experience. Nearly two-thirds of the students 

had taken between two and three years of high school Spanish. 

Years 
Students 

00 
23 

01 
03 

01.5 02 
01 27 

03 
26 

03.5 
03 

04 
03 

Table 4.1. Crosstabulation of factors students and years of high school 
Spanish. 

Students' university Spanish studies were also 

considered to be a potential factor. For instance, students 

who completed four semesters of Spanish at the 

university-level would have more recent and prolonged 

exposure to university Spanish instruction than those who 

skipped the first semesters, owing to their scores on 

placement exams or to the fact that their high school Spanish 

experience allowed them to proceed past the first few 

semesters of university Spanish. Completing the entire basic 
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language program at the university would predict that the 

students shared similar classroom instructional experiences, 

a situation which might influence their use of sea 

Students who had high school Spanish classes did not 

necessarily place out of the first or second semesters of 

university-level Spanish. A total of forty-four students 

took the first semester Spanish class at the university; that 

is, slightly more than half of the students participating in 

this study. Twenty-five students began their university 

studies at the second semester class (Spanish 102) while 

thirteen began their university Spanish studies at the third 

semester class (Spanish 201). The remaining four students 

took an intensive first year Spanish class (Spanish 205), 

which combined the first and second semesters into one. 

Information on course level and class grades were 

collected, to be used in the statistical analyses as 

approximations to the students' language proficiency. In 

general terms, the students may be classifed as intermediate 

learners of Spanish. Nevertheless, course level and course 

grades were considered possible predictors of these learners' 

use of se, since proficiency level is known to play a role in 

the use of some interlanguage forms (Preston 1993). Class 

grades for the students' third and fourth semesters of 

university Spanish, from which the computer conferencing data 

were collected, are given in Table 4.2 below: 
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Grades Spring Fall 
A 28 30 
B 37 35 
C 10 15 
D 06 02 
E 00 00 
Pass 03 01 
No data 02 03 

Table 4.2. No. of students per grade across semesters. 

Procedures 

The use of naturalistic data 

Obtaining naturalistic data on the students' use of se 

was a guiding criterion for selection of subjects. Much of 

the research on the L2 use of Spanish clitic pronouns (Klee 

1988, Uber 1987, 1988, and VanPatten 1987) has been based on 

one time or only occasional sampling of recorded 

conversations, or on questionnaires dealing with 

grammaticality judgments. Naturalistic data that covers a 

considerable period of time generally affords more 

opportunities for the researcher to examine the use of 

specific interlanguage forms (with the proviso that certain 

interlanguage forms do not occur with great frequency in 

naturalistic data, requiring the researcher to use 

experimental methodology, guided interviews, questionnaires, 

or other elicitation techniques). The two-semesters' worth 

of computer conferencing messages examined for this study had 



a reasonable chance of capturing a substantial number of 

tokens of the reflexive forms being examined. 
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In addition, the examination of corpora not only affords 

the researcher a practical and valid means of investigating 

the use of inter language forms, but also allows the 

researcher the opportunity to use the data for further 

pedagogical research and practice (Barlow 1994, Johns 1994). 

computer conferencing messages 

The computer conferencing messages I examined belong to 

a larger database established and developed by Professor 

Karen L. Smith of the Spanish and Portuguese Department at 

the University of Arizona. Professor Smith established her 

database in 1988 and has been collecting student computer

conferencing messages since that time, establishing a corpus 

of student work for research and pedagogical purposes. 

Students are all second-year students of Spanish at the 

university. 

For most if not all second-year Spanish students at the 

University of Arizona, writing computer conferencing messages 

is part of their weekly, sometimes daily activities. 

Students generally use outside-of-class time to complete 

these assignments, and many rely on the computer sites on 

campus, or at other locations such as home, to complete them. 
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The topics of these messages generally range from the 

personal to topics pertaining to local, regional, and world 

events, to topics related to the classroom, such as reading 

assignments and Spanish films that students had watched. 

The students in this study often discussed having fun at 

parties and at other events, they often discussed the 

prospect of getting married or what marriage means to them, 

they talked about places they had traveled to, sports they 

were involved in, and other personal topics. Students also 

had discussions on AIDS, the Gulf War, and the Supreme Court 

Justice nominee whom a former employee accused of sexual 

harassment. Class assignments included reading novels such 

as El Gringo or plays such as La casa de Bernarda Alba, both 

of which were frequently discussed in the computer 

conferencing messages. Films which students had to watch for 

class, such as Camila, were also discussed in their 

conferencing messages. In other words, most instructors 

established conferences for their students to discuss 

particular topics, which followed along the lines just 

described above. In addition, most instructors gave students 

credit according to the amount of participation students 

demonstrated in the conferences, and not according to the 

grammatical structure of their messages. 

The computer conferencing messages are a special form of 

communication, a form of conversational writing perhaps. 

Students generally write at their own paces, generally 



respond to each other's messages in an informal, personal 

manner, beginning their messages sometimes with an 

introduction (Hola, me llamo Felipe 'Hi, I'm Phillip'). 
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Students in this study expressed in their messages 

their opinions about what was being 'said' in the conferences 

(Yo (no) estoy de acuerdo con Ud. 'I (dis) agree with you'), 

and often wrote about their likes and dislikes. As occurs in 

personal letters, students sometimes ended their messages by 

saying goodbye, or by stating that it was time for them to 

stop and do something else (Ciao, Adios 'Bye'; Tengo que ir a 

clase ahora 'I have to go to class now'). 

Students knew that their messages would be made public 

in the computer conferences for their classmates and their 

teachers to read and write replies to. Therefore, along with 

the private aspect of writing, there was a social aspect, 

since all messages were made public to the members of the 

class. Because of the social aspect of the writing, the 

messages often had a conversational tone. 

While writing their messages, students had available to 

them the word-processing editor of the conferencing system to 

correct and modify their messages before they sent or 

'mailed' them. Although students would have time to look up 

vocabulary in dictionaries or to ask someone sitting nearby 

for help with word selection, from my own experience with 

teaching Spanish 201 and 202 students, and having observed 

them from time to time writing their computer conferencing 
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messages, I have found that most students sit in front of the 

computer and write without much assistance from others, 

depending, instead, on their own resources. 

Students' computer conferencing messages were generally 

spontaneous in that students often wrote without planning 

extensively what they would write. Students were not free of 

constraints, however. Such constraints were the time they had 

to spend on conferencing, their interest in and knowledge of 

the topics under discussion, their preparation for discussing 

the topics, their intermediate level of proficiency in 

Spanish, and their skills at using computers. 

Gramrnaticality judgments of student sentences 

A Spanish/English bilingual speaker agreed to assist in 

the research. She was a recent graduate of the University of 

Arizona who had studied in the Spanish and Portuguese 

Department. All of the student messages which I had selected 

for the analysis were given to her and she was asked to make 

gramrnaticality judgments and corrections of these messages, 

focusing primarily on the use, or required use, of se and its 

host verb. This information was used to confirm, correct, or 

question the judgments which I had made of the sentences. It 

was especially useful in more accurately investigating the 

absence of se in obligatory contexts. 
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Textbook presentation of se 

Copies of the departmental syllabi for Spanish 201 and 

202 are given in Appendices Band C, where information can be 

found concerning the textbooks used, the class requirements, 

and the basis for exam and class grades. A few comments 

should be made now concerning the presentation of the 

reflexive pronouns in the students' textbook Cada vez mejor: 

Espanol para nivel intermedio (1990), to give the reader an 

idea of how the students may have been exposed to the 

learning of these pronouns during their second year of 

Spanish, had they consulted this textbook for the study of 

reflexive pronouns. Chapter six of Cada vez mejor is the 

chapter which focuses on los pronombres reflexivos y 

reciprocas ('Reflexive and reciprocal pronouns')l. 

In the textbook chapter, the concept of the reflexive 

verb is first presented by stating that 'the action of the 

verb "reflects back" directly or indirectly on the subject' 

(119) and that the English equivalents for the Spanish 

reflexive pronouns are the -self, -selves pronouns. In other 

words, the primary function of se is as a reflexive pronoun. 

1 The functions of se and their order of presentation in the first-year 
textbook Dos mundos (1990) are given below: 

1st: reflexives and daily routines (me 1evanto 'I get up', me 
bane 'I wash', and so forth). 

2nd: impersonal se (se hab1a espano1 en Espana 'People speak 
Spanish in Spain). 

3rd: se and unplanned occurrences (se me olvida 'I forget'). 
4th: spurious se (se 10 dio 'He gave it to her'). 
5th: reciprocal se (se besan 'they kiss each other'). 
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Next, the textbook describes the reflexive pronoun paradigm 

(me, te, se (sg.), nos, se (pl.)) and the possible positions 

of the pronoun relative to the host verb. Then, the 

reflexive pronoun is shown to incorporate in the verb the 

concept of 'get', 'be', or 'become' when used with many 

transitive verbs. Another list of verbs used with the 

reflexive pronoun is described, based on the fact that the 

pronoun changes the meaning of the verbs. For example, 

acordar, 'agree upon' becomes acordarse de, 'remember'. The 

next section describes verbs which are always accompanied by 

a reflexive pronoun, and the comment is made that 'often 

their equivalents in English are nonreflexive' (121). An 

example of this type of verb + se construction is quejarse 

'complain'. The last section of the chapter describes so

called 'special uses' (122) of the pronouns, where 

differences between the use or non-use of the reflexive 

pronouns are related to 'fairly subtle nuances.' One example 

includes the difference between morir 'die' and morirse 'pass 

away, 'die'. A final brief section concerns the reciprocal 

pronouns. 

The textbook presentation of se divides the reflexive 

pronoun into various categories and generally does not relate 

these categories to one another in any meaningful way, 

although it correctly suggests the close relationship se has 

with its host verbs. This fragmented presentation may 

enhance the students' impression that se is quite peculiar 



and difficult to master (One also gets this impression on 

reading Otero and Strozer 1973). 
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It is not known whether their teachers focused on this 

particular chapter, nor how their teachers presented and used 

se in the classroom to help students acquire and practice 

the use of se, if at all. It is probably fair to say, 

however, that this textbook presentation of se is not 

atypical. That is, many textbooks describe se's various 

functions as if they had little in common, a premise which I 

and others would dispute. 

Data Analysis 

computer conferencing messages were stored and 

maintained by the computer conferencing systems of the 

University of Arizona's Center for Computing and Information 

Technology (CCIT). Messages were saved and maintained so that 

students and their teachers could read and respond to the 

messages and replies. Professor Smith imported messages from 

each class to a parser program, and organized the students' 

messages by separating the messages from one another into 

separate student files. The messages of each student were 

parsed into separate sentences and saved in the individual 

student files. These were the student files that I had 

access to and that I consulted for this study. 
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Professor Smith placed the data into separate folders, 

according to year, semester, and teacher. Student files are 

located within the teacher folders. For example, the folder 

for the year 1991 is divided into Spring and Fall semester 

folders, each containing folders categorized by the names of 

the teachers of the classes. Student files are then located 

within these teacher folders. 

I converted the student files located within the 1991 

folder just described to ASCII format so that I could open 

the files in MicroSoft Word, a word-processing software which 

I use on my personal Macintosh computer. I then reviewed 

them to find students who had completed both spring and fall 

semesters, and who had computer conferencing messages for 

each of these semesters. As noted, the initial list of 

students who completed both semesters was 132, a list which 

Professor Smith was able to compile for me. From this 

initial list and from my subsequent investigation of the 

actual files I had in my possession, a total of 100 students 

were found whose conferencing data for both semesters was 

available. Of these, fourteen students had scant data for at 

least one of their semesters, and the decision was made not 

to consult these students' files initially, but rather to use 

them as a secondary source of data, which I might wish to use 

to verify initial results and findings. Therefore, the final 

pool of computer conferencing messages came from eighty-six 

students. 
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Once these students were identified, I printed out each 

of their files and read through them in order to find (a) 

uses of se or one of its variants, and (b) contexts in which 

se or a variant should have been used but wasn't. A 

concordance program was not used at this time to search the 

data, since such a search would miss the non-use of se in 

obligatory contexts. Although time consuming, it was felt 

that a thorough reading of each student's file would make me 

more aware of the students' writing abilities, and allow me 

to see more of the contexts within which se was or should 

have been used. 

After identifying each instance of se, or obligatory 

context in which it should have been used, I typed these 

selected sentences into separate files, according to the 

student who wrote them (i.e. a separate file for each 

student), indicating within each file the student's teacher, 

the class, and the semester in which the sentences were 

written. No other data besides that just described was 

included in these files. These files were saved in TEXT 

format within the MicroSoft word-processing program. I 

subsequently made use of two concordance programs, MonoConc 

(Barlow 1995), and D'Accord (Taylor 1991), to organize the 

data in various ways, such as by host verb and by se variant. 



Independent factor groups in VARBRUL analyses 

I present below a listing of the independent factor 

groups coded for the VARBRUL analyses. Following that, I 

explain further why I chose such factors. Next, I explain 

just how the VARBRUL program works when given these factor 

groups. 

A. Student Information 
1. Individual Subjects: 1 ... 862 
2. Age of Subjects: 18 ... 25; 27 ... 30; 39 
3. Sex of subjects: M, F 
4. Years of High School Spanish: 0 , 1, 1 . 5 , 2, 3 , 3 . 5, 4 
5. First university Spanish Class: First Semester Spanish 

Second Semester Spanish 
Third Semester Spanish 
First and Second Semester 
Spanish Combined 

6. Third Semester Spanish Class Grade: A, B, C, D, P 
7. Third Semester Spanish Teacher: Teacher 1 ... Teacher 16 
8. Fourth Semester Spanish Class Grade: A, B, C, D, P 
9. Fourth Semester Spanish Teacher: Teacher 1 ... Teacher 16 

B. Sentence Information: 
10.Semester: Spring,Fall 
11.Sentence Type: Statement,Non-Statement 
12.Linguistic Environment: Noun,Verb,Article,Adjective,Negative, 

que, Conjunction, Sentence Boundary, 
Question Word, Punctuation Mark, 
Preposition, Adverb 

13.Se Variant: Me,Te,Se (singular),Nos,Os,Se (plural) 
14.Position of Be: Proclitic,Enclitic 
15.Tense3 : Past, Present, Future, Subjunctive, Command, Conditional, 

Infinitive, Participle, None 
16.Person Marking: 1st,2nd,3rd,None 
17.Number Marking: Singular,Plural,None 
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18.Cognitive Domain: Emotional,Perceptual,Ideational,Social,Physical 

2 The ellipses ( ... ) means 'through'. 
3 I use the term tense for convenience sake. This factor group is also 
made up of moods and nonfinite verb forms. 
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Discussion of VARBRUL independent factor groups 

1. Individual Subjects: 

Students were coded as a factor group. Each student 

represented a separate factor in this factor group. As Rand 

and Sankoff (1990:16) point out, the assumption is that 

'speakers all have the "same granunar" with respect to the 

choice process under study', so that students should vary 

only in their overall tendencies to use see 

2. Age of Subjects: 

In sociolinguistic studies, age has been shown to be a 

factor in language variation. Although many of the students 

were of a similar age, I nevertheless decided to code for 

this factor group, considering its importance in previous 

variationist research. 

3. Sex of Subjects: 

Differences in language use between males and females 

have been investigated in L2 variationist research (eg. 

Adamson and Regan 1991), and I consider here whether there 

will be any significant differences in the use of se between 

the males and females of this study. 

4. Years of High School Spanish: 

See discussion under Subject heading. 
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5. First University Spanish Class: 

See discussion under Subject heading. 

6. Third Semester Spanish Class Grade: 

One question which I wished to investigate was whether 

the use of se is constrained in any way by general language 

proficiency. One indication of this constraint might be 

semester level and class grade. 

7. Fourth Semester Spanish Class Grade: 

See No. 6 above. 

8. Third Semester Spanish Teacher: 

Teacher and student interactions might vary from class 

to class, and this may be due in part to how teachers and 

students construct the language classroom environment. 

Teachers have some control over the language input and over 

the forms of interaction in the classroom. They, thus, would 

represent a classroom factor that might have an effect on how 

students learned and used se. 

9. Fourth Semester Spanish Teacher: 

See No. 8 above. 
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10. Semester: 

The use of se in the spring semester might differ from 

the use of se in the fall semester. Students might be more 

proficient, for example, at using se by the fall semester. 

This factor group allows me to investigate whether the 

patterns of use of se remain stable or whether they change 

over a two-semester period (which included a three-month 

summer vacation). 

11. Sentence Type: 

I coded for this variable to see if the use of se might 

be constrained by whether students used se in statements or 

in non-statements, such as in questions. The formation of 

different sentence types might play a role in the variable 

use of verb + se constructions. 

12. Lingustic Environment: 

Often phonological and other linguistic environments are 

considered possible constraints on the use of certain 

language features (eg. Adamson and Regan 1991, Preston 1993) . 

Although my corpus is written data, I also wished to consider 

whether preceding or following environments are possible 

constraints on the use of se. I chose to consider the 

different types of grammatical relations that either preceded 

a proclitic se or followed an enclitic se. Although it is 

possible that these two processes may be distinct (i.e. 
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preceding and following environments and their influences on 

the use of se), I chose to code them as one. I will discuss 

in the results chapters any findings related to differences 

in the use of se according to preceding and following 

environments. 

13. Se Variant: 

This factor was coded for to see if students' use of se 

varied across the different variants of se (me, te, se (sg), 

nos, os, se (pi)). It is possible that the use of se might 

vary across its variants (cf VanPatten 1987). possible 

reasons are students' familiarity with the different 

variants, and topics of discourse which might favor some over 

others. I hypothesize, for instance, that discussions would 

often reflect the viewpoints of the writer, who might have a 

need to refer to him- or herself with some frequency. 

14. Position of Se (Preverbal vs Postverbal): 

Research by VanPatten (1987) showed that the accuracy of 

use of se for his two subjects varied across the position of 

se in relation to the verb, with preverbal se having a higher 

percentage of correct use. I chose to investigate this factor 

as well. 
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15. Tense: 

The use of se is intrinsically connected to its host 

verb, since se is a clitic. I chose to investigate whether 

verb markings were constraints on the use of see Such 

markings included tense marking, person marking, and number 

marking. 

16. Person Marking: 

See No. 15 above. 

17. Number Marking: 

See No. 15 above. 

18. Cognitive Domain: 

Cognitive grammar, as well as works'based on cognitive 

grammar (Maldonado 1992, Rice 1987, Smith 1993, Barlow 1994), 

strongly suggest a relationship between patterns of language 

use and cognitive domains. In Maldonado 1992 and Kemmer 1993, 

the use of reflexives like se is related to domains that 

describe mental activities (eg. perception, cognition, 

emotion, emotional reaction) and physical activities (eg. 

grooming, body care, motion, proximity, force dynamics). 

Perception: Juan se ve en el espejo. 

'Juan sees himself in the mirror' 



Cognition: 

Emotion: 

Physical: 

Me acuerdo de 10 que dijo. 

'I remember what s/he said' 

GTe enfadaste con e1? 

'Did you get angry at him?' 

Nos fuimos a California. 

'We went away to California' 

Rice (1987) viewed the category transitivity as one 

having different prototypical sentence types, depending on 

the cognitive domain the transitive sentence belonged to: 

Physical: 

Perception: 

Emotion: 

Ideation: 

Social: 

John deliberately kicked the sleeping 

poodle. 

Eileen heard the gunfire. 

Steve despises Christmas. 

John solved the equation. 

The policeman questioned Bill. 

(Rice 1987:82-3,85) 
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Based on my understanding of these works, I surmised 

that the second language use of se might advantageously be 

examined by looking at its use across different cognitive 

domains (Physical, Social, Ideational, Emotional, 

Perceptual), the hypothesis being that the use of se might be 

constrained by these domains. For this reason, all instances 

of se, or obligatory instances of se, were coded for the 
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cognitive domain the verb + se construction belonged to. 

These domains formed a factor group that would be considered 

for the statistical analyses performed by VARBRUL. 

The VARBRUL procedure 

The VARBRUL statistical procedure has been sucessfully 

applied in first and second language research. For instance, 

recent L1 research based on the procedure includes studies by 

Nevalainin (1991), Romaine (1982), Scherre & Naro (1992), 

Schneider (1992), Thibault (1991), and Tottie (1991). L2 

research that has utilized VARBRUL includes studies by 

Adamson (1988), Bayley (1994), Preston (1993), and Young 

(1991). The statistical procedure is especially adaptable to 

the analysis of naturalistic data. It finds the best set of 

independent factors that maximally account for the pattern of 

use of the dependent factors (which are also referred to as 

the choice process). The procedure is similar to a 

multivariate regression analysis. The particular VARBRUL 

program I used was GoldVarb (Rand and Sankoff 1988), which 

runs on a Macintosh computer. 

One of the assumptions of the procedure is that the 

factors are independent of one another and that they do not 

exhibit interactions when considered together in the 

analysis. It is, therefore, necessary to try to detect and 

determine if any interactions exist between the various 



factor groups. If so, such factor groups, or at least the 

factors which are interacting, must be eliminated from any 

further analyses with the program. I will discuss how I 

handled this procedure in the next chapter. 
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A coding sheet is designed by the researcher in 

preparation for the VARBRUL analysis and constitutes the 

researcher's theory of the choice process being investigated 

(see Appendix D). For instance, I have discussed above my 

reasons for choosing the factor groups which I coded for that 

would eventually be used for the VARBRUL analyses of the L2 

use of se. My coding sheet constitutes my theory of the use 

of se. The VARBRUL procedure will produce a chi-square per 

cell value that will indicate how well the theory constructed 

by the coding sheet fits the data. 

The VARBRUL program provides quantitative information on 

large data sets. In addition to the statistical analyses that 

the VARBRUL performs, an associated program gives percentages 

of use and token counts for each factor, and allows the 

researcher to crosstabulate factor groups. One reason I made 

use of the VARBRUL statistical procedure was to offer 

quantitative support for my cognitive grammar analysis of the 

student data. Qualitative research concerning cognitive 

grammar and SLA has been carried out by Witkowska-Stadnik 

(1991), on the use of nominals by an L1 Japanese learner of 

English. My research is more in line with the quantitative 

research carried out by Smead (1988). 
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The information I obtained from the bilingual speaker 

was used to help code for the grammaticality of the sentences 

containing se as well as to identify sentences containing 

obligatory contexts for se in which se was missing. The 

correct use of se and the presence of se constituted the two 

main choice processes I investigated. Each token containing 

se was coded for the chosen dependent and independent 

variables. I created a token file which was used by VARBRUL 

for its statistical analyses. Sometimes there are empty cells 

when the independent variables are crosstabulated with the 

dependent variables. In such cases, an associated program 

allows the researcher to create a condition file that will 

exclude these empty cells, permitting the program to complete 

its statistical analyses. I discuss instances of empty cells 

in the results chapters that follow. 

Discussion of VARBRUL dependent factors 

The dependent factors I chose were to answer two related 

but different questions that followed from the two main 

research questions given above. They are as follows: 

1. What factors constrain the correct use of se ? 

2. What factors constrain the presence of se ? 
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with question #1, I was interested in finding out what 

factors were related to the correct use of se. Therefore, 

with this question I was interested in finding out what 

variables best predict the learners' target-like use of se. 

With question #2, I was interested in looking at what factors 

were constraining the students' use of se regardless of 

whether se was being correctly supplied in their written 

discourse. This question would help ascertain what guides the 

presence and absence of se, regardless of target-like use. 

The factors that might be chosen by the statistical procedure 

as significant for question #1 may not necessarily prove to 

be the same as those chosen for question #2.4 

To investigate these questions, I ran the following 

VARBRUL analyses. 

VARBRUL run #1: To answer question #1. 

Dependent Factors: Correct use of se (C) 

Incorrect use of se (I) 

VARBRUL run #2: To answer question #2. 

Dependent Factors: Presence of se (P) 

Absence of se (A) 

A description of these dependent factors follows. 

4 I consulted with Professor Rousseau concerning multinomial analyses 
and obtained from her a mainframe version of the program which she has 
written (VARBRUL4.). Although I was unable to undertake a trinomial 
analysis of the students' use of se, I look forward to doing so as part 
of a future research project. 
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(P) Presence of se: 

This would appear to be self-explanatory. Whenever se or 

a variant appeared, it was coded for this dependent variable, 

as well as for the independent variables previously 

described. Example student sentences follow. 

(1) Cuando me gradue .. . 

'When I graduate ... ' (sentence #72)5 

(2) *cTe atendas una iglesia? 

(lAsistes a una iglesia?) 

'Do you attend a church?' (sentence #1219) 

(3) *Me gustare visitar. 

(Me gustara visitar) or (Me gustaria visitar) 

'I will like to visit' or 'I would like to visit' 

(#31) 

(4) *Ahora mi mama se vive en un apartamento. 

(Ahora mi mama vive en un apartamento) 

'Now my mother lives in an apartment' (#1979) 

(A) Absence of se: 

To ascertain when se or a variant should have been used 

but wasn't, I read through each student's computer 

conferencing messages and marked sentences which I saw as 

5 All example sentences cited in the text which are student sentences 
are translated into English then followed by the sentence's number as 
found in the master token file. If there is no sentence number (#XXXX) 
indicated with an example sentence, unless otherwise noted, that 
sentence was not written by a student. 



needing to use see My judgments were further supported or 

modified by those of the bilingual speaker. 

(5) * ... tu vas a quedar en Tucson. 

( ... tu vas a quedarte en Tucson) 

' ... you are going to stay in Tucson' (#2133) 

(6) *Teneria mucbo divertido. 

(Me divertiria mucho) 

'I would enjoy myself a lot' (#2061) 
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As can be seen from the above examples, there were 

certain types of uses of se for when it was present and for 

when it was absent. When se was present, it could be either 

correctly used as in student sentence #72, or incorrectly 

used as in student sentence #1219. I coded for this 

difference to perform the first VARBRUL run which looked at 

the correct usage of see 

For the present but incorrect use of se (dependent 

variable I), there were other patterns of use that emerged. 

In student sentence #1219 above, a variant of se is 

unnecessarily supplied, and a semantically-related but 

incorrect verb is used to express the meaning 'attend' 

(asistir). In student sentence #1979, the sentence is 

perfectly fine after deleting see These two examples 

illustrate the overuse pattern of se when it is incorrectly 

supplied. There is another pattern of use within the 
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dependent variable I, and that is illustrated with student 

sentence #31. Here, it is not that the se variant itself is 

not needed, but that the agreement between se and the verb is 

incorrect. This is another form of overuse of the verb + se 

construction. 

I was interested in investigating how frequent a pattern 

were sentences such as #31, #1219, and #1979, where se is 

overgeneralized. One might expect overgeneralizations, for 

instance, to be guided by productive patterns (p.c. 

Maldonado). Thus, patterns of overgeneralization may reflect 

a particular semantic or cognitive feature that is 

overgeneralizable. For instance, in Hernandez-Pina's (1984) 

study of her young son's L1 Spanish development, she 

describes how he overgeneralized the use of se with the verb 

llorar 'cry' (between the 22nd and 25th months):. 

(7) *el nene se llora. = 

(8) *6Por que se lloraba?= 

(9) *Se llora Carmen. = 

el nino llora. 

'the boy child is crying' 

cPor que lloraba? 

'Why was s/he crying?' 

Llora Carmen. 

'Carmen is crying' 

This overgeneralization may be based on the 'change-of

state focus value of se' (Maldonado p.c.). One would not 

expect overgeneralizations to occur with less productive 
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patterns, such as with lexicalized forms (Maldonado p.c.). 

Information on the frequency of overgeneralization of se will 

be provided in the results chapters 6 • 

For the absent and, therefore, incorrect use of se 

(dependent variable A) there were also particular patterns of 

(non-)use. In student sentence #2133 above, se is simply not 

supplied in an otherwise correct sentence. In sentence #2061, 

however, not only is se underused, but the student has used a 

periphrastic construction in place of the verb + se 

construction. Frequency information was gathered on these 

patterns and will be given in the results chapters. 

As the reader may have ascertained, the overuse and 

incorrect use of se is coded as the dependent variable P 

(Presence) in VARBRUL run #2, while it is coded as the 

dependent variable I (Present but Incorrect) in VARBRUL run 

#1. 

6 Nevertheless, there are alternative explanations for some patterns of 
overgeneralization. For instance, the overuse of se in expressions such 
as *me gusto 'I like' and *me encanto 'I am delighted', may be due to 
agreement marking problems, independent of cognitive domains (Adamson, 
p.c.). Such agreement problems may be influenced in part by patterns of 
agreement marking in the students' first language, and by the mere 
presence of the clitic pronoun, which students may interpret as 
requiring a reflexive construction. Although acknowledged, such an 
alternative account of overgeneralization is not pursued in this study. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 

Descriptive Statistics 

Before discussing the VARBRUL statistical analyses, I 

will present some descriptive information about the data that 

was obtained by using factor group crosstabulations 

constructed by the statistical program. Tables will be 

presented which show the use of se according to the dependent 

variables P (present and correct use of se), I (present and 

incorrect use of se), and A (absent and incorrect use of 

sell. By examining the use of se according to these dependent 

variables, one has a better understanding of what factors may 

be constraining (a) the underuse of se in obligatory contexts 

(dependent variable A), (b)the incorrect use of se, including 

the overuse of se (dependent variable I), and (c)the correct 

use of se (dependent variable Pl. In Chapter 6 I examine more 

closely the use of se within the individual cognitive 

domains. Although Chapters 5 and 6 will be mainly descriptive 

in nature, I will offer possible explanations for some of the 

most important results. A more detailed discussion of the 

findings will follow in Chapter 7. 

1 Although the terms independent and dependent variables technically 
refer only to experimental studies, and mine is a correlational one, I 
use these terms for convenience. 
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In Table 5.1, the number and percent of tokens provided 

by male students and female students are given. 

~ Il!i:t!!i:DQ!i:Dt }l~;d~bl!i::ii 
SEX P I A Total 

Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) 

Female 782 (52) 439 (29) 270 (18) 1491 
Male 428 (57) 189 (25) 139 (18) 756 

Total 1210 (54) 628 (28) 409 (18) 2247 

Table 5.1. Token information based on factor group sex. 

Key: P=Present and Correct Use of se 
I=Present and Incorrect Use of se 
A=Absence of se in obligatory contexts 

66) 
34) 

(100) 

The male students, who accounted for forty percent of 

all students in the study, produced fewer tokens (only one-

third of the total number of tokens). Nevertheless, the male 

students were slightly more accurate than the female 

students. Both males and females had the same percentage of 

underuse of se (the dependent category A). The VARBRUL 

program would determine if gender significantly accounts for 

the variation in the data. Considering the general pattern of 

usage that both groups of students appear to follow, this 

factor group is unlikely to be a significant predictor of the 

variation in the data. 

Another question of interest is whether the students' 

use of se will vary across the two-semester period, which 

included the intervening summer vacation. Table 5.2 gives 

information concerning this question. 
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~ Qf:tlf:nQ.~nt :YS:Il:: i i3:bl ~~ 
Semester P I A Total 

Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) 

Spring 751 (54) 394 (28) 240 (18) 1385 62) 
Fall 459 (53) 234 (27) 169 (20) 862 38) 

Total 1210 (54) 628 (28) 409 (18) 2247 (100) 

Table 5.2. Use of se across the factor group semester. 

Key: P=Present and Correct Use of se 
I=Present and Incorrect Use of se 
A=Absence of se in obligatory contexts 

A noticeable difference exists across the semesters in 

the number of tokens. The spring semester accounts for 

approximately two-thirds of all tokens. Use of se declined 

considerably from the spring semester to the fall semester. 

The drop in number of tokens can be due to a variety of 

factors which one could speculate on, but for which one could 

not be entirely certain. For instance, the amount of 

conferencing the classes did in the fall semester may have 

been less than that which they did for the spring semester. 

The topics of discussion for the spring semester may have 

allowed for more use of se. 

If the percentages of use are consulted, the same 

pattern emerges for both semesters. The students' use of se 

was fairly consistent across the two semesters regardless of 

the number of tokens. This is important since it justifies 

combining all the data together for a cross-sectional study. 

Would students vary in their use of se across the 

different variants of se? VanPatten (198?) states that the 



learning of the variant me appears to occur first in both 

first and second language acquisition. Table 5.3 below 

summarizes students' use across the variants of se. 

~ J:!!;];!!;DQ!;Dt :Y:!2.:t:i!2.&11!;~ 
Se P I A Total 
variant Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) 

SE{Sg) 509 ( 66) 152 (20) 115 (15) 776 ( 35) 
ME 507 ( 50) 353 (35) 150 (15) 1010 ( 45) 
SE(Pl) 140 ( 50) 51 (18) 90 (32) 281 ( 13) 
NOS 38 ( 40) 24 (26) 32 (34) 94 ( 04) 
TE 14 ( 17) 48 (57) 22 (26) 84 ( 04) 
OS 02 (100) 00 (00) 00 (OO) 02 ( 00) 

Total 1210 ( 54) 628 (28) 409 (18) 2247 (100) 

Table 5.3. Use of se across the factor group se variant. 

Key: P=Present and Correct Use of se 
I=Present and Incorrect Use of se 
A=Absence of se in obligatory contexts 

In Table 5.3, we see that the variant os 'you (plural, 
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informal) occurs only twice in the data. This infrequency of 

use requires that it be excluded from the VARBRUL analysis. 

This result is easy to explain. Teachers did not emphasize 

the use of this variant, since it is so infrequent in many 

Latin American dialects of Spanish, including those in this 

region of the country. 

The variant me 'myself' is by far the most frequently 

used variant of se. It accounts for 45% of all tokens. 

Frequency of use, however, is not the same as frequency of 

correct use. Although me is the most frequent variant (owing 

in part to discourse reasons), contrary to VanPatten's 
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findings, it is not the most accurately used variant by this 

group of learners. 

The variant se singular 'himself', 'herself', 'yourself' 

(singular, polite form) accounts for 35% of all uses of see 

If we add to me and se singular the variant se plural 

'themselves', 'yourselves', then we have accounted for 93% of 

the tokens. 

Differences in use emerge from Table 5.3. For instance, 

se plural is more likely to be omitted than se singular 

(dependent variable A). As I will discuss in Chapter 7, se 

singular appears to be a prototype category, for the verb + 

se construction2 . That is, the use of se singular leads most 

frequently to a grammatical verb + se construction, 

suggesting that it is the first variant (the prototype 

variant) acquired by the students when they use the reflexive 

construction. 

Other differences in the use of the variants present 

themselves. For instance, students did not use te 'yourself' 

(singular, familiar), nor nos 'ourselves' with great 

frequency (4% each), nor with great accuracy. From the above 

observed patterns of use, this factor group appears to be a 

candidate for a statistically significant factor group 

2 A prototype category is the first member of a category that is learned 
or acquired in a complex category. The category reflexive clitic is 
complex since it involves a paradigm; that is, a number of se variants 
are members of this category. It is also complex because it is 
multifunctional (with reflexive and middle uses). Learning of the 
complex category may begin with the prototype category and from there 
extend to other members of the category. 
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influencing the variable use of see Students clearly 

concentrate on the first person and third person uses of see 

In the factor group tense3 (past, present, future, 

subjunctive, command, conditional, infinitive, participle, 

and no tense marking), in the environments participle, 

command, and no tense marking, very few tokens of se were 

provided. Students did not fail to use se with a participle 

in obligatory contexts, rather they generally incorrectly 

marked se on the participle (3/5 tokens marked correctly, for 

38% accuracy rate, while 5/8 tokens marked incorrectly, for 

63% accuracy rate). When students used se with commands, they 

always used it correctly, as in the sentence levantaos y 

vestios 'get up and get dressed', the only instances when the 

variant os was used. Se was used four times when the host 

verb did not have tense marking, but should have had tense 

marking, such as in the student sentence Me levanto y 

prepararme para escuela 'I get up and to prepare myself for 

school' (the correct verb + se construction in this case is 

... y me preparo para ... ' ... and I prepare myself for ... ). 

This nonuse of tense marking with se was coded differently 

from the use of the infinitive, where the use of the 

infinitive was appropriate. Of all the tenses, three account 

for most of the tokens: past, present, and infinitive. Data 

on all tenses are given below in Table 5.4. 

3 The reader may wish to review the list of factor groups and factors 
presented in Chapter 4, or consult Appendix D, Coding Sheet. 
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~ J:!!i:~~mQ!i:Dt ~gl:igl:.21!i:li! 
Tense P I A Total 

Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) 

Present 769 58) 455 34) 101 (08) 1325 59) 
Past 227 51) 74 16) 148 (33) 449 20) 
Infinitive 136 46) 54 18) 108 (36) 298 13) 
Subjunctive 28 40) 08 11) 34 (49) 70 03) 
Future 20 36) 22 40) 13 (24) 55 02) 
Conditional 23 68) 06 18) 05 (15) 34 02) 
Participle 03 ( 38) 05 63) 00 (00) 08 00) 
Command 04 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 (00) 04 00) 
None 00 ( 00) 04 (100) 00 (00) 04 00) 

Total 2110 54) 628 ( 28) 409 (18) 2247 (100) 

Table 5.4. Use of se across the factor group tense. 

Key: P=Present and Correct Use of se 
I=Present and Incorrect Use of se 
A=Absence of se in obligatory contexts 

Once again, differences in accuracy emerge within the 

factor groups, this time within the factor group tense. As I 

mentioned in relation to the factor group se variant, there 

appear to be prototype categories involved in the students' 

use of verb + se constructions. Along with the prototype 

category se singular, Table 5.4 suggests that the factor 

present tense is the prototype category for this factor 

group, based on its high frequency and correct use. I will 

discuss the relationship between prototype categories and 

prototype schemas when I explain more fully the students' use 

of verb + se constructions in Chapter 7. 

The position of se in relation to the host verb was also 

investigated. Students overwhelmingly used se in preverbal 

position. Studies on the first language use of Spanish 
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reflexive clitics and their position in relation to the verb 

(eg. Rosen 1989) have shown that 'there is a lower degree of 

[clitic climbing] with reflexive clitics than with 

nonreflexive clitics' (Davies 1995:376). That is, reflexive 

clitics tend to remain cliticized to a -finite verb form 

(postverbal position) instead of climbing up to the +finite 

verb form (preverbal position), when verb compounds 

(periphrasis) are used, as in expressions with participles 

and infinitives (eg. va a casarse vs. se va a casar 's/he is 

going to get married'). Davies (1995:378) notes that in 

modern Spanish, clitic climbing to the +finite verb form is 

more common in spoken Spanish than in written Spanish4 . 

Information concerning the students' placement of reflexive 

clitics in L2 written Spanish is given below in Table 5.5. 

Although Table 5.5 does not provide information concerning 

how often clitic climbing occurred in the students' use of 

reflexive clitics5 , it does point out the students' tendencies 

to place the reflexive clitics in preverbal position (55%) 

and to omit the reflexive clitics in postverbal position 

(34%) . 

4 Carmen Silva-Corvalan and Manuel J. Gutierrez (1994:302-312) have 
investigated verbal clitics in Mexican-American Spanish. One of their 
findings is that, in constructions which allow clitic-clirnbing, 
'postverbal placement is less frequent [than preverbal placement] in the 
speech of bilinguals'. 
5 The phenomenon of clitic climbing in L2 Spanish, and its comparison 
with L1 Spanish, although not a focus of this study, is an interesting 
area that I would consider investigating in the near future. 



~ ~~~~Dg~Dt ~~~i~bl~~ 
Se position P I A 

Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) 

Preverbal 1065 (55) 566 (29) 301 (16) 
postverbal 145 (46) 62 (20) 108 (34) 

Total 1210 (54) 628 (28) 409 (18) 

Table 5.5. Use of se according to position to verb. 

Key: P=Present and Correct Use of se 
I=Present and Incorrect Use of se 
A=Absence of se in obligatory contexts 

Total 
Tokens (%) 

1932 (86) 
315 (14) 

2247 (100) 

When students are divided according to their class 

grades, students who received grades of A or B in their 

Spanish classes used se both more frequently and more 

accurately than students who received grades of C, D, or 
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P(ass). Nevertheless, students with grades of A or B, as well 

as students with grades of C or D, all followed the same 

accuracy hierarchy across the most frequently-used domains (P 

students are not considered here because of the few tokens 

they accounted for) : 

Domain Grade A Grage B Grade C Grade D 

Social 455/590(77) 595/809(74) 255/400(64) 79/105(75) 

Physical 243/326(75) 250/481(52) 128/245(52) 13/ 43(30) 

Emotional 106/215(49) 72/397(18) 32/196(16) 09/ 54(17) 

Table 5.6. Accuracy of se across domains and grades. Grades are from 
both semesters. 

Key: A=Superior, B=Above Average, C=Average, D=Below Average 
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Table 5.7 below shows that students used se with the 

highest frequency and highest accuracy in constructions 

belonging to the social domain. The other two domains in 

which se was most frequently used were the physical domain 

and the emotional domain. Information concerning each domain 

is given below. 

~ Qe~eDQeDt ~g~igble~ 
Cognitive P I A Total 
Domain Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) Tokens (%) 

Social 700 (73) 149 (15) 116 (12) 965 44) 
Physical 318 (54) 110 (19) 161 (27) 589 27) 
Ideational 58 (38) 63 (41) 32 (21) 153 07) 
Emotional 111 (24) 273 (58) 85 (18) 469 21) 
Perceptual 05 (36) 07 (50) 02 (14) 14 01) 

Total 1192 (54) 602 (27) 396 (18) 2190 (100) 

Table 5.7. Use of se across cognitive domains. 

Key: P=Present and Correct Use of se 
I=Present and Incorrect Use of se 
A=Absence of se in obligatory contexts 

There is an apparent order of accuracy of use for se 

across the domains, excluding the perceptual domain which had 

only 14 tokens. That order of accuracy of use for se is given 

in the following continuum: 

Least Accurate Use of Se------Most Accurate Use of Se 

Ernotional------Ideational------Physical------Social 



One might wonder if this order of accuracy of use was 

maintained across the two semesters. That information is 

revealed in Tables 5.8 and 5.9: 

Spring ~ 
Cognitive 
Domain 

P I A Total 
Tokens ( %) Tokens ( % ) Tokens ( %) Tokens ( % ) 

Social 444 
Physical 193 
Ideational 36 
Emotional 61 
Perceptual 03 

Total 737 

(73) 100 
(54) 79 
(37) 39 
(22) 155 
(43) 04 

(55) 377 

(16) 
(22) 
(40) 
(57) 
(57) 

(28) 

66 
85 
22 
57 
00 

230 

(11) 
(24) 
(23) 
(21) 
(00) 

(17) 

610 
357 

97 
273 

07 

45) 
27) 
07) 
20) 
01) 

1344 (100) 

Table 5.8. Use of se across cognitive domains and spring semester. 

~ Fall 
Cognitive 
Domain 

P I A Total 
Tokens ( %) Tokens ( % ) Tokens ( %) Tokens ( % ) 

Social 256 
Physical 125 
Ideational 22 
Emotional 50 
Perceptual 02 

Total 455 

(72) 49 
(54) 31 
(39) 24 
(26) 118 
(29) 03 

(54) 225 

(14) 
(13) 
(43) 
(60) 
(43) 

(27) 

50 
76 
10 
28 
02 

166 

(14) 
(33) 
(18) 
(14) 
(29) 

(20) 

355 
232 

56 
196 

07 

42) 
27) 
07) 
23) 
01) 

846 (100) 

Table 5.9. Use of se across cognitive domains and fall semester. 

Key: P=Present and Correct Use of se 
I=Present and Incorrect Use of se 
A=Absence of se in obligatory contexts 
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The order of correct use of se remains constant across 

the semesters for the various domains (the perceptual domain 

is not included, since it had so few tokens). Tables 5.6 

through 5.9 illustrate that the order of accuracy across 

domains remains unchanged regardless of time (semesters) or 

proficiency level (grades). As Preston (1993:160-1) notes, 
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such a pattern of consistent influence may reflect 'no 

radical restructuring of the grammar as regards this 

feature', and that 'the path to acquisition is tied to 

markedness'. This might imply that the more accurate domains 

(social and physical) are in some sense more basic (i.e. 

unmarked domains) than the less accurate domains (ideational 

and emotional), with regard to the learning of see 

To test whether there was any implicational scaling to 

this order of accuracy across domains, that is, whether there 

was a hierarchical organization of the domains based on the 

accuracy of use of se across domains, I performed a Guttman 

Scalogram (cf. Hatch and Farhady 1982:176-91). This 

implicational scaling procedure allows one to investigate 

whether there is any systematicity to language variation, one 

of the questions I am addressing in this analysis of the L2 

use of see The procedure allows me to see if there are group 

differences in the use of se across these domains. Students 

are rank ordered according to their accuracy of use of se in 

the domains. A criterion level of accuracy is chosen, to 

decide whether a student has reached a high level of accuracy 

of use of se within a domain. I chose an eighty percent 

criterion level. Since students were roughly at an 

intermediate level of proficiency, I felt an eighty percent 

accuracy criterion was reasonable for deciding that a 

student's use of se could generally be described as correct. 

With more proficient learners, one might wish to set the 
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criterion level higher. A lower criterion level would be set 

for less proficient learners. 

If a student used se at or above this criterion level, 

their use of se for that particular domain was marked as '1' 

(correct). If a student used se below this criterion level, 

their use of se for that particular domain was marked as '0' 

(incorrect). If there is any implicational scaling to the 

data, then one expects those learners who have 'l's in the 

most difficult domain (emotional) to also have 'l's in the 

other, less difficult domains (ideational, physical and 

social). Likewise, if a student has a '1' for the ideational 

domain, this should imply that they have a '1' for the 

physical and social domains, and so forth. This is the 

implicational, hierarchical nature to the data which this 

procedure investigates. If there is an implicational scaling 

to the data, then one can say with some certainty that there 

is some systematicity to the variation in the data. 

To make the procedure as reliable as possible, I needed 

to choose students who had used se for each domain. I also 

set a token minimum for each domain (set at 5), so that 

percentages of use could more reliably be compared across 

students. If a student had used se for a particular domain 

only once, and used it correctly let's say, that percentage 

of use (100%) is not necessarily comparable to the percentage 

of use of a student who had used se correctly five out of 

five times (100%). For this reason, a token minimum was set. 
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Because there were too few students who had five or more 

tokens for all domains, I narrowed the number of domains from 

five to the three most frequently used domains (social, 

physical, and emotional). Based on the criteria described 

above, twenty-five students were chosen for the Guttman 

scaling procedure. Their information is given below in Table 

5.10. Please note that rank is determined by the percentage 

of correct use in the most difficult domain (emotional), 

within each of the dividing lines. The dividing lines 

represent group differences in the use of se. For instance, 

ranks #1-#5 represent students who used se at or above the 

criterion level (80%) for all three domains (with two 

exceptions). Ranks #18-#25 never met the criterion level for 

any of the domains. Ranks #8-#17 met the criterion level only 

for the least difficult domain (social). Ranks #6-#7 met the 

criterion level for the physical and social domains (with 

one exception). Any errors (exceptions) in the implicational 

scaling are given in italics. For instance, in rank #6, the 

student met the criterion level for the physical domain, so 

the student should have met the criterion level for the less 

difficult domain (social), but the student did not. An error 

occurs when the pattern of use is not as predicted by the 

implicational scale. There were three errors out of 75 total 

cells (3 domains x 25 students). 
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Rank Student Domains 
Emotional Physical Social 

(Tokens) % (Tokens) % (Tokens) % 
1 14 1 (05/05)100 1 (12113) 92 1 (14/16) 88 
2 86 1 (07/08) 88 o (02107) 29 1 (10/12) 83 
3 44 1 (05/06) 83 1 (13/1S) 87 1 (20/20)100 

4 68 1 (04/05) 80 1 (OS/OS)100 1 (08/08)100 

S 71 !!Hl051 80 0 U2IU:,zll 73 1 (08/081100 
6 62 -0 (07/12) 5S 1 (18/22) 82 0 (15120) 75 
7 73 0 !OJl021 JJ 1 !lH1JI 85 1 !12l201 95 
8 23 0 (04/08) 50 0 (OS/08) 63 1 (08/08)100 

9 16 0 (03/06) SO o (02l0S) 40 1 (07/07)100 

10 83 0 (04/10) 40 0 (06/12) 50 1 (10/12) 83 
11 66 0 (03/08) 38 0 (09/14) 64 1 (06/07) 86 
12 10 0 (02/08) 25 0 (12129) 41 1 (32136) 89 
13 32 0 (01/06) 17 0 (07113 ) 54 1 (05/06) 83 
14 84 o (01/06) 17 0 (04/08) 50 1 (09/11) 82 
lS S7 0 (03/22) 14 0 (OO/OS) 00 1 (S0/58) 86 
16 77 0 (00/09) 00 o (09/29) 31 1 (12115) 80 
17 8S 0 !00l221 OQ Q !QJlQal 3a 1 !Q6lQ611QQ 
18 S2 0 (05/07) 71 0 (OS/I0) 50 0 (05/08) 63 
19 19 0 (03/06) SO 0 (02108) 25 0 (06/08) 7S 
20 11 0 (06/15) 40 0 (09/21) 43 0 (12118) 67 
21 81 0 (03/08) 38 0 (06/10) 60 0 (07/09) 78 
22 28 0 (02106) 33 0 (06/14) 43 0 (07/11) 64 
23 34 0 (01/09) 11 0 (07/20) 3S 0 (lS/21) 71 
24 22 0 (02140) OS 0 (04/09) 44 0 (14/S8) 24 
25 S 0 (00/06) 00 0 (OliOS) 20 0 (07/12) 58 
Marginals: Os=20 Os=20 Os=09 

ls=OS ls=05 ls=16 

Table 5.10. Implicational scale. 

The coefficient of reproducibility of the above data set 

is .96, which strongly suggests that a student's use of se 

across these domains can be predicted based on their rank. 

The coefficient of scalability is .84. This coefficient of 

scalability allows one to claim that the data of these 25 

students are scalable. Statisticians frequently cite a 

coefficient of .60 as the minimum coefficient required in 

order to state that the data is scalable. What this procedure 

has demonstrated is that there is an implicational hierarchy 
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that these particular students seem to comply with. That 

hierarchy is illustrated below. 

Social < Physical < Emotional 

Thus, if a student demonstrates that they have at least 80% 

accuracy rate for verb + se constructions belonging to the 

emotional domain, this implies that they have at least that 

percentage of accuracy for both the physical and social 

domains. Likewise, if a student demonstrates at least 80% 

accuracy rate for the physical domain, this implies at least 

that percentage of accuracy in the social domain. 

How representative of the entire student sample is this 

group of 25 students? To investigate this question, 

percentages of correct use of se were compared across the 

three chosen cognitive domains. That comparison is given in 

Table 5.11. 

Domains» 
25 students: 
All students: 

Social 
312/386 (80%) 
700/965 (73%) 

Physical 
166/314 (52%) 
318/588 (54%) 

Emotional 
75/262 (29%) 

111/469 (24%) 

Table 5.11. Comparison of number of correct tokens of se for three 
domains. 

From Table 5.11, it appears the 25 students are fairly 

representative of all students, concerning the percentage of 

correct use of se across these three domains. The average 

percent correct for the 25 students was 57%, and that for the 
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entire sampling of students was 54%. The percent of tokens 

per domain that the 25 students were accounting for is given 

below: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Social domain: 

Physical domain: 

Emotional domain: 

386/965 (40%) 

314/588 (53%) 

262/469 (55%) 

The 25 students are accounting for 48% of all usage of 

se in these domains. From this one can be relatively certain 

that the 25 students are representative of the dataset as a 

whole (they account for 962 tokens out of 2022 tokens that 

were coded for the cognitive domains). 

Based on the above descriptive statistics, the cognitive 

domain the verb + se construction belongs to will be an 

important factor in the VARBRUL statistical analysis. We will 

now turn to the results of the first VARBRUL analysis. 

VARBRUL Analyses 

VARBRUL Analysis #1 

The first VARBRUL analysis looked at the factor effects on 

the choice process correct use of se, that is, dependent 

variable P in the tables just discussed. There were certain 

knockout factors that had to be excluded before this run 
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could be performed. Knockout factors are independent 

variables associated with no variation in the dependent 

variables. Since they do not have tokens coded for all the 

dependent variables, knockout factors must be excluded from 

the statistical analysis. possible reasons for knockout 

factors include a limited number of tokens coded for the 

independent variable, or some causal relationship between the 

independent variable and the dependent variable. The factors 

no tense marking, participle, and command were knockout 

factors, as well as the variant os. These factors all 

involved few tokens: four tokens for no tense marking, eight 

tokens for participle, four tokens for command, and two 

tokens for os. In addition, other knockout factors included 

seven students who either always used se correctly or always 

used se incorrectly, so that they always had an empty cell 

for one of the dependent factors. The factor perceptual 

domain was also excluded from the analysis because of its few 

number of tokens (fourteen total). 

Once these factors were excluded, a step-up and step

down analysis was performed. In the step-up analysis, 

statistically significant factor groups are added to each 

other until there are no remaining statistically significant 

factor groups that account for the variation in the dependent 

factors. In the step-down analysis, statistically non

significant factor groups are deleted until all that remain 
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are statistically significant factor groups. Ideally, these 

two analyses should obtain the same results. 

When each factor group was considered separately, all 

but one (semester) statistically significantly improved the 

prediction of the dependent variables. Since the VARBRUL 

procedure looks for the combination of factor groups that 

best predicts the dependent variables, many of the factor 

groups that were significant by themselves were subsequently 

discarded because they did not significantly increase the 

prediction of the dependent variables when added to other 

factor groups. Information on the factor groups discarded in 

both VARBRUL analyses can be found in Appendices E and F. 

In this first VARBRUL run, the step-up and step-down 

analyses did choose the same factor groups as being 

statistically significant predictors of the choice process. 

These factor groups were, in order of selection by the 

statistical program, the following: 

1. Student 

2. Cognitive domain 

3. Variant of se 

4 . Tense marking on the verb 

5 . Person marking on the verb 

One important assumption which has to be met before the 

results of the VARBRUL can be interpreted correctly is that 



the independent factor groups chosen do not interact. I 

follow one procedure for detecting interaction that is 

described in Sankoff (1988). 
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The VARBRUL procedure produces what is called a factor 

effect numerical value for each factor (log p). This log p 

value will indicate one of three things: 

1. The factor has no effect on the choice process. 

2. The factor has a positive effect on the choice 

process. 

3. The factor has a negative effect on the choice 

process. 

The decimal value of log p that is given each factor 

indicates which of these three effects the factor has on the 

choice process. For instance, if a factor's log p value is 

equal to .50, that factor has no effect on the choice 

process. If the factor's log p value is below .50, then it 

has a negative effect on the choice process. That negative 

effect could be marginal (a decimal value slightly below 

.50), moderate (a decimal value close to .30), or strong (a 

decimal value close to .10). If the factor's log p value is 

above .50, then it has a positive effect on the choice 

process. Again, that positive effect could be marginal (a 

decimal value slightly above .50), moderate (a decimal value 

close to .70), or strong (a decimal value close to .90). 
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One way of detecting interaction among the independent 

variables is by investigating whether the ranking of the log 

p values within a factor group is affected when other factor 

groups are added in the statistical analysis. If the rank 

order remains constant, one can generally assume that 

differences in log p values for a particular factor, as other 

factors are added in the analysis, is due to sampling 

fluctuation (Sankoff 1988:18). If ranking among the factors 

change, then one must investigate whether there are 

interactions or dependencies by looking at cross tabulations 

of the factor groups involved. 

I followed this procedure to detect interactions and 

dependencies and discovered that the factor group person 

marking on the verb was interacting with the factor groups 

variant of se, tense, and cognitive domain. 

A. person marking on the verb and variant of se. 

When the person marking on the verb matched the person 

marking of the se variant, there were more correct uses of 

se. This is expected, of course, since the correct use of a 

verb + se construction requires that the so-called phi 

features of the se variant (person, number) match those of 

the verb (person, number). Agreement between the features of 

the se variant and the verb is, therefore, of fundamental 

importance. 
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B. person marking on the verb and tense. 

There is what might be termed a natural dependency in 

Spanish between no person marking on the verb and no tense 

marking on the verb. Neither may appear without the other. 

This is apparent with participles and infinitives, which have 

neither marking. This dependency shows up in the L2 data. 

The factor second person marking was infrequently used 

by the students (sixty-nine tokens total) and will not be 

considered here because of its few number of tokens. The 

factor third person marking was associated with the correct 

use of se more so than the factor first person marking: 

a. third person marking: 546/926 (59%) tokens coded 

for correct use of se. 

b. first person marking: 495/916 (54%) tokens coded 

for correct use of se. 

Although not an interaction, there were certain patterns 

of use for the first and third person markings. For instance, 

in all tenses except for past tense, these two person 

markings are associated with the same pattern of use of se: 

they both are either related to a greater percentage of 

correct use of se (i.e. 50% correct or higher) or they both 

are related to a greater percentage of incorrect use of se 

(i.e. under 50% correct). When a verb is marked for past 

tense, however, third person marking on the verb is more 
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likely to be associated with the correct use of se (148/275 

tokens, 54% correct), while first person marking is more 

likely to be associated with the incorrect use of se (90/166 

tokens, 54% incorrect). As mentioned, the variant se 

singular, a third person variant, was the most accurately 

used variant. The verb + se construction, to be correct, 

requires that the number and person features of the se 

variant agree with those of the verb. From this one 

understands why third person verb marking is more frequently 

related to the accurate use of verb + se constructions: 

because it is related with the variant se singular, a third 

person variant which is the most accurately used variant. 

This more accurate use appears to hold true even across the 

less accurate tenses, such as the past tense. 

c. person marking on the verb and cognitive domain. 

There is interaction detected when the cognitive domains 

are crosstabulated with the factor group person marking. The 

ideational domain demonstrates a higher percentage of correct 

use of se than the emotional domain except for the factor no 

person marking (i.e. with an infinitive or participle). 

Person Marking 

No Person Marking 
Other Markings 

Cognitive Domain 
Ideational Emotional 
Tokens (%) Tokens (%) 
05/16 (31) 20/ 47 (43) 
50/80 (63) 89/306 (29) 

Table 5.12. Interactional effect, VARBRUL analysis #1. 
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This interaction indicates that the postverbal use of se 

(represented by no person marking) is more common and more 

accurate for verb + se constructions in the emotional domain 

that it is for verb + se constructions in the ideational 

domain. This is due mainly to one verb in the emotional 

domain that accounts for most of the correct tokens in this 

case: divertirse (12 out of 20 tokens). In contrast, no verb 

+ se construction in the ideational domain was used more than 

once in this instance. The use of divertirse will be 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. 

In addition, first and third person marking on the verb, 

when the verb belongs to the social and physical domains, 

accounts for seventy-six percent of all correct uses of se. 

In contrast, when the other, less frequently-used domains are 

considered, regardless of person marking, they account for 

sixty-percent of all incorrect uses of se. This suggests, 

once again, that the correct use of verb + se constructions 

is guided by prototype categories. The prototypical domains 

appear to be the social and physical domains, since they are 

most frequently and most accurately used. I will relate these 

prototype categories to prototype schema in Chapter 7, where 

I offer an explanation of the students' use and apparent 

acquisition of se in verb + se constructions. 

Because of the interactions detected in this first 

VARBRUL analysis, the factor group person marking on the verb 

was excluded and another VARBRUL analysis containing the 
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remaining four factor groups was performed. Again, after this 

run, interactional effects were investigated, but none were 

found. Thus, for the dependent variables correct use of se 

and incorrect use of se, the factor groups selected by the 

program as statistically significant predictors were the 

following: 

1. Student 

2. Cognitive domain 

3. Variant of se 

4. Tense marking on the verb 

~ Eg!:;ttu;:~' IIQg e. Yi!!llJ!i:~ 
Student R:0.914 0:0.841 h:0.800 e:0.795 V:0.795 a:0.791 m:0.787 

6:0.783 w:0.780 0:0.758 0:0.756 a:0.745 a:0.734 A:0.700 
e:0.697 i:0.677 u:0.671 E:0.670 X:0.668 Q:0.664 A:0.660 
Z:0.645 g:0.644 J:0.640 i:0.622 0:0.612 p:0.586 z:0.576 
K:0.574 S:0.569 A:0.566 C:0.544 j:0.541 M:0.529 1:0.528 
a:0.523 i:0.510 x:0.508 A:0.507 k:0.505 B:0.503 a:0.491 
f:0.485 <;::0.481 F:0.473 Y:0.472 6:0.457 W:0.439 b:0.429 
a:0.423 U:0.408 e:0.398 s:0.392 P:0.379 A:0.375 H:0.371 
e:0.365 u:0.364 e:0.352 <;::0.341 N:0.327 c:0.314 E:0.304 
A:0.295 u:0.265 N:0.263 u:0.261 11:0.258 D:0.225 t:0.222 
I:0.209 d:0.192 0:0.190 r:0.189 L:0.147 y:0.112 v:0.109 
fi:0.092 T:0.061 

Domain s:0.714 f:0.469 i:0.301 e:0.191 
Variant s:0.588 m:0.499 e:0.438 n:0.393 t:0.124 
Tense c:0.685 t:O.572 p:O.446 i:O.340 f:0.325 s:0.234 
Input 0.531 

Table 5.13: First VARBRUL analysis. Statistically significant factor 
groups in predicting choice process: correct use of se. 

Keys: Domain: 
Variant: 
Tense: 

s=social, f=physical, i=ideational, e=emotional. 
s=se singular, m=me, e=se plural, n=nos, t=te. 
c=conditional, t=present, p=past, i=infinitive, 
f=future, s=subjunctive. 

As Table 5.13 indicates, students varied in their 

overall accuracy of use of se, accounting for a significant 
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part of the variation in the dependent factors. As noted, 

students whose log p values are equal to .50 have no effect 

on the choice process. Those that have log p values above .50 

demonstrate a positive effect on the choice process (correct 

use of se). Those that have log p values below .50 indicate a 

negative effect on the choice process, i.e., their use of se 

is more often than not incorrect. 

In all, thirty-seven students had log p values 

indicating a positive effect on the choice process. Four 

students had log p values indicating no effect on the correct 

use of se. Thirty-eight students had log p values indicating 

a negative effect on the choice process. The total number of 

students included in this analysis was seventy-nine. 

The log p values for the variants of se indicated that 

the variant se singular had a positive effect on the choice 

process, while the variant me had no effect. In increasing 

order of negative effects on the correct use of se were the 

variants se plural (e: .438), nos (n: .393) and te 

(t: .124). This, along with the descriptive findings given 

earlier, supports the notion that the variant se singular is 

the prototype category for the complex category se variant. 

It is the first variant that is statistically related to the 

correct use of se. 

Tense marking log p values showed that present tense (t) 

and the conditional tense (e) were the only factors that had 

a positive effect on the correct use of se. Since the 
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conditional tense is represented by only thirty-six tokens, 

its positive effect on the correct use of se must be 

interpreted with caution. All other tenses, infinitve (i), 

subjunctive (s), past (p), and future (£), were moderate to 

strong negative factor effects on the correct use of se. 

Cognitive domain, the second most statistically 

significant factor group chosen by the program, after the 

student factor group, shows the social domain (s) as the only 

domain having a positive effect on the correct use of se, 

while all other domains demonstrate a moderate to strong 

negative effect on the choice process (physical domain: .469, 

ideational domain: .301, and emotional domain: .191). 

These results would suggest that one frequent sentence 

type with se that is correctly used by many of these learners 

involves the third person singular se with a verb in the 

present tense that belongs to the social domain. This 

sentence type comprises approximately 230 tokens, or twenty 

percent of all correct uses of se. Of these tokens, 

approximately eighty-percent involve the verb + se 

construction llamarse 'be named', 'call oneself'. Some of the 

students' sentences that fit this type are listed below. 

(1) Tengo un perro tambien que se llama Hannah. 

'I have a dog too that is called Hannah' (#1677) 
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(2) Quiere estar enamorado con e1 hombre que se casa. 

'she wants to be in love with the man she 

marries' (#601) 

( 3 ) G Cuando se gradua? 

'When do you graduate?' (#1761) 

The chi-square fit figure (1427.150) for this VARBRUL 

analysis allows one to reject the null hypothesis that these 

factor groups do not significantly explain the variation in 

the dependent variables. The probability value that the 

results obtained is due to chance is 0.0000. The VARBRUL 

program also produces an input value that estimates the 

choice process (in this case, the correct use of se) before 

any factor groups are included in the analysis. This input 

value is a log p value also. The input value for this VARBRUL 

analysis was 0.531. This value indicates that there is a weak 

positive effect on the correct use of se by these students, 

regardless of any of the independent factor groups 

considered. 

Furthermore, the analysis produces a chi-square value 

per cell which can be used to judge how well the theory of se 

constructed by the coding sheet accounts for the data. When 

all variables were included in the analysis the chi-square 

per cell value was 1.3351. As stated by Adamson and Regan 

(1991:11), who were following the advice of Preston 

(1989:15), the chi-square per cell value 'should be no higher 
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than 1.5, and preferably below 1.0'. The value for my data 

set (1.3351) falls within that range. However, the program 

did not select all of the factor groups which I had initially 

considered as possible constraints on the use of se. In the 

end, only five factor groups were selected, and one had to be 

discarded due to its interactional effects with the remaining 

factor groups. Thus, the final number of significant factor 

groups chosen was four. The chi-square value per cell for 

these factor groups was 1.4243, still within the acceptable 

range. 

VARBRUL Analysis #2 

The second VARBRUL analysis was performed to discover 

what factor groups account for the presence and absence of 

se, regardless of target-like usage. This analysis, when 

compared with the results of the first VARBRUL analysis, will 

allow one to discover which factor groups and factors are 

more often related with the inaccurate use of se (generally, 

either the overuse of se or the underuse of se). That 

comparison will be made later, at the end of the discussion 

on this VARBRUL analysis. 

The chi-square value per cell when all factor groups 

were included was 1.1497. This chi-square value suggests, as 

was suggested by the chi-square value per cell in the first 
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coding sheet adequately fits the data. 
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Unlike the first VARBRUL analysis, where only the factor 

group semester was not statistically significant when 

considered alone, in the second VARBRUL analysis, seven more 

factor groups were statistically non-significant in 

predicting the choice process presence of se, when they were 

considered alone. A list of the non-significant factor groups 

in the second VARBRUL analysis is given below: 

1. Age 

2. Sex 

3. High School Spanish 

4. Third Semester Spanish Grade 

5. Fourth Semester Spanish Grade 

6. Fourth Semester Spanish Teacher 

7. Semester 

8. Sentence ~pe 

The step-up and step-down analyses showed that the five 

factor groups chosen in the first VARBRUL run were also 

chosen as significant predictors of the presence and absence 

of see In addition, the factor group linguistic environment 

was also chosen as a statistically significant factor group. 

Both the step-up analysis and the step-down analysis reached 

the same results. 
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The order in which the six factor groups were chosen is 

given below: 

1 . Tense marking 

2. Student 

3. Se variant 

4. Cognitive domain 

5 . Person marking 

6. Linguistic environment 

As before, I performed an analysis of the factor log p 

values to detect interactions and dependencies among these 

six factor groups. The analysis revealed interactional and 

dependency effects. As will be shown, many of the 

interactional effects are possibly explained away by the few 

number of tokens they involved. The interactional effects 

that are significant will be discussed in more detail. Many 

of the dependencies identified will be shown to be quite 

natural, i.e. expected. 

There was interaction detected between the factor group 

linguistic environment and the factor groups tense, variant 

of se, cognitive domain, and person marking. 
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A. linguistic environment and tense. 

with all tense marking accept for infinitive, the 

linguistic environment adjective showed a higher percentage 

of use than the linguistic environment punctuation. 

Factors Adjective Punctuation Total 
Tokens % Tokens % Tokens % 

Infinitive 09/13 (69) 11/13 (85) 175/283 (62) 
Other Tenses 22/23 (96) 186/209 (89) 
Total 31/36 (86) 197/222 (89) 

Table 5.14. Interactional effect #1, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

Many of the tokens coded for adjective were possessive 

adjectives. 

(4) .. . para cambiar me mis pantalones. 

( . .. para cambiarme mis pantalones) 

' ... in order to change my pants' (#361) 

(5) ... hay una manera cerciorar.me mi trabajo. 

( . .. hay una manera para cerciorarme de mi trabajo) 

' ... there is a way to make sure of my work' 

(#1721) 

Many of the tokens coded for punctuation in this case 

were commas. 

(6) ... cuando tuviera que moverme, ... 

' ... when I would have to move, ... ' (#490) 
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(7) •• • para graduarse, se debe .... 

' ... in order to graduate, one needs to ... (#1125) 

This interaction does not seem significant, since it is based 

on so few tokens: thirteen tokens per factor. 

In addition, with all tense marking accept for 

infinitive, the linguistic environment sentence bounda~ 

showed a higher percentage of use than the linguistic 

environment article. 

Factors Article SentenceBoundary Total 
Tokens % Tokens % Tokens % 

Infinitive 15/17 (88) 39/ 63 (62) 175/283 (62) 
Other Tenses 00/00 (00) 509/545 (93) 
Total 15/17 (88) 548/608 (90) 

Table 5.15 . Interactional effect #2, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

(8 ) ... y decidido matarse. 

( ... y decidi6 matarse) 

' ... and she decided to kill herself' (#167) 

(9 ) *Quiero encontrarse lOB gentes. 

(Quiero encontrarme con la gente) 

'I want to meet the people' (#1206) 

This interaction also appears to be insignificant, based 

on the few number of tokens involved. What it does uncover, 

however, is a dependency between the factor article and the 

factor infinitive. All tokens coded for the presence of 
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article were found when the host verb for se was an 

infinitive. This is a natural dependency, since it is much 

easier in the grammar of Spanish to construct sentences with 

an article following an infinitive + se than to construct one 

with an article before a se + finite verb. 

The environment noun favored use of se more than the 

environment adverb, except for verbs in the past and 

subjunctive. 

Factors Adverb Noun Total 
Tokens % Tokens % Tokens % 

Subjunctive 01/02 (50) 05/ 21 (24) 26/ 60 (43 ) 
Past 13/17 (76) 113/183 (62) 274/422 (65) 
Other Tenses 56/76 (74) 315/366 (86) 
Total 70/95 (74) 433/570 (90) 

Table 5.16. Interactional effect #3, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

(lO) Quiza se sientan mal. 

'Perhaps they feel bad' (#2l35) 

(ll) Finalmente me dormi. 

'Finally I fell asleep' (#25l) 

(12) *Me sorprende que Saddam se diga a Iraq que 

ganan la guerra. 

(Me sorprende que Saddam diria a Iraq que ... ) 

'It surprizes me that Saddam would say to Iraq ... ' 

(#1837) 

(13) Antonio se enamoro con Carmen. 

(Antonio se enamoro de Carmen) 

'Antonio fell in love with Carmen' (#169) 
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Once again I believe this interaction can be attributed 

to the few number of tokens involved, especially in the case 

of the factor adverb. A comparison of percentages are 

unlikely to yield a satisfying interpretation when the number 

of tokens involved are not more equally distributed among the 

factors. 

With all tense markings except future and present, the 

linguistic environment que 'that' (relativizer) favored 

marking of se more than the linguistic environment negative. 

Factors 

Future 
Present 
Other Tenses 
Total 

Que 
Tokens 
02/ 04 
59/ 66 
35/ 49 
96/119 

% 
(50) 
(89) 
(71) 
(74) 

Negative Total 
Tokens % Tokens % 

02/ 03 (67) 42/ 55 (76) 
72/ 79 (91) 1159/1259 (92) 
16/ 25 (64) 
90/107 (84) 

Table 5.17. Interactional effect #4, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

(14) *Veo que te gustaras viajar mucho en el futuro. 

(Veo que te gustara/gustaria viajar mucho ... ) 

'I see that you will/would like to travel a lot ... 

(#34) 

(15) *Es la escuela que se occupa de mis pensamientos. 

(Es la escuela que ocupa mis pensamientos) 

'It's school that preoccupies my thoughts' (#86) 

(16) *Si ella quiere tener el bebe y no se casare ... 

(Si ella quiere tener el bebe y no se casara ... ) 

'If she wants to have a baby and she will not 

marry ... ' (#919) 
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(17) * ... pero mi novio no se gusta la comida de china. 

( ... pero ami novio no le gusta .... ) 

'But my boyfriend does not like Chinese food' 

(#165) 

The interaction detected between these linguistic 

environment factors and the tense factor future seems 

insignificant, considering the few number of tokens. In 

addition, the percentage difference between these factors 

when they are crosstabulated with the tense factor present is 

only two percent and, therefore, inconsequential. 

There were two other dependencies detected. The 

linguistic environment preposition showed a dependency with 

the factor infinitive (113/121 tokens coded for preposition 

were also coded for infinitive). Often a preposition follows 

an infinitive, as in the verb + se constructions casarse con 

'get married with', and preocuparse por 'be worried 

about/for' . 

Factors 

Infinitive 
Total Tokens 

Preposition 
Tokens % 
60/113 (53) 
68/121 (74) 

Total 
Tokens % 
175/283 (62) 

Table 5.18. Dependency effect #1, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

(18) .•• va a casarse en julio. 

'She is going to marry in July' (#664) 

(19) ... ella intenta irse de su casa. 

'She tries to leave her house' (#81) 
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Another dependency effect involved the factor noun and 

the tense factors present and past. Most nouns were coded for 

these two tenses. 

Factors 

Present 
Past 
Total Tokens 

Noun 
Tokens % 
276/320 (86) 
113/183 (62) 
430/570 (76) 

Total 
Tokens % 
1159/1259 (92) 
274/ 422 (65) 

Table 5.19. Dependency effect #2, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

possible explanations appear for this dependency. For 

instance, Spanish generally allows the subject noun phrase to 

occur with the verb + se construction, as in student sentence 

#169 above. As a pro-drop language6 , Spanish also allows for 

the omission of the subject noun phrase in a variety of 

instances. The first language of the students is English, 

which is not a pro-drop language, and which generally 

requires the subject noun phrase to be overt. This 

predominance of the noun phrase with the verb + se 

construction may be based in part on the first language of 

the students. Nevertheless, we have seen how prototype 

categories are also involved in the use of se. Therefore, 

although L1 transfer may occur, it may not occur 

monolithically but selectively within a complex category. It 

6 A pro-drop language allows for the omission of subjects, while a non
pro-drop language does not. This is a generalization that does not 
always hold true when looking more closely at different contexts within 
a language of either type. Thus, in some contexts, English allows 
subjects to be omitted. Likewise, in some contexts, Spanish requires a 
subject to be present. 
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appears, for instance, that the presence of a noun is more 

frequent when the prototypical category present tense is part 

of the verb + se construction. This pattern of use of a noun 

with the reflexive construction also suggests that the 

students are not erroneously treating se as a subject 

pronoun, at least not with any frequency, since se frequently 

appears with an overt subject noun phrase7 • 

Another striking pattern of use of se when considering 

the linguistic environment and the tense of the verb is that 

sixty-eight percent of all tokens coded for these factor 

groups were coded for the factor present tense (1159/1705). 

As the first VARBRUL analysis demonstrated, there is a 

prototypical use of se by these second language learners that 

involves a verb in the present tense. This dependency 

relation is further proof of that frequent sentence 

construction type. The marking of se with a noun and a 

present tense verb appears to be based on an underlying 

cognitive principle or mental construct. I will elaborate on 

this point when I discuss the acquisition and use of verb + 

se constructions based on prototype schemas in Chapter 7. 

B. linguisitc environment and se variant. 

Although the linguistic environment adjective appears 

much less frequently with se than the linguistic environment 

7 This may be an area for future research. That is, it may be of 
interest to consider more closely in what circumstances overt noun 
phrases appear with the verb + se constructions. 
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sentence bounda~ (31 tokens compared with 548 tokens), 

percentage-wise, adjective has a higher percentage of use 

than sentence bounda~ when crosstabulated with the different 

se variants, except with the variants me and teo 

Factors Me Te OtherPronoun Total 
Tokens % Tokens % Tokens % Tokens % 

Adjective 06/ 09 (67) 00/00 (OO) 25/ 27 (93) 31/ 36 (86) 
SentenceBoundary 422/450 (94) 29/37 (78) 97/121 (80) 548/608 (90) 
Other Environments 381/499 (76) 25/39 (64) 
Total 809/958 (84) 54176 (71) 

Table 5.20. Interactional effect #5, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

This interactional effect appears insignificant, due to 

the few number of tokens for adjective and teo There appear 

to be, however, some interesting dependencies. Both of the se 

variants, me and te, occur frequently at a sentence boundary, 

which generally means that they frequently begin a sentence. 

(20) Me desperto a las seis en la manana. 

(Me despierto a las seis ... ) 

'I wake up at six in the morning' (#3) 

(21) *GTe gustas el verano en Arizona? 

(GTe gusta el verano en Arizona?) 

'Do you like the summer in Arizona?' (#846) 

In fact, sentence bounda~ supports the most frequent 

use of the se variants than all other linguistic 

environments. It may be that this linguistic environment, 
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which more often than not refers to sentence initial position 

than to sentence final position, allows for greater ease of 

processing of se, and thus se's more frequent occurrence in 

that position. 

There are also two other dependencies between these two 

factor groups. Most of the tokens coded for que 'that' are 

found with the variant se singular (72/119 tokens). 

(22) Adelita era nombre apodo que se usaba para ... 

'Adelita was a nickname that was used for ... ' 

(#309) 

Most tokens coded for the linguistic environment noun 

are coded for se singular and se plural (340/433 tokens). 

Factors Se singular 
Tokens % 

Noun 253/308 (82) 
All Environments 612/727 (84) 

Se plural 
Tokens % 

87/136 (64) 
171/261 (66) 

Table 5.21. Dependency effect #3, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

Total 
Tokens % 
433/570 (76) 

(23) Es posible que ellos se usan la energia ... 

'It's possible that they use the energy ... ' (#451) 

(24) Hi hermana se llama Marah. 

'My sister is named Marah' (#9) 

As noted, the factor noun was related with the factor 

present tense. The factor present tense was itself related 
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with the frequent use of se. Now, the factor noun is related 

with the factors se singular and se plural, two of the most 

frequently-used variants. The factor noun is also related 

with the factor group cognitive domain, as noted in section C 

below. 

C. linguistic environment and cognitive domain. 

Most tokens coded for the linguistic environment noun 

are found in the social and physical cognitive domains, the 

two domains in which se is most frequently present (334/412 

tokens) . 

Factors Social Domain 
Tokens % 

Noun 221/258 (86) 
All Environments 797/912 (87) 

Physical Domain 
Tokens % 
113/168 (67) 
387/548 (71) 

Table 5.22. Dependency effect #4, VARBRUL analysis #2. 

Total 
Tokens % 
412/541 (76) 

(25) La pais se llama "El Terrestre de la Primavera". 

(El pais se llama .... ) 

'The country is called ... ' (#336) 

(26) Mucha de la gente se casaron muy temprano ... 

(Muchos se casaron a una edad muy joven) 

'Many of the people married young' (388) 

(27) ... y el hombre se muri6. 

' ... and the man died' (#617) 

(28) El se sent6 al frente del salon ... 

'He sat in front of the salon ... ' (#493) 
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A further pattern concerns the linguistic environment 

conjunction (porque I because I, pero I but I, Y I and I ), which is 

the third most frequent linguistic environment when se is 

present (after the factors sentence bounda~ and noun). A 

conjunction has a higher percentage of use in the cognitive 

domains ideational and emotional (94% and 73%, respectively), 

than in the social domain (68%), the physical domain (63%), 

or the perceptual domain (0%). 

Factors 

Conjunction 

IdeationalDomain 
Tokens % 

Emotional Domain 
Tokens % 

Total 
Tokens % 
104/148 (70) 

All Environments 
15/ 16 (94) 

109/141 (77) 
32/ 44 (73) 

360/445 (81) 

Table 5.23. Factor conjunction in VARBRUL analysis #2. Total values 
include all tokens for that factor, not just the 
crosstabulated totals. 

(29) ... estan muy felices porque se preocupan 

( ... estan muy felices porque se preocupan s6lo 

por ... ) 

I ••• they are very happy because they worry about ... 

(#1147) 

(30) *No esta muy popular pero me gusto Anita Baker 

(No es muy popular pero me gusta Anita Baker) 

(#2200) 

D. linguistic environment and person marking. 

When the linguistic environment and the person marking 

groups are compared, there is interaction detected, involving 
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the factors sentence bounda~ and adjective. This scenario is 

somewhat expected, since there was already interaction 

detected between these two factors when linguistic 

environment and se variant were considerd. As mentioned, 

person marking on the verb and the se variant are closely 

related. The interaction occurs with the factor second 

person, for which the factor adjective has no tokens. The 

factor adjective has a higher percentage of use than sentence 

bounda~ for all other person markings. Again, the 

interaction has to be taken with precaution, since there were 

only thirty-six tokens total coded for adjective, while there 

were 608 tokens total coded for sentence bounda~. 

Due to the interactions and dependencies described 

above, the factor group linguistic environment was excluded 

from the next VARBRUL analysis. The results of a following 

analysis revealed further interaction. As in VARBRUL analysis 

#1, the factor group person marking showed dependencies with, 

and interactions with, the factor group se variant, and was 

therefore subsequently excluded. 

The third analysis also found interaction, this time 

between the groups se variant and tense marking. Many cells 

in this last crosstabulation were represented by very few 

tokens. Most of the tokens marked for a se variant were 

marked by me or se singular (84% each). The percentage of 

tokens marked for me, however, was considerably lower for the 

linguistic environments infinitive and past than for all 
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other linguistic environments. The infrequent use of me with 

infinitive (43/98, 44%) was also forseen by its infrequent 

use with no person marking (44/99, 44%). 

Two additional VARBRUL runs were performed, one 

including se variant and excluding tense, and another 

including tense while excluding se variant. The results 

revealed no interaction when the factor group se variant was 

excluded. Therefore, the final factor groups accepted as 

statistically significant predictors of the choice process, 

presence of se, were tense marking, student, and cognitive 

domain. That final VARBRUL analysis is given below in Table 

5.24: 

Factors'Log P ya lues 
Tense 
Student 

Domain 
Input 

t:0.684 
R:0.943 
i:0.741 
a:0.619 
m:0.568 
6:0.518 
<;:0.443 
a:0.406 
w:0.372 
A:0.317 
e:0.268 
P:0.219 
f:0.132 
s:0.591 

0.876 

c:0.603 
S:0.873 
u:0.684 
e:0.619 
6:0.565 
u:0.502 
0:0.437 
j:0.401 
t:0.367 
c;::0.305 
C:0.241 
d:0.199 
x:0.103 
e:0.469 

f:0.261 
0:0.855 
i:0.674 
a:0.609 
i:0.557 
A: 0 .498 
p:0.434 
Q:0.399 
k:0.365 
W:0.300 
g:0.239 
a:0.166 

i:0.418 

p:0.255 
V:0.853 
0:0.664 
U:0.604 
L:0.539 
Z:0.493 
N:O.423 
F:0.384 
N:0.358 
X:O.299 
z:O.236 
11.:0.159 

f:0.396 

i:O.216 
1:0.755 
E:0.656 
v:0.597 
e:0.525 
Y:0.483 
I:0.422 
E:0.384 
e:0.333 
u:0.276 
y:0.232 
T:0.157 

s:0.142 
0.:0.742 
b:0.632 
a:O.574 
e:0.520 
A:0.483 
u:0.407 
s:0.377 
H:0.332 
n:0.276 
r:0.229 
0:0.146 

0:0.742 
B:0.629 
h:0.570 
a:0.520 
A:0.472 
A:0.407 
J:0.376 
M:0.323 
K:0.271 
c:0.226 
0:0.136 

Table 5.24. Second VARBRUL analysis. Statistically significant factor 
groups in predicting choice process: presence use of see 

Keys: Tense: 

Domain: 

c=conditional, t=present, p=past, i=iniinitive, 
f=iuture, s=subjunctive. 
s=social, f=physical, i=ideational, e=emotional. 
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The chi-square per cell value for this final run was 

1.3357, within the acceptable range for claiming that the 

theory of se represented by the coding sheet adequately fits 

the data. The chi-square value of this analysis, 845.164, was 

significant, thus allowing us to reject the null hypothesis 

that these groups do not statistically improve the prediction 

of the data. The probability that these results are due to 

chance is 0.0000. 

By comparing the final results of the two main VARBRUL 

analyses, one can better understand where the inaccurate use 

of se (generally the overuse and underuse of se) is 

constrained. I list below the log p values for the factor 

groups tense and cognitive domain, which were chosen by both 

analyses as strong predictors of the choice processes 

investigated (VARBRUL #1: correct use of sei VARBRUL #2: 

presence of se). I also number them, according to rank. If 

the log p value for a factor decreases across the two 

analyses, then the factor is generally associated with the 

underuse of se more so than with the overuse of se. If, 

however, the log p value increases, then the factor is 

generally associated more with the overuse of se. Here is the 

comparison: 
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Group Factors Analysis 1 Rank 1 Analysis 2 Rank 2 
Tense conditional .685 1 .603 2 

present .572 2 .684 1 
past .446 3 .255 4 
infinitive .340 4 .216 5 
future .325 5 .261 3 
subjunctive .234 6 .142 6 

Domain social .714 1 .591 1 
physical .464 2 .396 4 
ideational .301 3 .418 3 
emotional .191 4 .469 2 

Table 5.25. Comparison of main factor groups across analyses. 

For all tense factors except present, there is a 

decrease in log p values. The tenses which show these 

decreases are associated with the less accurately used verb + 

se constructions, and are also seen to be associated in some 

respects with the underuse of se. That is, se is more likely 

to be omitted when a tense other than present is used in the 

verb + se construction. Present tense, on the other hand, 

which is the most accurately used tense, is apparently 

associated more so with the overuse of se. 

In the cognitive domains, there is an increase in log p 

values for the less accurate domains (ideational and 

emotional). This suggests that the overuse of se is more 

closely associated with the less accurate domains. On the 

other hand, the more accurate domains (social and physical) 

show decreases in their log p values, suggesting they are 

less associated with the overuse of se and more closely 

associated with the underuse of se. 
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The uncovering of which factors are involved with which 

types of inaccuracies in the use of se has begun with the 

above comparison of log p values across the two major VARBRUL 

analyses. A more detailed guide to such patterns of misuse 

will be offered in Chapter 6, when I examine more closely the 

underuse and overuse of se across the different cognitive 

domains. I now turn to an examination of the use of verb + se 

constructions across the various domains. 
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CHAPTER 6 

COGNITIVE DOMAINSl 

Social Domain 

The verb + se constructions of the social domain are 

listed in Table 6.1, with their percentages of use and number 

of tokens. The dependent variables are as before: P=Present 

and correct use of se, I=Present and Incorrect use of se, and 

A=Absent and incorrect use of se. 

Verbs P I A Total 
N ( % ) N % ) N % ) N ( % ) 

Llamarse 536 ( 88) 70 11) 06 01) 612 ( 63) 
Casarse 77 ( 72) 04 04) 26 24) 107 ( 11) 
Graduarse 30 ( 39) 05 06) 42 55) 77 ( 08) 
Acordarse 00 ( 00) 22 96) 01 04) 23 ( 02) 
Registrarse 02 ( 20) 00 00) 08 80) 10 ( 01) 
Hacerse 06 ( 60) 01 10) 03 30) 10 ( 01) 
Encontrarse 02 ( 22) 01 11) 06 67) 09 ( 01) 
Conocerse 02 ( 25) 03 37) 03 38) 08 ( 01) 
Quedarse 02 ( 40) 00 00) 03 60) 05 ( 01) 
Hablar 02 ( 40) 03 60) 00 00) 05 ( 01) 
Necesitar 03 ( 60) 02 40) 00 00) 05 ( 01) 
Decir 01 ( 20) 03 60) 01 20) 05 ( 01) 
Poder 03 ( 60) 02 ( 40) 00 00) 05 ( 01) 
Ayudar 00 ( 00) 04 (100) 00 00) 04 ( 00) 
Portarse 02 ( 67) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 03 ( 00) 
Divorciarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 03 ( 00) 
Costar 00 ( 00) 03 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 03 ( 00) 
Tratarse 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 00 ( 00) 03 ( 00) 
Comunicarse 01 ( 33) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 67) 03 ( 00) 
Escribir 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 03 ( 00) 
Jubilarse 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Tener 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Dejarse 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 

1 Appendix G contains an a~phabetized listing of all host verbs as well 
as their English equivalents. Note that the discussion of the use of se 
across the different domains will be mainly descriptive, focusing on the 
most frequently used verb + se constructions, and on patterns of 
underuse and overuse. An explanation for these findings will follow in 
Chapter 7. 
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Verbs P I A Total 
N ( % ) N ( % ) N % ) N ( % ) 

Reunirse 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 00) 02 ( 00) 
Deber 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 00) 02 ( 00) 
Asistir 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Mantenerse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 02 ( 00) 
Ponerse 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Verse 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Matricularse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Alistarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Usar 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Esforzarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Cambiar 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Unirse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Meterse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Desponerse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Mejorarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Juntarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Interesarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Rumorearse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Informarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Equivocarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Subir 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Dormir con 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Prepararse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Despedirse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Faltar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Invitar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Mezclar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Preguntar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Sentir 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Tocar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Erguir 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Contener 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Bajar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Elegir 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Apoyar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Arrestar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Dar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Permitir 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Aprender 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Complicarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Separarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Desarollarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Dedicarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Aprovecharse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 

Total N=68 700 73) 149 15) 116 ( 12) 965 (100) 

Table 6.1. Verb + se constructions in social domain. 
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Most frequent verb + se constructions 

Three verbs account for eighty-two percent of all tokens 

coded for the social domain: llamarse 'be named', 'call 

oneself', casarse 'marry', 'get married', and graduarse 

'graduate', 'be graduated'. 

The verb llamarse clearly accounts for a substantial 

number of tokens coded for this domain (63%). This situation 

is not unexpected. Some of the first communicative sentences 

generally learned in any first semester language course is 

'What's your name?' (leOmO se llama Ud.?) and 'My name is 

(Me llamo ). Students used this verb + se 

construction correctly eighty-eight percent of the time. 

Problematic uses generally involved one of the four following 

situations, in order of most frequent pattern to least 

frequent pattern: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Incorrect verb ending: 

Incorrect se variant: 

Omission of se: 

Construction doubling 

*Me llama ••• (Me llamo) 

*Te llama ... (Se llama) 

*Llaman ... (Se llaman) 

*Me llamo es ... (Me llamo) 

or (Mi nombre es) 

If one were to delete the tokens containing the verb 

llamarse, the social domain would have the number of tokens 

and percentages given in Table 6.2: 



Verbs 
Excluding 
llamarse 

P 
N (%) 
164 (46%) 

I A 
N (%) N (%) 

79 (22%) 110 (31%) 

Table 6.2. Social domain when excluding llamarse. 
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Total 
N (%) 
353 (100%) 

This exclusion of llamarse would place the social domain 

after the physical domain, in terms of highest percentage of 

correct use of se (dependent variable p)2: 

Physical > Social > Ideational > Emotional 

54% 46% 38% 24% 

Not unlike llamarse, the verb casarse 'marry', 'get 

married' was also used by the students with high accuracy: 

seventy-two percent of the tokens containing casarse were 

coded for dependent variable P. In contrast to llamarse, the 

se in casarse was more frequently omitted (twenty-four 

percent of the time). Here are several examples. 

2 This exclusion of se may be important if one assumes llamarse may be 
learned independently. The reordering presents the physical domain as 
the most accurate domain, rather than the social domain. If one divides 
the domains according to whether they deal with concrete/physical or 
abstract/mental phenomena, then the physical domain is perhaps better 
representative of the physical/concrete than the social domain. This 
exclusion of llamarse leads to questions about whether other exclusions 
can be made, such as the exclusion of gustar, where se is overused 
nearly 180 times. I leave a reanalysis of the data with such exclusions 
for future research. 
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(1) *Durante este tiempo, Maria Josefa, la madre 

de Bernarda, queria casar pero Bernarda pensaba ... 

( .... queria casarse pero Bernarda pensaba ... ) 

'During this time, Maria Josefa, Bernarda's mother, 

wanted to get married, but Bernarda thought ... ' 

(#1650) 

(2) *Deseo casar un hombre cristiano que sea 

inteligente, ambiguo [read ambiciosoJ, y consciente 

de su posicion sociedad. 

(Deseo casar.me con un hombre cristiano que sea ... ) 

'I wish to marry a chrisitan man who is 

intelligent, ambitious, and conscious of his social 

position.' (#1705) 

The third most frequently used verb in the social domain 

was graduarse 'graduate'. Students' omission of se with this 

verb was higher than their omission of se with casarse (55% 

compared with 24%). The patterns of omission with graduarse 

were the following: 

a. Omit se 

b. Use a periphrastic construction in place of graduarse. 

The following student sentences illustrate these 

patterns. 



(3) *Espero graduar en diciembre de 1991. 

(Espero graduarme en diciembre de 1991) 
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'I hope to graduate in December of 1991' (#1051) 

(4) *Tambien, yo espero que sere graduarando semestre 

proximo. 

( . .. yo espero graduar.me el proximo semestre) 

'Also, I hope that I will be graduating next 

semester' (#788) 

Se and +/-finite host verbs 

Many of the examples given to illustrate the omission of 

se within this domain involve constructions with infinitives 

or participles. As noted in the beginning of Chapter 5, 

omission of se is twice as likely in postverbal position, 

than in preverbal position (34% versus 16%). One may wonder 

whether this pattern of omission is related at all to 

processing factors (Adrienne Lehrer p.c.). In postverbal 

position the verb is produced (in this case, written) before 

se. Once this is accomplished, students may not supply se 

because of processing difficulties: they aren't able to 

'retain' or 'remember to include' se, event hough they may 

have wanted to when they began the sentence. This contrasts 

with the seemingly ease of processing of se that occurs when 

se appears in sentence initial position, which is generally a 

preverbal position. Another possibility is that the link 
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schema which supports the use of reflexive clitics is not as 

strong in postverbal position, where se is connected to a 

verb form that has no person or number markings. Person and 

number markings have been shown to be factors which are 

fundamental to the linguistic manifestation of the link 

schema in Spanish: a reflexive clitic must generally agree 

with the verb in number and person. 

(5) Me di viert-o. 

Se-lpsg. enjoy-lpsg. 

'I enjoy myself' 

In postverbal position, se is further apart from the finite 

verb form of the periphrastic phrase that has person and 

number marking. This distancing may result in a weakening of 

the effect of the link schema on the use of se by SL learners 

of Spanish at this intermediate level of proficiency. 

Some more information concerning the students' use of 

the se variants may be useful at this time. Table 6.3 below 

compares the use of se across its different variants for 

+finite verb forms and -finite verb forms. The +finite verb 

forms included host verbs for se which were conjugated, and 

-finite verb forms included host verbs for se which were not 

conjugated (infinitives and participles). Tokens for +finite 

verbs only included tokens in which all agreement features on 
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the verb matched the agreement features on se (i.e. person 

and number features). The absence of se in obligatory 

contexts was not considered in Table 6.3. The variant os is 

not presented in Table 6.3; the two uses of os were in 

postverbal position, with affirmative command verb forms. 

Se variant 

Se singular 
Se plural 
Me 
Nos 
Te 
Total N=5 

+Finite Verb 
N ( % ) 

437/ 545 (80) 
117/ 156 (75) 
472/ 741 (64) 

34/ 58 (59) 
13/ 53 (25) 

1073/1553 (69) 

-Finite Verb 
N ( % ) 

72/105 ( 69) 
24/ 33 ( 73) 
36/ 52 ( 69) 
5/ 5 (100) 
2/ 3 ( 67) 

139/198 ( 70) 

Table 6.3. Correct use of se for +/- finite verbs. The table 
excludes the absence of se in obligatory contexts. 

Although se and its variants are more likely to be omitted in 

postverbal position with -finite verb forms, when they do 

appear they are used with slightly higher accuracy than when 

in preverbal position with +finite verb forms (70% versus 

69%). Three of the five variants of se are used with greater 

accuracy in postverbal position than in preverbal position. 

Comparisons of percentages must be made with caution, 

however, since the frequency of use of se in postverbal 

position is considerably less than its frequency of use in 

preverbal position (1553 tokens versus 198 tokens, 

respectively) . 
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Periphrastic versus simple verb forms 

The verb + se construction acordarse 'remember', 'agree' 

was consistently corrected by the bilingual speaker, who used 

instead the construction estar de acuerdo 'be in agreement', 

'agree'. Ninety-six percent of the tokens containing 

acordarse (22/23 tokens) were corrected by the bilingual 

speaker in this fashion. In general, the verb acordarse is 

not used to mean 'agree'. That meaning is reserved primarily 

for the se-less construction acordar. Examples of the 

students' sentences with acordarse follow. 

(6) *Me acuerdo con sus puntos, pero .... 

(Estoy de acuerdo con sus puntos, pero ... ) 

'I agree with your points, but ... ' (#2059) 

(7) *Me acuerda con que tu dijiste 

(Estoy de acuerdo con 10 que tu dijiste) 

'I agree with what you said' (#1563) 

(8) *Me acuerdo que los ricos tienen mas oportunidades. 

(Estoy de acuerdo con que los ricos .... ) 

'I agree that the rich have more opportunities' 

(#1026) 

There are times when the students seemed to 

favor a periphrastic construction over a verb + se 

construction (eg. *tengo enojo for me enojo 'I get angry', 
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and *tengo divertido for me divierto 'I have fun'). Here is 

an instance where students prefer a verb + se construction 

(acordarse) over a periphrastic one (estar de acuerdo). In 

both cases, the students' first language and the target 

language (Spanish) converge to exert an influence on the 

students' non-target-like usage. In English, the expression 

'I agree' consists of a simple subject + verb form. In 

Spanish, a seemingly similar construction exists with 

acordarse: me acuerdo. In Spanish, there are many 

periphrastic constructions, such as tengo sed 'I am thirsty'. 

There are also participial forms (eg. divertido, from 

divertirse 'have fun'). Students construct possible, yet 

unacceptable, Spanish periphrastic phrases (eg. *tengo 

divertido) as the equivalents of English periphrastic 

expressions (eg. 'I have fun'). These misconstruals 

demonstrate the students' awareness of frequent construction 

types in Spanish and their ability to extend these types to 

possible, yet unacceptable, Spanish constructions (eg. *tengo 

divertido). Both the Ll and the L2 exert their influence on 

the students' developing interlanguage. 

A hot topic: registering for classes 

Students often discussed topics related to school, and 

one of these topics concerned registering for classes. For 

instance, there was some debate over whether athletes should 
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be receiving preferential treatment: they were supposedly 

being allowed to register for their classes before other 

students. The Spanish verbs that were used by the students to 

express the notion of 'registering for a class' were the 

following: 

1. registrarse 

2. matricularse 

3. alistarse 

Of these three verbs, #2 is possibly the more accurate 

expression for describing the event of registering for, or 

enrolling in, a class, although the bilingual speaker readily 

accepted the students' use of registrarse. With the verb 

registrarse students frequently omitted se in obligatory 

contexts (08/10 tokens were coded for the dependent variable 

1\) . 

(9) * Tambien, ellos registran por sus clases antes 

todos los estudiantes. 

(Tambien, ellos se registran/se matriculan ... ) 

'1\lso, they register for their classes before all 

the students' (#1282) 



(10) *Pero otros pueden registrar antes de todos 

tambien. 

(Pero otros pueden registrarse/matricularse ... ) 

'But others can register before everyone also' 

(#1573) 

Overgeneralization of se 
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The overgeneralization of se is less frequent in the 

social domain than in all other domains (20% 30/149 tokens). 

One possible reason for the infrequent overgeneralization of 

se in this domain is that the use of se with many of the 

verbs in this domain may be lexicalized (Maldonado p.c.). 

That is, the meaning of se in the social domain may not be as 

transparent as, for example, its middle experiencer meaning 

in the emotional domain. Extensions and overgeneralizations 

may depend on the analyzability (i.e. transparency) of a 

form's meaning. 

Nevertheless, there does appear to have been some 

overgeneralization of se to non-se verb constructions within 

this domain. This pattern of usage appears to be related to a 

particular function of se: the impersonal se function. In 

their first year of university Spanish, among the functions 

of se that these students were exposed to from their textbook 

Dos Mundos (1990) was its impersonal function: 



(11) GCemo se dice tablecloth en espanol? 

'How do you say tablecloth in Spanish?' 

(12) Aqui se habla espanol. 
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'Spanish is spoken here'j'They speak Spanish here' 

(13) Primero se agrega la sal y despues se mezcla todo. 

'First you add the salt and then you mix 

everything' 

(14) No se debe dormir inmediatamente despues de comer. 

'One shouldn't sleep immediately after eating' 

(15) GSe sirven marizcos frescos aqui? 

'Are fresh shellfish served here?' 

(Dos Mundos 1990:245) 

This use of se is involved in many of the overgeneralizations 

of se in the social domain, as evidenced by the following 

student sentences. 

(16) *Alla se tiene problemas en la escuela. 

(Alla tienen problemas en la escuela) 

'There they have problems in school' (#1171) 

(17) *Se necesita creer en Dies. 

(Uno necesita creer en Dies) 

'One needs to believe in God' (#1934) 
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(18) *Es como en Espana cuando se tiene celibraciones. 

(Es como en Espana cuando hay celibraciones) 

'It is like in Spain when there are celebrations' 

(#1176) 

Students extend this overgeneralization of se with 

impersonal expressions to personal expressions. That is, 

students similarly applied the use of se with specific 

references, not only with general ones. 

(19) *Las tarjetas se cuestan mas de $30. 

(Las tarjetas cuestan mas de $30) 

'The tickets cost more than $30' (#321) 

(20) *Nos hablamos sobre el camp. 

(Hablamos sobre el camp) 

'We talked about the camp' (#689) 

(21) *No se respeto las mujeres. 

(No respeto a las mujeres) 

'He did not respect women' (#2030) 

(22) *GCual es la solucion si no nos tratamos otros 

tipos de gobierno? 

( ... si no tratarnos otros tipos de gobierno?) 

'What is the solution if we do not try other types 

of government?' (#1027) 
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Reciprocal function of se 

One other pattern of usage emerges from the social 

domain. Five of the six tokens coded for the absence of se in 

obligatory contexts when se served a reciprocal function 

belonged to the social domain. An argument could be made that 

the sole exception (student sentence #19) could also be coded 

for the social domain. 

(23) *E110s escriben las cartas a e1 uno a1 otro. 

(E110s se escriben cartas) 

'They write letters to one another' (801) 

(24) *Escribimos uno a otro ... 

(Nos escribimos) 

'We wrote to one another ... ' (#1708) 

(25) *E110s no dicen e1 uno a1 otro porque e1 vio1ar e1 

pape1 de e1 sacerdote. 

(E110s no se hab1an porque ... ) 

'They do not speak with one another because he 

violated the role of a priest' (#800) 

(26) *Ayudas uno a otra. (coded for physical domain) 

(Ustedes se ayudan uno a1 otro) 

'You help one another' (#19) 

(27) * ... y todos cono~en a todos. 

(y todos se conocen) 

' ... and everyone knows everyone' (#434) 



(28) *Creo que si los gentes del mundo conocia uno a 

otro que Estereo hacerse anticuado. 
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( ... si ... se conocian entonces los estereotipos ... ) 

'I believe that if people of the world knew one 

another than stereotypes would become outdated' 

(#732) 

There is evidence in first language acquisition research 

that children learning Spanish use elaborations with 

reciprocals (Gathercole 1990:7). That is to say, children 

learning Spanish as a first language sometimes avoid se as a 

reciprocal and instead elaborate with other types of 

constructions (Gathercole 1990:6): 

(29) * ... una 1e pone e1 sombrero a otro, y 1a otra a e1. 

(y se ponen los sombreros) 

' ... and one of them places the hat on the other, 

and the other on him' 

(30) *y uno se peina a1 otro. La chica a1 chico, y e1 

chico a 1a chica. 

(Y se peinan) 

'And one brushes the hair of the other. The girl 

does so to the boy, and the boy to the girl' 

(31) *y se pone ... 1a una a 1a otra se pone un sombrero. 

(Y se ponen los sombreros) 

'And places ... the one to the other places a hat' 
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Gathercole discovered that of the functions of se which 

she investigated the reciprocal function of se was the least 

accurately used function by her subjects (25 boys and 25 

girls from Madrid, in the age groups 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11, with 

five boys and five girls for each age group): 

(32) Inherent se: 100% correct. 

Example: Se caen 'They fall' 

(33) Reflexive se: 97% correct. 

Ex: Se quita el reloj 'She takes off her watch' 

(34) Spurious se: 91% correct. 

Ex: Le pone un anillo y se 10 quita 

'He puts a ring on her and takes it off her' 

(35) Reciprocal se: 88% correct. 

Ex: Se quitan las gafas uno al otro 

'They take off each other's glasses' 
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Physical Domain 

Of all the domains considered, the physical domain 

consisted of the greatest number of verb + se constructions, 

totaling one hundred and thirty-one. A listing is found in 

Table 6.4 below. The table is organized according to the 

total number of tokens per verb + se construction, from 

greatest number to least number of total tokens. 

Verb P 1: A Total 
N % ) N ( % ) N % ) N ( % ) 

Mover/Mudarse 18 32) 00 ( 00) 38 68) 56 ( 10) 
Quedarse 28 61) 05 ( 11) 13 28) 46 ( 08) 
Morirse 35 85) 02 ( 05) 04 10) 41 ( 07) 
Irse 31 84) 03 ( 08) 03 08) 37 ( 06) 
Levantarse 27 87) 00 ( 00) 04 13) 31 ( 05) 
Encontrarse 13 50) 01 ( 04) 12 46) 26 ( 05) 
Ponerse 12 57) 04 ( 19) 05 24) 21 ( 04) 
Sentarse 10 63) 03 ( 19) 03 19) 16 ( 03) 
Matarse 08 62) 04 ( 31) 01 08) 13 ( 02) 
Vestirse 06 50) 00 ( 00) 06 50) 12 ( 02) 
Poder + Inf. 08 80) 02 ( 20) 00 00) 10 ( 02) 
Escaparse 07 70) 00 ( 00) 03 30) 10 ( 02) 
Dormirse 06 67) 03 ( 33) 00 00) 09 ( 02) 
Despertarse 07 88) 01 ( 13) 00 00) 08 ( 01) 
Acostarse 07 88) 00 ( 00) 01 13) 08 ( 01) 
Sentirse 04 50) 00 ( 00) 04 50) 08 ( 01) 
Desayunarse 04 57) 01 ( 14) 02 29) 07 ( 01) 
Prepararse 04 67) 00 ( 00) 02 33) 06 ( 01) 
Hacerse 02 33) 03 ( 50) 01 17) 06 ( 01) 
Necesitar 01 17) 04 ( 67) 01 17) 06 ( 01) 
Tener 00 00) 06 (100) 00 00) 06 ( 01) 
Ducharse 04 80) 01 ( 20) 00 00) 05 ( 01) 
Caerse 04 80) 00 ( 00) 01 20) 05 ( 01) 
Jugar 03 60) 02 ( 40) 00 00) 05 ( 01) 
Relajarse 01 20) 01 ( 20) 03 60) 05 ( 01) 
Visitar 00 00) 05 (100) 00 00) 05 ( 01) 
Cambiar 03 75) 01 ( 25) 00 00) 04 ( 01) 
Volverse 02 50) 02 ( 50) 00 00) 04 ( 01) 
Decir 01 25) 03 ( 75) 00 00) 04 ( 01) 
Usar 01 25) 02 ( 50) 01 ( 25) 04 ( 01) 
Salir 00 00) 00 ( 00) 04 (100) 04 ( 01) 
Pel ear 02 67) 01 ( 33) 00 ( 00) 03 ( 01) 
Afeitarse 02 67) 01 ( 33) 00 ( 00) 03 ( 01) 
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Verbs P I A Total 
N ( % ) N % ) N % ) N ( % ) 

Lavarse 02 ( 67) 01 33) 00 00) 03 ( 01) 
Bafiarse 02 ( 67) 00 00) 01 33) 03 ( 01) 
Romperse 02 ( 67) 00 00) 01 33) 03 ( 01) 
Ernborracharse 01 ( 33) 00 ( 00) 02 67) 03 ( 01) 
Llegar 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 00 ( 00) 03 ( 01) 
Enfermar 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 03 ( 01) 
Marcharse 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Comer 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Suicidarse 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Llevarse 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Escribir 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Deber + Inf. 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Vivir 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Alimentar 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Esconder 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Dividir 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Ahorcarse 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Quebrarse 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Apoyar 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Besar 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Producir 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Separar 01 ( 50) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Venir 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Correr 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Trabajar 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Ejercitarse 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Descansar 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Estar 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Ser 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Comenzar 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Bailar 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 00) 
Dar 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Detenerse 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Perder 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Servir 00 ( 00) 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 02 ( 00) 
Trasladarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 02 ( 00) 
Parecerse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 02 ( 00) 
Protegerse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 02 ( 00) 
Juntarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 02 ( 00) 
Agacharse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Salvarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Sumergerse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Pararse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Cepillarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Tostarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Restarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Ganarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Desmayarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Acercarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Tirarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
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Verbs P I A Total 
N ( % ) N % ) N % ) N ( % ) 

Enfriarse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Desmejorarse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Limpiarse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Formarse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Entrarse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Hundirse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Abrirse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Encellarse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Arrojarse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Enfrentarse 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Cosechar 01 (100) 00 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Cultivar 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Conducir 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Caminar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Herir 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Mandar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Viajar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Mantener 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Estacionar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Atacar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) ",0 00) 01 ( 00) 
Crear 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Fugar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Evadir 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Terminar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Manejar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Llenar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Agarrar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 00) 01 ( 00) 
Robar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 00) 
Lastimarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (l00) 01 ( 00) 
Tropezarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Almorzarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Envejercerse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Cansarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Transferirse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Curarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Gastar 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (l00) 01 ( 00) 
Entregar 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Transformarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Identificarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Embarazarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Reunirse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Ayudar 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Unir 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (l00) 01 ( 00) 
Originar 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Prender 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Apoyar 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (l00) 01 ( 00) 
Huir 00 ( 00) 00 ( DO) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 
Desaparecer 00 ( 00) 00 ( DO) 01 (100) 01 ( 00) 

Total N=131 309 54) 109 19) 159 ( 27) 577 (100) 

Table 6.4. Verb + se constructions in physical domain. 
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Most frequent verb + se constructions 

Of the 131 verb + se constructions in this domain, nine 

account for fifty percent of the tokens: 

1. MoverselMudarse 'Move' 

2. Quedarse 'Remain', 'Stay' 

3. Morirse 'Die' 

4. Irse 'Go away' 

5. Levantarse 'Get up' 

6. Encontrarse 'Meet' 

7. Ponerse 'Put on' 

8. Sentarse 'Sit down' 

9. Matarse 'Kill oneself' 

These nine verbs, as well as many of the other verbs in 

this domain, may be categorized according to the type of 

event they describe. The middle domain use of se, as 

described by Kemmer (1993) and Maldonado (1992), involves 

particular verb situation types. These situation types, 

described in Chapter 3, include verbs of grooming and body 

care (me peino 'I brush my hair'), verbs of body posture 

change (me siento 'I sit down'), verbs of motion (me traslade 

'I moved'), and verbs of change of state (me enferme 'I got 

sick'). 
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Mudarse, moverse, and irse are examples of the 

situation type involving translational motion. Kemmer 

(1993:18) uses the term, following Talmy (1985), to describe 

'verbs of locomotion, i.e. self-induced motion of an animate 

entity along a path in space.' students' use of irse was more 

accurate than their use of mudarse or moverse (84% versus 

32%, respectively. I group mudarse and moverse together, 

since, while students would use moverse, the bilingual 

speaker consistently changed the verb to mudarse). 

The absence of se in obligatory contexts for mudarse or 

moverse followed one pattern: the correct use of the verb 

form with the omission of se. 

(36) *Movi a una ciudad de Nueva York. 

(Me mude a una ciudad en el estado de Nueva York) 

'I moved to a city in New York' (#821) 

(37) *Tu mudaste muchas veces 

(Te mudaste muchas veces) 

'You moved many times' (#1598) 

(38) *Mis padres movieron a Houston 

(Mis padres se mudaron a Houston) 

'My parents moved to Houston' (#95) 

Many teachers have recognized the difficulties students 

can experience in learning to use se with verbs such as ir 

'go' and morir 'die', where the use of se makes for a 
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(sometimes subtle) meaning change (irse 'go away', 'leave'; 

morirse 'pass away'). Interestingly, the students in this 

study used both of these verbs, irse and morirse, with high 

accuracy (84% and 85% accuracy rates, respectively). It may 

be that their teachers focused on these verbs because of the 

known difficulties, so that students learned them well. Also 

of interest is the fact that the verbs moverse and mudarse, 

which share a basic meaning with irse, were used less 

accurately (32% accuracy rate, 18 out of 56 tokens). The 

difference in accuracy between these semantically-related 

verbs is due primarily to the absence of se in obligatory 

contexts. Students might have been able to relate irse with 

the meaning 'go away' more readily by remembering that both 

have two morphemes. The verbs mudarse and moverse do not 

relate as easily with two-morpheme counterparts in English, 

which might make it more difficult for students to remember 

to use se (Adrienne Lehrer p.c.). 

Two of the most frequently used verbs in the physical 

domain involved the situation type body posture change: 

levantarse 'get up' and sentarse 'sit down'. Levantarse was 

used accurately eighty-seven percent of the time (27 out of 

31 tokens), and sentarse was used accurately sixty-three 

percent of the time (10 out of 16 tokens). In the case of 

levantarse, all incorrect uses involved the correct use of 

the verb form levantar with the omission of see 



(39) *Yo tambien levanto a las seis y media. 

( Yo tambien me levanto a .... ) 
'I also get up at six-thirty' (#994) 

(40 ) * ... despues yo levanto. 

( ... despues yo me levanto.) 

, ... afterwards I get up' (#151) 

(41 ) *Levante por la agua. 

(Me levante por el agua) 

'I raised myself up through the water' (#1551) 

The patterns of incorrect use of sentarse involved (1) 

the omission of se, (2) the misuse of the verb, or (3) the 

misuse of se. 

Pattern 1: 

(42) *Siento junto a usted en clase. 

(Me siento junto a usted ... ) 

'I sit next to you in class' (#822) 

(43) *Tu siento junto a me. 

(Te sientas junto ami) 

'You sit next to me' (#590) 

Pattern 2: 

(44) *Colombia sentarse en Oceano Pacifico. 

(Colombia se situa ... ) 

'Colombia is situated in the Pacific 

Ocean • (#513 ) 
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Pattern 3: 

(45) *Me gusta mucho se siento a la mesa para 

comer. 

(Me gusta mucho sentarme a la mesa ... ) 

'I like very much to sit down at the 

table to eat' (#1595) 

The verb quedarse 'remain', 'stay' was the second most 

frequently used verb in the physical domain, with a sixty-one 

percent accuracy rate (28 out of 46 tokens). Most of the 

incorrect uses of this verb + se construction involved the 

absence of se in obligatory contexts (13 out of 18 tokens). 

(46 ) *Quede en mi dormitorio. 

(Me quede en mi dormitorio) 

'I stayed in my dormitory' (#1758) 

(47) *Quede con un amigo. 

(Me quede con un amigo) 

'I stayed with a friend' (#625 ) 

(48) *En Colorado quedamos por tres dias. 

(En Colorado nos quedamos ... ) 
'In Colorado we stayed for three days' (#1597) 

As with sentarse, the incorrect use of quedarse 

sometimes involved the misuse of the verb + se construction 

when se was present (5 out of 18 tokens): 
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(49) *Yo puedo me quedo en casa3 • 

(Yo puedo quedar.me en casal 

'I can remain at home' (#767) 

The verb encontrarse 'meet' was used in twenty-six 

sentences, with fifty percent accuracy rate. The major 

pattern of incorrect use involved the omission of se (12 out 

of 26 tokens) 

(50) *Encontre con los miembros. 

(Me encontre con los miembros) 

'I met with the members' (#414) 

(51) *si yo encuentro un hombre ... 

(Si yo me encuentro con un hombre ... ) 

'If I meet a man ... ' (#476) 

(52) *Nosotros estuvimos de acuerdo encontrar en el 

aeropuerto. 

(Nosotros estuvimos de acuerdo encontrarnos en el 

aeropuerto) 

'We were in agreement to meet at the airport' 

(#1822) 

The verb + se construction ponerse 'put on' was used 

correctly fifty-seven percent of the time (12 out of 21 

3 One may question whether this particular type of misuse of se should 
be marked as incorrect, since, outside of the sentence context in which 
it was produced, its usage is correct (me quedo ... ). 
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tokens). Incorrect use was divided between the presence and 

incorrect use of se (4 tokens) and the absence of se in 

obligatory contexts (5 tokens). Ponerse is a versatile verb 

form, used in many expressions. Not only can it be used to 

describe a physical event like me pongo el sombrero 'I put on 

my hat', but it may also be used to describe an emotional 

change of state, as in me puse triste 'I became sad'. 

Students' use of ponerse in the physical domain is 

exemplified below. 

(53) Me pondria un traje con una corbata. 

'I would wear a suit with a tie' (#1861) 

(54) *Porque se pone personas en grupos. 

(Porque ponen personas en grupos) 

'Because they [stereotypes] place people in groups' 

(#1249) 

(55) *Pondria ropa muy elegante. 

(Me pondria ropa muy elegante) 

'I would wear very elegant clothes' (#852) 

Of the tokens coded for the absence of se in obligatory 

contexts in the physical domain, eighty percent involved the 

use of a correct verb form with the simple omission of see 

This can be noted in many of the examples given above. In 

addition, another prominent pattern observed when se was 

absent was the use of periphrastic constructions. 



(56) *Hice dana mi pie. 

(Me lastime el pie) 

'I injured my foot' (#230) 

(57) *Cuando pienso del aborto tengo enfer.mo. 

(Cuando pienso del aborto me enfer.mo) 

'When I think of abortion I get sick' (#462) 

(58) *GTiene cansadas despues de caminatas? 

(GTe cansas despues de caminar?) 

'Do you get tired after walking?' (#2212) 

(59) *Tienen muchos lugares sera boracho. 

(Hay muchos lugares a donde pueden ir para 

emborracharse) 

'They have many places to go to to get drunk' 

(#923) 

(60) *y muchos estuve escondido durante la guerra. 

(Y muchas personas se escondieron durante la 

guerra) 

'And many people hid themselves during the war' 

(#1599) 

(61) * ... que son servir en restaurantes. 

( . .. que se sirven en restaurantes) 

' ... that are served in restaurants' (#652) 
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Overgeneralization of se 

The percentage of overgeneralization of se in the 

physical domain was approximately fifty-three percent of all 

tokens coded in this domain for the dependent variable I. The 

verb + se constructions involved in the overgeneralization 

can tentatively be categorized into four verb situation 

types: 

1. Verbs of motion: venir 'come', correr'run',volver 

'return', llegar 'arrive', viajar 'travel', visitar 

'visit', and manejar 'drive'. 

2. Verbs of change of state: dormirse 'fall asleep', 

morirse 'die', despertar 'wake up', suicidarse 

'commit suicide', terminar 'finish', 'end' detenerse 

'stop', cambiar 'change', and comenzar 'begin'. 

3. Verbs concerned with activities: jugar 'play', dar 

'give', trabajar 'work', matar 'kill', crear 'create', 

agarrar 'grab', 'get', pelear 'fight', poner 'wear', 

usar 'use', bailar 'dance', servir 'serve', mandar 

'send', and descansar 'rest'. 



4. Verbs describing some stative relationship: poder 

'be able to', tener 'have', necesitar 'need', estar 

'be', ser 'be', and vivir 'live'. 
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Within the physical domain, verbs describing activities 

(#3) account for thirty-five percent of the tokens marked as 

overgeneralizations of se. Verbs of motion (#1) account for 

twenty-five percent, verbs of stative relationships (#4) 

account for twenty-three percent, and verbs of change of 

state (#2) account for sixteen percent. The verb 

constructions most frequently overgeneralized with se are 

visitar (five tokens, situation type #1), tener (four tokens, 

situation type #4), necesitar (four tokens, situation type 

#4), and matar (three tokens, situation type #3). 

(62) *Mi novio se visit6 Italia el ano pasado. 

(Mi novio visit6 Italia el ano pasado) 

'My boyfriend visited Italy last year' (#1995) 

(63) *Algunas veces nos visitamos Sierra Vista. 

(Algunas veces visitamos Sierra Vista) 

'Sometimes we visit Sierra Vista' (#1981) 

(64) *La economia es de dinero y cuanta se tiene. 

(La economia es de dinero y cuanto uno tiene) 

'The economy is about money and how much one has' 

(#1935) 



(65) *Se tiene muchos clases. 

(Tiene muchas clases) 

'He has many classes' (#15) 

(66) *California se necesita el agua. 

(California necesita el agua) 

'California needs the water' (#2159) 

(67) *y se necesita una parte de cuerpo. 

(Y necesita una parte del cuerpo) 

'And he needs a body part' (#41) 

(68) *y se mat6 todos los ninos. 

(Y mat6 a todos los ninos) 

'And he killed all the children' (#895) 

(69) *y si quiere matarse a Saddam .. . 

(Y si quiere matar a Saddam ... ) 

'And if one wants to kill Saddam ... ' (#1834) 
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The four categories correlate in some fashion with some 

of the different middle uses of se outlined by Maldonado 

(1992). The percentage of overuse of se that these verb + se 

constructions evidence appears to vary with some regularity 

across these categories. 

With a minimum of five tokens as a criterion for 

selection, I divided students into three groups, according to 

how accurate they were with their verb + se constructions in 

the physical domain. This would give me a breakdown of how 

students generally faired within this domain. As mentioned in 
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Chapter 5 when discussing the implicational scale, a minimum 

of five tokens was chosen so that comparisons of percentages 

would be more reliable. Here is the grouping I established: 

Group 1: 

Group 2: 

Group 3: 

80% to 100% accuracy rate 

50% to 79% accuracy rate 

49% or less accuracy rate 

The results were that nine students had at least eighty

percent accuracy rate with verb + se constructions within 

this domain, averaging eighty-seven percent. Twenty-two 

students had between fifty and seventy-nine percent accuracy 

rate, averaging fifty-five percent. Twelve students had less 

than fifty percent accuracy rate, averaging thirty-eight 

percent. Adding the number of students in each group gives a 

total of forty-three students: half of the eighty-six 

participants had at least five tokens in the physical domain, 

with varying degrees of accuracy of use. This supports in 

part the VARBRUL statistical finding that the factor groups 

student and cognitive domain were significant factor groups 

in accounting for the variation in the correct use of se. 

Although the physical domain was one of the most frequently 

used domains, students varied in their accuracy of use of the 

verb + se constructions belonging to this domain, thus 

illustrating how both domain and students help account for 

the variation found in the L2 use of se. 
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Emotional Domain 

The emotional domain consisted of verb + se 

constructions found in Table 6.5. 

Verbs P I A Total 
N ( % ) N ( % ) N % ) N ( %) 

gus tar 00 ( 00) 179 (100) 00 00) 179 (39) 
divertirse 48 ( 50) 08 ( 08) 40 42) 96 (21) 
sentirse 22 ( 42) 05 ( 10) 25 48) 52 (11) 
encantar 00 ( 00) 38 (100) 00 00) 38 (08) 
ponerse+adj. 11 ( 61) 01 ( 06) 06 33) 18 (04) 
enamorarse 07 ( 58) 02 ( 17) 03 25) 12 (03) 
amar 01 ( 10) 09 ( 90) 00 00) 10 (02) 
reirse 07 ( 78) 00 ( 00) 02 22) 09 (02) 
a1egrarse 06 ( 75) 02 ( 25) 00 00) 08 (02) 
querer 00 ( 00) 04 (100) 00 00) 04 (01) 
enfadarse 03 ( 75) 00 ( 00) 01 25) 04 (01) 
quejarse 04 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 00) 04 (01) 
enojarse 00 ( 00) 01 ( 25) 03 75) 04 (01) 
aburrirse 01 ( 33) 01 ( 33) 01 33) 03 (01) 
odiar 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 00 00) 03 (01) 
ca1marse 01 ( 50) 01 ( 50) 00 00) 02 (00) 
sorprender 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 (00) 
morirse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 02 (00) 
fastidiarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
disgustar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
molestar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
estar alegre 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
interesar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
gozar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
hacerle falta 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
darle miedo 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
extranar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 (00) 
relajarse 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 01 (00) 

Total: N=28 112 ( 24) 264 57) 84 ( 18) 460(100) 

Table 6.5. Verb + se constructions in emotional domain. 

Key: P=Present and Correct Use of se. 
I=Present and Incorrect Use of se. 
A=Absent and Incorrect Use of se. 
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Most frequent verb + se constructions 

Three verbs account for seventy-one percent of the 

tokens coded for the emotional domain: divertirse 'enjoy 

oneself', 'have fun', sentirse 'feel', and gustar 'be 

pleasing to', 'like'. The verb encantar 'charm, delight' 

accounts for eight percent of the tokens. Five students used 

encantar, but most of the tokens coded for encantar were made 

by one student (34 out of 38 tokens). 

The use of divertirse and sentirse is similar: when the 

verb + se constructions were used, they were generally used 

correctly (86% and 81%, respectively). However, there is also 

an almost equal number of tokens containing these verbs which 

are coded as A: absence of se. All of the tokens coded as A 

for sentirse correctly contained the verb sentir, yet the 

required variant of se was not present. Here are some 

typical sentences with sentir: 

(70) *Yo senti mal. 

(Me senti mal) 

'I felt bad' (#475) 

(71) * ... siento mas dichoso. 

( ... me siento mas dichoso) 

' ... 1 feel luckier.' (#733) 
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(72) * ... como siente Camila. 

( ... como se siente Camila) 

' ... how Carmen feels' (#622) 

(73) * ... sentiria honrado. 

( ... se sentiria honrado) 

' ... s/he would feel honored' (#463) 

In the case of divertirse, ten of the forty tokens coded for 

the dependent variable A also followed the pattern observed 

with sentirse: 

(74) * ... y divertir como un estudiante. 

( ... y divertirme como un estudiante) 

' ... and enjoy myself like a student' (#1095) 

(75) *Divierto mucho. 

(Me divierto mucho) 

'I have a lot of fun' (#1883) 

(76) * ... quien divertieron mucho. 

( ... quienes se divirtieron mucho) 

' ... who had a lot of fun' (#1884) 

The most prominent pattern with divertirse, however, is 

a periphrastic construction used to express the meaning 'have 

fun'. These periphrastic constructions, which accounted for 

twenty-nine of divertirse's remaining thirty tokens marked 



for the dependent variable A, followed the following 

patterns: 

a. tener (mucho) divertido 'have (a lot) of fun' 

b. estar divertido 'be entertained' 

c. ser divertido 'be entertained' 

d. tener buen tiempo 'have a good time' 
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One may suggest that these periphrastic constructions 

are due to their similarity with periphrastic constructions 

in English. Another factor that may also be contributing to 

these patterns of use is the similarity they share with other 

expressions in Spanish. This has been pointed out previously. 

There are expressions of emotion in Spanish that are also 

periphrastic: estar alegre 'be happy', tener miedo 'be 

afraid', and so forth. The existence of similar English 

periphrastic constructions, as well as the existence of 

periphrastic constructions in Spanish with emotional verbs, 

may have contributed to the use of periphrastic phrases in 

place of divertirse. 

The other prominent verb, gustar 'be pleasing to', 

'like', as well as encantar 'charm, enchant', is consistently 

coded as I (Present and Incorrect), as in phrases like *me 

gusto and *te gustas, the correct phrases of which are me 

gusta and te gusta ('it is pleasing to me', 'I like'; and 'it 

is pleasing to you', 'you like'). In this instance, it is not 
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the object pronoun itself which is being overgeneralized. 

Rather, it is the person marking on the verb which is being 

overgeneralized. Two influencing factors on this pattern of 

use may be the structure of the English expression 'I like', 

as well as the frequent use of se with verbs of emotion in 

Spanish (Adrienne Lehrer p.c.). As noted, L1 and L2 

influences on the students' use of se often seem to work in 

tandem. 

Within the emotional domain, there are fifteen tokens 

in which the clitic pronoun se is overgeneralized. If one 

adds the overgeneralization of the verb person marking found 

with the verbs gustar and encantar, then the percentage of 

overgeneralization within the emotional domain is 

considerable: eighty-eight percent of all tokens coded for 

the dependent variable I. 

Participant roles and se 

The patterns of use within the emotional domain that 

emerge are based in part on the participant role of the 

clitic pronoun. There are (at least) three general types of 

participant roles, as shown in Figure 6.1: 



Figure 6.1. Overlapping participant roles. 

Key: A=Active Participant 
M=Middle Experiencer 
P=Passive Participant 
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When the clitic pronoun se is an active participant, it 

serves a true reflexive or reciprocal function: 

(77) Se amaban. 

'they loved one another' 

(78) Me odio. 

'I hate myself' 

There are verbs of emotion that generally make use of se 

only for its true reflexive or reciprocal function. 

Otherwise, the clitic pronoun is not used. Such verbs would 

fit in the circle labeled A, for active participant: odiar 

'hate', querer 'love', 'want', and amar 'love'. With these 

verbs, students have a tendency to overgeneralize the use of 

se . 
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(79 ) *Me odio comida de la Uni versidad. 

(Odio la comida de la universidad) 

'I hate university food' (#889) 

(80) *Porque se ama el campo. 

(Porque ama el campo) 

'Because s/he loves the countryside' (#80) 

Another type of emotional verb almost always requires 

the use of the clitic pronoun se. This type belongs in the 

circle labeled M, for middle experiencer. Verbs of this type 

include volverse loco 'go crazy', quejarse 'complain', reirse 

'laugh', divertirse 'have fun', enamorarse 'fall in love', 

and ponerse triste 'become sad'. With this type of verb, 

students generally use the clitic pronoun. The role of the 

clitic pronoun is that of a middle experiencer because it 

generally describes a participant who undergoes (i.e. 

experiences) a mental change of state. 

(81) Me rei de mi hermano. 

'I laughed at my brother' (#274) 

(82) Este hombre se enamoro de Carmen. 

'This man fell in love with Carmen' (#184) 

(83) Se hace triste. 

(Se pone triste) 

'S/he becomes sad' (#612) 
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The third major type of role for the eli tic in the 

emotional domain is that of a passive participant. In this 

role, the clitic represents a participant that is affected by 

an event. Such expressions generally require the presence of 

the clitic pronoun, which functions as a direct object, not 

as a true reflexive or middle experiencer. In such cases, 

there is no clitic-verb agreement. 

(84) Me gustan los deportes. 

'I like sports' 

(85) Me molestan sus acciones. 

'Their actions bother me' 

With this type of construction, students generally 

overgeneralize the use of se by using clitic-verb agreement. 

(86) *Me gusto estos equipos. 

(Me gustan estos equipos) 

'I like these teams' (#83) 

(87) *Me encanto esquiar. 

(Me encanta esquiar) 

'I love to ski' (#516) 

(88) *Me extrano California. 

(Me extrana California) 

'I miss California' (#2087) 
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As Figure 6.1 depicts, the three participant roles may 

overlap, in the sense that there are verb + se expressions 

which may alter the role of the participant. For instance, 

the verb aburrirse 'become bored' may alternately be used 

with the clitic pronoun construed as a passive participant or 

as a middle experiencer. In the former case, the meaning 

changes from 'be bored' to 'bore'. 

Middle Experiencer: 

(89) Nunca se aburriria de ella. 

'He would never get bored with her' (#1112) 

Passive Participant: 

(90) Ella nunca me aburriria. 

'She would never bore me' 

Verbs that are of this type belong to the overlap 

section between the circle labeled M and the circle labeled 

P. The verbs that students used which may be included in this 

area are the following: 

1. fastidiar(se) 'bother' , ( 'be bothered' ) 

2. interesar(se) , interest' , ( 'be interested' ) 

3. molestar(se) 'bother' , ( 'be bothered' ) 

4. alegrar(se) 'make happy' ('be happy') 

5. aburrir(se) 'bore' ( 'be bored' ) 

6. enojar(se) 'anger' ( 'be angered' ) 
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When these verbs do take se the middle experiencer, they 

tend to also take a prepositional phrase which contains the 

so-called cause of the emotional reaction (see student 

sentence #1112, and the following hypothetical examples). 

(91) Me aburro de la tele. 

'I am bored with television' 

(92) Me alegro de verte. 

'I'm happy to see you' 

(93) Me molesto con sus preguntas. 

'I am getting bothered by his questions' 

(94) Me intereso en visitar su fabrica. 

'I am interested in visiting their factory' 

Generally, students did not mark these uses with the clitic 

pronoun. Instead, they often used periphrastic constructions. 

(95) *Tengo enojo. 

(Me enojo) 

'I'm angry' (#2090) 

(96) *Ella tuvo enojar conmigo 

(Be enoj6 conmigo) 

'She was angry with me' (#2136) 
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They also incorrectly construed the clitic as a middle 

experiencer when it should have been construed as a passive 

participant. 

(97) * ... oigo muchos esterotipos que me molesto 

( ... que me molestan) 

'I hear many stereotypes that bother me' (#150) 

(98) *Yo me no intereso en un subdito 

(No me interesa nada) 

'It doesn't interest me one bit' 

'I'm not interested one bit' (#857) 

Verbs of emotion which may either take or omit the 

clitic pronoun are members of the area where circle A (active 

participant) overlaps with circle M (middle experiencer) . 

Verbs that students used which fall within this area are 

gozar(se), morir(se), and sentir(se). With the first two of 

these verbs, when the clitic pronoun is used as a middle 

experiencer, the construction usually requires the use of a 

prepositional phrase, indicating the cause of the emotion. 

(99) Me muero por ver su nueva pelicula. 

'I'm dying to see her new movie' 

(100)Se goza en pasar tiempo con los ninos. 

'He enjoys spending time with the kids' 
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In the case of sentir(se), students would use the clitic 

pronoun for expressing the phrase 'I'm sorry', which in 

Spanish is rendered Lo siento, without the clitic se. Without 

se, sentir may also express the meaning of 'believe', as in 

Siento que van a aprender mucho 'I believe they will learn a 

lot'. The use of sentir not only cuts across the emotional 

and ideational domains, but also the physical domain. In the 

physical domain, it is used to express how one feels 

physically, and requires the use of the clitic pronoun: Me 

siento enfermo 'I feel sick'. This construal of a verb that 

leads to different meanings in different domains is not an 

uncommon occurrence (Sweetser 1990). 

Table 6.6 depicts the verb + se constructions that 

students used in the emotional domain, categorized according 

to the participant role that the clitic se plays. The most 

frequent types in the student corpus are in bold. 

Active Part. Act. Part./Mid. Exp. Middle Exper. Mid. Exp./Pas. Part. Pass. Part. 
Arnar ssntir(Be) DivertirBs Fastidiar(se) GUBtar 
Querer Morir(se) Quejarse Interesar(se) Dar miedo 
Odiar Gozar(se) Relajarse Molestar(se) Hacer falta 
Estar Alegre Enfadarse Alegrar(se) Disgustar 

Calmarse Aburrir(se) Sorprender 
Reirse Enojar(se) Encantar 
Vol verse loco Extrailar 
Enamorarse 

Table 6.6. Emotional verbs according to participant roles. 
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Ideational Domain. 

The ideational domain consisted of the following 

constructions that describe one's mental activities. 

Verbs P I A Total 
N %) N %) N %) N ( %) 

Preocuparse 10 45) 05 23) 07 32) 22 ( 15) 
Darse cuenta 09 45) 01 05) 10 50) 20 ( 13) 

Olvidarse 05 36) 01 ( 07) 08 57) 14 ( 09) 
Querer 00 00) 12 (100) 00 00) 12 ( 08) 
Recordarse 04 44) 02 ( 22) 03 33) 09 ( 06) 
Pensar 00 00) 09 (100) 00 00) 09 ( 06) 
Acordarse 04 80) 01 ( 20) 00 00) 05 ( 03) 
Poderse + Inf 04 80) 01 ( 20) 00 00) 05 ( 03) 
Aprenderse 03 75) 01 ( 25) 00 00) 04 ( 03) 
Preguntarse 02 50) 02 ( 50) 00 00) 04 ( 03) 
Creer 00 ( 00) 04 (100) 00 00) 04 ( 03) 
Equivocarse 03 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 00) 03 ( 02) 
Tratarse de 02 ( 67) 00 ( 00) 01 33) 03 ( 02) 
Preferir 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 00 00) 03 ( 02) 
Sentir 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 00 00) 03 ( 02) 
Resolver 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 00 00) 03 ( 02) 
Abrir 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 00) 02 ( 01) 
Entender 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 00) 02 ( 01) 
Apreciar 00 ( 00) 02 (lOO) 00 00) 02 ( 01) 
Conocer 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 00) 02 ( 01) 
Decidir 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 00 ( 00) 02 ( 01) 
Concentrar 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 02 (100) 02 ( 01) 
Confundirse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Comprenderse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Interesarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Cerciorarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Imaginarse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Referirse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Ponerse + Inf 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Parecerse 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Fijarse en 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Cuidarse de 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Forzar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Ocupar 00 ( 00) 01 (lOO) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Extraviar 00 ( 00) 01 (lOa) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Ser 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 
Examinar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 0) 01 ( 01) 
Importar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 01) 

Total: N=38 56 38) 64 ( 42) 31 21) 151(100) 

Table 6.7. Verb + se constructions in ideational domain. 
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Most frequent verb + se constructions 

Eight of the thirty-eight verbs account for sixty-seven 

percent of all tokens coded for the ideational domain. Of 

these, six verbs (preocuparse 'be preoccupied', darse cuenta 

'realize', olvidarse 'forget', acordarse 'remember', 

recordarse 'remember'4, and poderse + infinitive 'be able to' 

+ infinitive) account for thirty-six of the fifty-six tokens 

coded for the dependent variable P (Present and correct use 

of se). Some examples of the students' correct use of these 

verbs are given below. 

(101) ... no tengo preocuparme con muchas cosas ... 

( . .. no tengo que preocuparme por ... ) 

'I don't have to worry about many things' (#74) 

(102)Pero me doy cuenta que es una fantasia muy dificil 

para realizar. 

'But I realize that it is a very difficult fantasy 

to realize' (#1372) 

4 For some speakers of Mexican Spanish, the verb recordar is also used 
with se, recordarse (cf. Maldonado 1992). The bilingual speaker is from 
this region and also used recordarse. Students who used it may have been 
influenced by this regional variant. I, therefore, considered recordarse 
as an acceptable and grammatical form. 
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(103)Ahora tu la unica cosa que tiene que hacer es beber 

mucha cerveza para olvidarte de esto problema. 

( ... que tienes que hacer .... olvidarte de este ... ) 

'Now for you the only thing you have to do is drink 

a lot of beer to forget this problem' (#1888) 

(104) ... pero no me acorde de problema. 

( ... pero no me acorde del problema) 

' ... but I didn't remember the problem' (#258) 

(105) ... pero no me recuerdo la cuento. 

( . .. pero no me recuerdo el cuento) 

' ... but I don't remember the story' (#1687) 

(106) .. . porque no me puedo aprender "what you say" es 

huachusey. 

'because I can't even learn that "what you say" 

is huachusey' (#2097) 

Like sentirse and divertirse in the emotional domain, 

students used some of the ideational verbs without the 

clitic. For instance, most tokens coded for preocuparse or 

recordarse generally contained a correct use of the verb, but 

omitted the clitic pronoun. 

(107)* ... preocupo con los eventos del mundo 

(me preocupo por . .. ) 

' ... I am preoccupied with world events' (#44) 



(108)* ... pero no preocupare. 

(pero no me preocupare) 

' ... but I will not worry' (#921) 

(109)* ... ellos nomas preocuparan con las cosas 

materiales. 

( ... se preocuparan .... ) 

' ... they just will be preoccupied with material 

things' (#2013) 

(110)* ... cuando recuerdo ir .. . 

(cuando me recuerde ir ... ) 

' .•. when I remember to go ... ' (#244) 

(lll)* .. es necesario recorde la muerte ... 

( ... es necesario recordarse de la muerte) 
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' ... it's necessary to remember the death' (#2168) 

Students' use of other verbs in this domain showed 

different patterns. For instance, the A(bsent and incorrect) 

uses of darse cuenta were always rendered with the Spanish 

verb realizar 'achieve', 'realize'. That is to say, the 

students used what is commonly referred to as a 'false 

cognate' . 

(112)*Cuando realice que tenga a ir a laboratorio ... 

(Cuando me di cuenta de que ... ) 

'When I realized that I have to go to the lab ... ' 

(#293) 
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(113)*La gente realiza la importancia de la educacion. 

(La gente se da cuenta de la importancia . .. ) 

'People realize the importance of education' 

(#1193) 

In contrast, the construction olvidarse was generally 

rendered by the students with the correct verb, olvidar. The 

students' use of olvidar was consistently revised by the 

bilingual speaker who corrected by using so-called 'avoidance 

of responsibility' expressions, or 'dative of interest' 

expressions (cf. Berk-Seligson 1990) . 

(114)*Yo olvide decir tu que .. . 

(Se me olvido decirte que . .. ) 

'I forgot to tell you that ... ' (#232) 

(115)*Ha olvidado a escribirla y entrarla. 

(Se le olvid6 escribirla ... ) 

'He forgot to write it and enter it' (#2240) 

(116)*Ellos no recordamos sus pasaportes. 

(Se les olvidaron sus pasaportes) 

'They did not remember their passports' (#692) 

Seventeen of the thirty-eight different verb + se 

constructions within this domain were always coded as I 

(Present and incorrect). Two of these verbs account for 

fourteen percent of all tokens coded for the ideational 
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domain: querer 'want' and pensar 'think'. Example sentences 

follow. 

(117)*Me gustaria un hombre generoso porque me pienso 

que yo soy generosa. 

( ... porque pienso que soy generosa) 

'I would like a generous man because I think I am 

generous' (#2126) 

(118)*iTe piensas que la laboratoria de computadores es 

nececario 0 exceso? 

(iPiensas que el laboratorio de ... ) 

'Do you think that the computer lab is necessary or 

excessive?' (#1227) 

(119)*El pregunt6 ella si se quiere tener una bebida con 

e§]. 

(El le pregunt6 a ella si quisiera tener ... ) 

'He asked her if she wanted to have a drink with 

him' (#1028) 

(120)Pues, el se queria que nosotros ver la pelicula. 

(Pues, el queria que ... ) 

'Well, he wanted us to watch the movie' (#2000) 
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Overgeneralization of se 

Of the sixty-four tokens coded for the dependent 

variable I, forty-four (69%) represent an overgeneralization 

of the clitic pronoun se to ideational verbs that do not 

require se. 

Ideational 
Verbs 

Querer 
Pensar 
Creer 
Sentir 
Resolver 
Decidir 
Conocer 
Apreciar 
Preferir 
Entender 
Ocupar 
Ser 
Examinar 
Importar 
Aprender 

Table 6.8. 

Overgeneral
ization of se 
Tokens ( % ) 
12/12 (100) 
08/09 ( 89) 
04/04 (100) 
03/03 (100) 
03/03 (100) 
02/02 (100) 
02/02 (100) 
02/02 (100) 
02/03 ( 67) 
01/02 ( 50) 
01/01 (100) 
01/01 (100) 
01/01 (100) 
01/01 (100) 
01/01 (100) 

Overgenera1ization of se in ideational domain. 

Further examples of the students' overgeneralization of se 

follow. 

(121) *No me voy a decir c6mo se fue pero me guste .ra 

pelicula mucho. 

(No voya decir c6mo fue ... ) 

'I'm not going to say how it was, but I liked the 

movie a lot.' (#1998) 



(122)*iTe quieres saber de Albania? 

(iQuieres saber algo de Albania? 

'Do you want to know about Albania? (#1229) 
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(123)*Pepe se resuelve su problema de Ivan cuando ella 

"realizes" que Ivan era un raton. 

(Pepe resuelve su problema con Ivan ... ) 

'Pepe resolves her problem with Ivan when she 

realizes that he is a rat' (#2034) 

(124)Muchos tiempos 10 es la escuela que se ocupa mis 

pensamientos. 

(Muchas veces es la escuela 10 que ocupa ... ) 

'Many times it is school that occupies my thoughts' 

(#86) 

The percentage of tokens coded for the dependent 

variable I (Present and incorrect use of se) which represents 

both kinds of overgeneralization of se (overuse of se and 

overuse of agreement between verb and se features) seems to 

increase across the different cognitive domains. Recall that 

the order of accuracy of use of se across the domains was, 

from least accurate to most accurate: 

Emotional-----Ideational-----Physical-----Social 

24% 38% 54% 73% 
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The percentage of overgeneralization of se systematically 

varies across the domains as well: 

Emotional-----Ideational-----Physical-----Social 

86% 69% 52% 20% 

Of all tokens in the study that were coded for the 

dependent variable I, twenty-five percent are examples of 

both kinds of overgeneralization of se. If one considers the 

total number of tokens in the student corpus, the 

overgeneralization of se accounts for seven percent of all 

tokens, a limited yet still important pattern of use. 

Perceptual Domain 

This domain is represented by the fewest number of 

contructions containing se. 

Verbs P I A Total 
N ( %) N ( %) N ( %) N ( %) 

Ver 02 ( 67) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 33) 03 ( 21) 
Parecer 00 ( 00) 03 (100) 00 ( 00) 03 ( 21) 
Mirar 00 ( 00) 02 ( 67) 01 ( 33) 03 ( 21) 
Encontrar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 (100) 01 ( 07) 
Oir 01 (100) 00 (100) 00 (100) 01 ( 07) 
Entonar 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 07) 
Destacar 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 07) 
Escuchar 00 ( 00) 01 (100) 00 ( 00) 01 ( 07) 

Total N=8 05 36) 07 ( 50) 02 14) 14 (100) 

Table 6.9. Verb + se constructions in perceptual domain. 

Three of the eight verbs account for sixty-three percent 

of all tokens. Of these three verbs (ver 'see', parecer 



'appear', 'seem', 'resemble', and mirar 'watch', 'look'), 

only ver is used correctly (i.e. coded for the dependent 

variable Pl. Those uses of ver follow. 

(125)A otras personas ... Arizona se ve a ellos como un 

estado muy estupido. 

'To other people ... Arizona is to them like a 

very stupid state' (#1825) 
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(126)Me gusta verde porque mucha gente me dice que mis 

ojos resultan y se yen verdes. 

'I like green because many people tell me that my 

eyes look green' (#1779) 

In contrast, students' use of parecer and mirar was 

generally coded for the dependent variable I (Present and 

incorrect use of se). Parecer has two meanings, 'seem, 

'appear', which is an impersonal use (Parece que va allover 

'It looks like it's going to rain'), and 'resemble' (as in 

Juan se parece a su papa 'Juan resembles his father'). 

Students tended to overgeneralize se with the impersonal 

meaning of parecer. Here are some examples of the students' 

overgeneralization of se with the verbs parecer and mirar. 

(127)*Yeah, la guerra se parece terminaci6n. 

( ... parece que terminal 

'Yeah, the war looks like it's ending' (#718) 

l 
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(128)*jSe parece que las personas de Mexico saben como 

divertirles! 

(Parece que ... saben como divertirse!) 

'It appears that people from Mexico know how to 

enjoy themselves!' (#2164) 

(129) *No me mire el pelicula "point break". 

(No mire la pelicula "point break") 

'I didn't watch the movie Point Break' (#430) 

(130)*Ranates, se miro una familia. 

(Ranates miro a una familia) 

'Ranates watched a family' (#990) 

Of the fourteen tokens coded for this domain, three were 

concerned with the perception of hearing, while all others 

were concerned with sight. 

(131) Walter camin6 a donde se oy6 e1 ruidoso. 

( ... a donde se oia el ruido) 

'Walter walked over to where the noise was/could be 

heard' (#713) 

(132)*Creo que fotografias esta muy rea1ista y mostra un 

humanismo cualidad que no me encontra en las 

pinturas. 

( ... que no encuentro en las pinturas) 
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'I believe that photographs are very realistic and 

demonstrate a human quality that I don't find (i.e. 

see) in paintings' (#703) 

(133)Como los vegetales diferentes en una ensalada, hay 

personas de muchos colores que se destacan. 

'Like the different vegetables in a salad, there 

are people of many colors that stand out' (#392) 

The students' data did not uncover many uses of se 

belonging to this domain. It may be that although such verb + 

se constructions may legitimately constitute a perceptual 

domain, it may also be that their inclusion in the physical 

domain would not be amiss, given the relationship they hold 

with the physical world (Dan Myers p.c.). 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

First, I will describe the relationship between 

cognitive grammar and language learning, and offer an 

interpretation of the VARBRUL analyses based on this 

relationship. A discussion of the results of the Guttman 

implicational scaling procedure as it relates to the VARBRUL 

findings and a cognitive grammar explanation will also be 

offered. 

Next, I will examine the patterns of se's use within and 

across the cognitive domains. I will compare these patterns 

with those that were manifested in earlier studies on the use 

of se by second language learners (VanPatten 1987, Vazquez 

1991) and first language learners of Spanish (Gathercole 

1990, Hernandez Pina 1984) . 

I will then describe the limitations of this study, and 

offer some suggestions for future research that might be able 

to address some of these limitations. 

Finally, I will offer some tentative suggestions for the 

teaching of se in the classroom, based on the findings of 

this study. 
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Cognitive Grammar and Second Language Learning 

From the perspective of a usage-based model such as 

cognitive grammar, one aspect of language learning involves 

learning language form:meaning pairs and constructing schemas 

based on the conventionalized use of these units (Barlow 

1994:10,14,18). A schema is an abstract organizing structure 

that aids in learning, understanding, and using language. 

Schemas may be low-level schemas or high-level schemas. Low

level schemas are tied intrinsically to patterns of actual 

language use (called 'usage events'). According to Barlow 

(1994:16), 'the more frequent the instances [of particular 

form:meaning units in usage events], the stronger the schemas 

and perhaps the greater tendency to create abstract schemas'. 

These schemas may be represented as formal schemas (Barlow 

1994:10-1). Barlow (1994:10) suggests that formal schemas may 

contain phrasal elements, lexical elements, or 'lexical and 

phrasal categories can be combined in schemas': 

(1) s [NP V NP] (phrasal) 

(2) s [a stitch in time saves nine] (lexical) 

(3) Vp [lose [POSS way]] (phrasal and lexical) 

The basic notion is that particular patterns of language use 

may be represented by prototype schemas which aid in language 

learning and language use. The more frequent that usage 
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events are, the more likely that they are supported by non

categorical (i.e. prototype) schemas. 

Another type of schema involves organizing principles 

that are not necessarily built up from actual instances of 

language use, but that are based on 'prelinguistic 

conceptions' (Smith 1993:1). These are called image schemas 

(Lakoff and Johnson 1980, Lakoff 1987, Johnson 1987). These 

schemas aid in organizing our experiences. Particular types 

of image schemas include container-content, source-path-goal, 

link, part-whole, and force (Smith 1993:1). 

The link schema is a cognitive organizational structure 

that aids in understanding how two entities can be construed 

as connected in some fashion (Johnson 1987). In cognitive 

grammar, agreement between the verb and an argument (AGR), 

and agreement between the verb, an argument, and a reflexive 

(REFL), are seen as instances of the link schema (Smith 

1993:6). A subject or object can be linked with a cross

referencing agreement marker on the verb (He likes me) . 

Likewise, a verb and subject or object can be linked with a 

cross-referencing reflexive morpheme (He likes himself) . 

Se is one of the linguistic manifestations of the link 

schema in Spanish. Second language learners' use of Spanish 

se, therefore, will reflect not only their attempt at coding 

and developing form:meaning pairs and low-level schemas, but 

will also reflect their coming to understand the linguistic 

manifestation of the link schema in Spanish. 
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In many verb + se constructions, there is agreement 

between the verb and see As noted, language learners 

sometimes overgeneralize this feature to constructions not 

requiring it (*me gusto for me gusta 'I like'). This type of 

overgeneralization represents in part the student's attempt 

at understanding and applying the linguistic manifestation of 

the link schema in Spanish. 

This state of affairs reflects what I believe to be an 

important aspect of language learning: the interaction 

between low level and high level cognitive processes. Actual 

second language input and output have an influence on the 

development of more abstract schemas. High level schemas 

likewise exert an influence on the development of low level 

schemas and on the understanding and use of language. The 

construction and use of schemas is therefore an important way 

learners transform input into acquisition (intake) and then 

into production (output). 

Interpretation of VARBRUL Analyses 

Recall that the choice process investigated by the first 

VARBRUL analysis was the correct use of see There were five 

factor groups selected by the VARBRUL procedure as the most 

statistically significant in predicting this choice process. 

They were, in order of their selection by the program, 



1. Student 

2. Cognitive domain 

3. Se variant 

4. Tense 

5. Person marking (subsequently excluded due to 

interactional effects) 
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The selection of the factor group student reflects, 

among other things, the students' varying abilities in coding 

se in actual usage events. The other factor groups selected 

further suggest that these varying abilities are constrained 

in part by high level schemas (cognitive domain), and low 

level schemas that involve the actual linguistic environments 

in which se is used (se variant, tense). Recall that the 

Guttman implicational scaling procedure that was performed on 

a representative sample of the students also suggested that 

the accuracy of use of se was related in part to the 

cognitive domain the verb + se construction belonged to. The 

results of this implicational scaling procedure and the 

results of the first VARBRUL analysis support the idea that 

the use of se by these learners reflects the involvement and 

interaction of high level schemas and low level schemas. Both 

demonstrate how cognitive domains (high level schemas) 

constrain the use of se, and how these high level schemas 

combine with low level constraints (se variant and tense) to 

determine the use of see 
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By examining which of the factors in the factor groups 

se variant, tense, and cognitive domain have a positive 

effect on the choice process (correct use of se), we can get 

a sense for the prototype schema that students have developed 

of se that leads to the most accurate coding of se in usage 

events. The factors that had positive effects on the correct 

use of se were the following: 

a. Se singular 

b. Present tense 

c. Social domain 

Students learning Spanish learn that se has a paradigm: 

me, te, se singular, nos, os, and se plural. Students also 

learn a variety of tenses, and among the first they learn is 

the present tense. The VARBRUL analysis results suggest that 

students' accuracy of use of se is related in part to the use 

of prototype categories in the verb + se construction. The 

prototype variant of se is se singular, and the prototype 

tense of the host verb is present tense. When the verb + se 

construction has these two prototype forms, the students are 

most accurate at coding se in their written messages. 

Furthermore, the variant se singular is the most frequent 

variant when other tenses are used in the verb + se 

construction (such as past tense and infinitive), suggesting 

also that it is the prototype category: It is the most 
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frequent and most accurate se variant when combined with the 

less accurate tenses. This suggests that as students acquire 

and use reflexive clitics, they first extend the prototype 

variant (se singular) across the less prototypical categories 

in the verb + se construction (in this case, the complex 

category is tense and the less prototypical categories 

include past tense, future tense, and so forth). 

The cognitive domains might also be said to have 

prototype categories. It is recognized that many uses of 

language are metaphorically extended across different 

domains. The verb feel, for instance, may be used in a 

variety of domains (perceptual: 'I like to feel the softness 

of a fur coat', physical: 'I feel sick to my stomach', 

emotional: 'I feel angry', and ideational: 'I feel he will 

find a rewarding job soon'). These extensions might originate 

from the more prototypical cognitive domains. Social and 

physical events might constitute more prototypical events 

than mental events (emotional, ideational, perceptual). This 

is supported by the fact that the most accurately used verb + 

se constructions belonged to the social and physical domains. 

Why would the social domain, instead of the physical 

domain, be a part of the students' construction of a 

prototype schema for se? As Barlow (1994:16) points out, 

frequency of use of language forms is more likely to lead to 

the development of stronger schemas. The use of se in verb + 

se constructions belonging to the social domain, such as 
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llamarse 'be named', is not infrequent in the second language 

classroom. One of the first communicative acts learned by 

many classroom learners is how to name and describe things, 

and how to present themselves to others. (However, as 

mentioned, if one excludes llamarse on the grounds that it is 

a special case, then accuracy was greater in the physical 

domain, suggesting perhaps that the physical domain is more 

prototypical.) 

Let us summarize the results of the first VARBRUL 

analysis by suggesting a formal prototype schema that was 

constructed by the students and that supported the students' 

most accurate use of se: 

social domain [Se(singular) Verb(finite) Tense(present)] 

The second VARBRUL analysis was not concerned with the 

correct use of se, but rather with the choice process 

presence of se. It was concerned with what factors might 

constrain the presence of se in the students' written 

messages. All of the factor groups chosen by the program as 

significant factor groups affecting the correct use of se 

were also chosen as significant factor groups affecting the 

presence of se. In addition, the factor group linguistic 

environment was selected as a significant factor group in 

explaining the presence of se. 
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Some interesting interactions and dependencies were 

uncovered in the second VARBRUL analysis. For example, when 

the host verb for se was an infinitive, it was most likely to 

be followed by the linguistic environment preposition 

(113/117 tokens). The variant of se most likely to be used 

with the infinitive was se singular. The variant me, on the 

other hand, was less likely to be used when the host verb was 

an infinitive. As Barlow (1994:6) suggests, studies based on 

large corpora may be used 'to test for the affinity of a 

particular verb for a particular form of the reflexive' . 

Affinities between particular verb forms and se variants 

appear in this study. When se is marked on an infinitive, the 

variant se singular is the most frequent. A probable formal 

prototype schema supporting this finding is the following 

one: 

[Verb (infinitive) Se(singular) PP] 

VanPatten (1987:250) suggests that, based on his study 

and that of Hernandez Pina (1984), the variant me may be the 

first acquired in both naturalistic and classroom learning of 

Spanish. These researchers were looking at other functions of 

me besides its reflexive function. In this study, me was the 

most frequently-used variant, but it was not the 
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most-accurately used variant 1 • 

The linguistic environment noun was most likely to be 

associated with the factors social domain, se singular, and 

present tense, the same three factors that make up the 

prototype schema for the verb + se construction when se is 

most accurately used. Although linguistic environment was not 

chosen as a significant factor group in the first VARBRUL 

analysis, the second VARBRUL analysis reveals its close 

relationship with these prototype categories. 

The factors noun and sentence bounda~ were the most 

frequent linguistic environments when se was present. Initial 

sentence position (sentence bounda~) had a positive 

influence on the presence of se (log p .663). This might 

reflect some production constraint, such that it is easier to 

produce se when it begins a sentence than when se appears in 

non-initial positions. Even the less frequent variant te was 

more likely to appear in sentence initial position. 

Although noun did not have a positive effect on the 

choice process, presence of se (433/570 tokens, log p .405), 

its dependencies do relate it with the prototype categories 

uncovered in the first VARBRUL analysis. 

1 Because of the differences in findings concerning the most accurate se 
variant, it may be useful to consider whether a particular verb + se 
construction is causing the discrepancy. For example, is *me gusto 'I 
like' affecting this difference? I leave this reanalysis for future 
research. 



Barlow (1994:13) suggests that the formal schema 

representing the reflexive prototype in English is the 

following: 

[NP [V REFL]] 
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The results of the second VARBRUL analysis reveals the 

possible presence of the following formal schema: 

[NP(singular) [REFL(se singular) 

Verb (finite) Tense(present)]] 

Comparing these two formal schemas, we see that students 

sometimes constructed and relied on a formal schema for the 

verb + se construction that resembled that for prototypical 

English reflexives. Part of first language influence on the 

learning of a second language might come about through the 

imposition of first language prototype schernas on second 

language usage events. 

In the final results of the second VARBRUL analysis, all 

factor groups except for tense, student, and cognitive domain 

were excluded. The factor groups se variant, linguistic 

environment, and person marking were excluded due to 

interactional effects. In the factor groups tense and 

cognitive domain, the same factors that had a positive effect 

on the choice process presence of se were also those that had 
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a positive effect on the choice process correct use of se. 

These factors were present tense and social domain. As 

noted, the strengths of the factors within these groups 

varied across the two VARBRUL analyses, indicating their 

associations with either the overuse of se or the underuse of 

se. 

Patterns of Use and Cognitive Domains 

Other patterns of se's use emerge when we examine its 

use across and within the cognitive domains. Two patterns 

that emerge are the overgeneralization of se and the 

undergeneralization of se. Second language learners' use of 

se might vary from target-like usage in that they may overuse 

se in contexts that do not require it, or underuse se in 

obligatory contexts. 

The overgeneralization of se appears to be constrained 

in part by the cognitive domain the verb + se construction 

belongs to: 

Domain 
% Overuse 

Emotional 
86% 

Ideational 
69% 

Physical 
52% 

Social 
20% 

Table 7.1. Percent of overgeneralization of se across domains. Overuse 
percentages are determined based on tokens coded for the 
dependent variable I (Present but Incorrect Use of se). 

From Table 7.1, we see that the less frequent and less 

accurate domains (emotional, ideational) have the greatest 
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percentage of overgeneralization, while the more frequent and 

more accurate domains (physical, social) have the least 

percentage of overgeneralization. Why would the 

overgeneralization of se vary in this way across domains? 

It may be due in part to the analyzability of se's 

meaning (Maldonado p.c.). I previously described how in a 

study on child first language learning (Hernandez Pina 1984), 

the learner overgeneralized the use of se with the verb 

llorar 'cry'. In the emotional domain, one of se's prominent 

roles is that of a middle experiencer, and one of its primary 

meanings invokes the notion of a change of state (Maldonado 

p.c.). This function and meaning of se in the emotional 

domain is frequent and productive, and is likely to be 

supported by a strong abstract schema in which se is 

construed as a middle experiencer. The overuse of se with the 

emotion verb llorar, therefore, is understandable: the child 

has overextended a productive function and meaning of se 

within this domain. This process also occurs in this stud~ 

with the L2 learners' use of se in the emotional domain. 

Students frequently construed se as a middle experiencer and 

overgeneralized se with emotion verbs that do not require the 

middle experiencer se (eg. *me arno el campo for amo el campo 

'I love the countryside'). This pattern of overuse of se is 

therefore evidenced in both first and second language 

acquisition of Spanish. 
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In other domains, however, se may not have functions or 

meanings that are as productive. This may be the case for the 

social domain. Many of the verb + se constructions within 

this domain may represent lexicalized uses of se rather than 

productive ones (Maldonado p.c.). This is somewhat reflected 

in the results of this study, where only a small percentage 

of overgeneralization of se occurred in the social domain, 

related mainly to one particular function of se: impersonal 

se. Vazquez (1991:149) notes that her L1-German learners of 

Spanish also overgeneralized se in impersonal constructions: 

(4) *Se dicen que son trabajadores ... 

(Dicen que son trabajadores ... ) 

'They say they are workers' 

(Se dice que son trabajadores ... ) 

'People say they are hard workers' 

vazquez (1991:149) believes these errors to be purely 

syntactic, while I do not. 

VanPatten (1987:256, note 4) suggests that 

overgeneralization of se may be a 'standard feature' of L1 

and L2 naturalistic learning. On another occasion (1987:257, 

note 6), VanPatten acknowledges the observation some 

classroom teachers of Spanish have made that 'once reflexives 

are introduced, students start using them everywhere. ' 

VanPatten appears to imply, however, that meaningful 
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overgeneralization of se does not occur in formal classroom 

learning. He asks the question whether students overuse forms 

like se in class and on homework 'because these structures 

are in focus and overemphasized'. I would suggest, on the 

basis of the results of this study, that overgeneralization 

of se is not merely a result of overemphasis or focus, but 

that it is constrained in part by cognitive processes. When 

overgeneralization of se occurs in the context of the second 

language classroom, some of this overuse is meaningful, in 

that it has a cognitive basis. 

Not only do the students overgeneralize the use of se to 

non-se contexts, they also undergeneralize the use of se. 

That is, they omit se in obligatory contexts. The omission of 

se in obligatory contexts occurred in all domains, and 

generally followed two patterns: omission of se and the use 

of the correct host verb (eg. *graduo for me graduo 'I 

graduate') or the use of a periphrastic expression in place 

of the verb + se phrase (eg. *tengo enfermo for me enfermo 'I 

get sick'). Often a particular verb + se construction might 

exhibit one or the other pattern of underuse of se but not 

both. For instance, in the social domain, three of the main 

verb + se constructions only followed the pattern where the 

correct host verb was used and se was omitted (llamarse, 

casarse, registrarse). When se was omitted with the 

frequently-used verb construction graduarse, the most 

frequent pattern was also the omission of se with the use of 
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the host verb (*graduo for me graduo). But students sometimes 

used periphrastic constructions which contained a participle 

variant of this host verb (*estare graduando, generally 

corrected by the bilingual speaker with me graduare 'I will 

graduate/I will be graduating'). 

Within the social domain the reciprocal function of se 

was always rendered with a periphrastic construction, what 

Gathercole (1990) terms an elaboration. Gathercole's 1990 

study on child first language acquirers of Spanish also 

showed that these children sometimes rendered the reciprocal 

function of se with elaborations. In fact, the reciprocal 

function was the least accurate function of se for these 

first language acquirers. This pattern of underuse of se when 

it serves a reciprocal function is therefore evidenced in 

both first and second language acquisition of Spanish. 

In the physical domain, eighty-six percent of all 

undergeneralizations of se involved the use of the correct 

host verb and the omission of se. In the emotional domain, 

however, the use of a periphrastic construction was a 

dominating pattern for one of the three main verb + se 

constructions. Divertirse was rendered with a periphrastic 

elaboration seventy-three percent of the time (eg. *tengo 

divertido for me divierto 'I enjoy myself', 'I have fun'). 

In the ideational domain, the underuse of se with the 

eight most frequently-used verb + se constructions generally 

involved only the omission of se. In one case, a false 
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cognate (realizar) was used instead of the correct verb + se 

construction (darse cuenta). As noted, the students' use of 

olvidar was consistently corrected by the bilingual speaker 

with olvidarse. For example, a phrase such as *olvide decirte 

que ... was corrected with the phrase se me olvid6 decirte 

que ... 'I forgot to tell you that ... '. Vazquez (1991:152) 

also noted that her L1-German learners of Spanish omitted se 

with the verb + se construction olvidarse. She relates this 

omission to the fact that this use of se involves a subtle 

meaning difference. Maldonado (1992) claims that one of the 

differences between the use of olvidar and olvidarse is the 

degree of control the experiencer has over this mental 

activity (+control with olvidar, -control with olvidarse). 

Cognitive grammar recognizes that there may be different 

construals of the same usage event. In Spanish, different 

construals of 'forget' are rendered by olvidar and olvidarse. 

Learners of a second language may construe an event 

differently from native speakers. This non-native construal 

may be dependent in part on the learner's lack of 

understanding of the different ways available in the second 

language for construing an event, as well as in part on the 

first language (L1) and the means available in the L1 for 

construing an event (Witkowska-Stadnik 1991). 

Rather than being constrained principally by the 

cognitive domain the verb + se construction belongs to, the 

omission of se is frequently constrained by its relation with 
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the host verb. For instance, the omission of se is more 

frequent when the host verb is -finite. VanPatten (1987:246) 

reveals that the classroom learner of Spanish he studied also 

occasionally omitted see Some of the student sentences 

mentioned by VanPatten in that study involved a -finite host 

verb form that lacked se (1987:246): 

(5) *y el decidi6 sentar, sentar en la silla. 

(y el decidi6 sentarse, sentarse en la silla) 

'and he decided to sit down, to sit in the chair' 

This result suggests a different schema for -finite verbs 

(Adamson p.c.). One possible formal schema for -finite verbs 

has already been presented above. 

The cognitive grammar interpretation of the results I 

have offered is aimed at capturing some broad patterns of use 

of se by these second language learners. It has attempted to 

show how low level processes (the learning of individual 

language form:meaning pairs and the construction of low-level 

schemas) as well as high level processes (the imposition of 

cognitive domains and image schemas) together constrained 

some of the patterns of use of se by these second language 

learners. 

Although for many teachers it may appear as if when 

students first learn the reflexives that students start using 

them everywhere (VanPatten 1987), I would suggest that the 
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use of the reflexives is not as random as it might first 

appear. Clearly, what is taught the students in the classroom 

guides the students' learning and use of see In this study, 

the following constraints on the L2 use of se were evidenced: 

1. The correct use of se varies systematically across 

cognitive domains, as does the overgeneralization 

of see 

(a) The use of se with more 'concrete' events 

(physical and social domains) is more likely 

to be accurate than its use with more 

'abstract' events (emotional, ideational, and 

perceptual domains). 

(b) The overgeneralization of se is more likely 

with mental events than with physical events. 

2. Prototype categories have an influence on the 

students' correct use of se, where the prototype 

variant se singular and the prototype tense 

present tense are more likely to support a correct 

use of se than when other variants and other tenses 

are used in the verb + se construction. 
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Limitations of Study and Implications for Future Research 

There are some important limitations to this study. The 

first is that it is a study of one group of university 

learners of Spanish at one particular level of proficiency, 

at one particular university, in one particular program. Any 

future research along the lines of this study should broaden 

its scope, considering more groups of students at more levels 

of proficiency. In this way, the findings of the study can be 

tested for their consistency across a greater number of 

classroom learners of Spanish. 

At the same time, one of the limitations of the study is 

the very fact that it focused on group phenomena and not on 

individual learner phenomena. Findings based on group 

phenomena do not necessarily rev~al all of the important 

patterns of language use. Studies are needed on the use of se 

where the researcher looks at one or several individual 

learners' naturalistic use of se over an extended period of 

time, interpreting the results from a cognitive grammar 

perspective. This would be in line with the SL research 

involving cognitive grammar that has been adopted by 

Witkowska-Stadnik (1991). 

I would also suggest that future research along the 

lines of this study involve more than one coder, to establish 

rater reliability. I followed certain guidelines for coding 

that I discussed in Chapter 4, and I had the judgments of a 
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bilingual speaker to consult, but difficulties in coding 

still arose. Some of these difficulties were based on the 

fact that se is a clitic, closely allied with its host verb. 

At times, I wondered whether I was coding for the correct use 

of se or whether I was coding for the correct use of se as 

well as the correct use of the host verb. With more coders 

who could establish better guidelines and rater reliability, 

difficulties like this might be overcome. 

One of the main findings of the study is that the use of 

se varies across cognitive domains. Yet, as I have mentioned, 

some language forms can be used in more than one cognitive 

domain (the previous example was with the verb feel, that can 

be used in the perceptual, physical, emotional, and 

ideational domains). Some verb + se constructions were 

difficult to code for because they could be construed as 

belonging to either of two domains. For instance, the verb 

encontrarse 'meet' was coded for both the social domain and 

the physical domain. This in itself is not a problem, as long 

as the coding decision for a particular instance can be 

justified. But in some instances, a decision was not always 

so clear, and having additional coders would have helped. 
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Implications for Teaching Se 

VanPatten (1987:255-6) has asked some important 

questions that can be related to the learning and teaching of 

se, and I would like to list and address these questions. 

1. Does the acquisition of one function pave the way 

for the acquisition of other functions, or does the 

learner need a rich input base in which s/he sees 

various functions of one form? 

2. Can instruction even alter underlying processes 

involved in language acquisition and should it try? 

The first question presents an either/or situation, but 

I don't believe that, for instance, an affirmative answer to 

the first part of the question necessarily excludes an 

affirmative answer to the second part of the question. The 

learning of one function can certainly pave the way for the 

learning of other functions. This is probably the learning 

process involved in polysemy, prototypes, and networks of 

meaning. 

The various functions of a form may be related through a 

network, with some functions being prototypical and other 

functions being extensions from these prototypes. In the 

physical domain, for instance, Maldonado (1992) shows how the 
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use of se to express the notion of proximity is extended to 

express the notion of benefaction. 

(6) Me guardo el cambio. 

'I keep the change' 

(7) Me consegui un trabajo. 

'I got myself a job' 

The change-of-state function of se not only plays a role in 

physical events, but it also extends into mental events. 

(8) Me enferme. 

'I got sick' 

(9) Me enoje. 

'I got angry' 

(Note that although some functions of se may appear 

frequently in particular cognitive domains--the reciprocal 

and impersonal functions, for instance, appear frequently in 

the social domain--there is no necessary one-to-one 

correspondence between function and domain.) 

What VanPatten may be asking, however, is whether 

teaching the students that the central meaning of se is 

reflexive is going to hinder or help them learn the non

reflexive uses of se. In this case, I would agree that 

learners need 'a rich input base in which slhe sees various 
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functions of one form'. What I would suggest is that se be 

presented early on as a form that is involved in various 

cognitive domains. Students, therefore, would not be 

presented with one central meaning for se in the beginning, 

but with a description of se as a form that has important 

roles in different domains. Because the domains that the verb 

+ se constructions belong to are broad and represent a wealth 

of topics for developing teaching materials, se would not 

have to be introduced in a grammar lesson per se, but instead 

could be introduced as part of a larger lesson dealing with a 

topic from one of the domains. In this manner, the teaching 

of se could be more contextualized. 

In answer to the second question, I would say that 

underlying processes (eg. the under- and overgeneralization 

of se) cannot be changed, or avoided, completely through 

instruction. I do feel, however, that instruction can better 

guide students through these processes, and in this way make 

a difference. For example, within the emotional domain, 

students tend to use se as a middle experiencer participant. 

This is not surprising, since this is the main role of se in 

the emotional domain. But there are other roles that se plays 

in the emotional domain (active participant: nos amamos 'we 

love one another', and passive participant: me gustan estos 

poemas 'I like these poems'). Students need to be aware of 

the limitations of se's use as a middle experiencer in this 

domain so that their overgeneralization of se can become less 
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of a strategy and their use of 5e can become more exact. In 

one sense, instruction needs to help students reshape, 

expand, or fine-tune their prototype schemas for 5e, which 

may vary across the different cognitive domains. 

Students' use of 5e was constrained by the use of 

prototype categories in the verb + 5e construction, in 

addition to being constrained by the cognitive domains the 

verb + 5e construction belonged to. We see in these 

constraints the beginning formation of the students' schemas 

for 5e. Can instruction help students go beyond this 

necessary but incomplete picture of 5e? I believe it can, and 

the first step in doing so is by showing students how the 

functions of 5e interrelate, or network. This networking can 

be introduced as it pertains to a particular domain. 

One might wish to focus students' attention on the 

functions of 5e within one cognitive domain at a time. In 

this manner, students could come to understand the 

limitations of 5e's use within a given domain, an important 

step in learning how to use 5e. As mentioned, the middle 

experiencer role that 5e plays in the emotional domain is not 

the only role for 5e. The limitations of 5e in this domain as 

a middle experiencer participant needs to be focused on, and 

perhaps this is better done when no other domains are 

involved. 

This leads to the question of which domain or domains 

one should begin with in teaching the uses of 5e. Should it 
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be the social and physical domains, since they are more 

concrete and appear to be more accurately used at this 

intermediate level of proficiency? Or would the early 

introduction of the most difficult domains, the mental 

domains of perception, ideation, and emotion, have the effect 

of speeding up the acquisition of se in the other domains? 

Adamson (1990:230) states that 'the learner's ability to 

infer the existence of unmarked forms on the basis of marked 

forms has been noticed by several scholars'. Whether or not 

early focus on the so-called more marked domains (perceptual, 

ideational, emotional) could lead to improved accuracy in the 

so-called less marked domains (social, physical) is a 

question for future research (cf. Doughty 1988) . 

The cognitive domains I have considered cover a lot of 

territory. That means there are plenty of subdivisions that 

can be made within the domains. A more detailed mapping of 

se's use within particular subdivisions of a domain is a 

helpful procedure, because of the many different events that 

make up the domains. Some functions of se within a domain 

will be related to others in that domain, but as a network of 

meanings, not all functions have to be directly related to 

all other functions. If students are to build up a network 

of meanings for se they should begin with the more localized 

networks, that is, with those functions that are more closely 

related. This avoids the problem that a content-theory 

approach to se might have as it attempts to relate all 
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concentration of attention, or low deixis, other. 
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What is the most valid mapping of se's functions? I 

would suggest that the mapping of se's functions that has a 

cognitive basis is the most valid one. This mapping has 

already been partially constructed on the basis of a 

cross-linguistic, typological study of 'reflexives' (Kemmer 

1993) and on Maldonado's (1992) analysis of the middle domain 

of se. I have presented their mappings of reflexive and 

middle functions of se in Chapter 3. What is learned from 

their studies is that the network of meanings that reflexives 

take on are quite similar cross-linguistically. This strongly 

implies high level schemas for the learning of reflexives 

that many people share. If this is so, many second language 

learners may be predisposed to learning reflexives following 

particular paths. 

I agree with those teachers (eg MacLennan 1994) who see 

an important role for prototypes in second language learning 

and teaching. That role may be better understood from a 

cognitive grammar perspective. I believe that, by introducing 

se to students as a polyfunctional morpheme, with functions 

that often interrelate, with important roles in a variety of 

cognitive domains, students may be better guided in their 

learning of se and its variants. 
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from review by our Committee. 

Thank you for informing us of your work. If you have any questions 
concerning the above, please contact this office. 

Sincerely yours, 

William F. Denny, M.D. 
Chairman 
Human Subjects Committee 

WFD:js 

cc: Departmental/College Review Committee 



Required books: 

APPENDIX B 

spanish 201 Syllabus 

Spanish 201 
Fall 1991 

Haro, Sigler. Bennett, Cada vez meior (Otapters 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11,13, 14 are stressed in 
Spanish 201). 

Foaro, Sigler, Bennett, Cuademo de ejercicios. 
Lorca, La Casa de Bernarda Alba (required) 
(Lorca, Yenna (optional») 
Mendez, Cuentos v ensavos oara reir v aorender 

Video: (shown in the Lab) 
Carmen 
Mujeres al borde de un ataque de ne.'"Vios. 
Stand and Deliver 

Required Materials: 23.5" disks for use in the Mac Lab (··always keep a backup of your 
compositions on a second disk). 

Optional Materials: 6 Sony or IDK C·90 tapes for students wishing to receive copies of the 
listening materials for Cada Vez Mejor. 

Attendance: You will be required to atte.'"Id class 3 times per wee.'<. Since these classes will 
provide the basis for your conversation and listening grades it is imperative that you attend 
each class. More than 5 absences will make it impossible for your to maintain the same 
level of progress as your classmates, therefore you will be automatically dropped after the 
5th absence. If your schedule is so demanding that you will not be able to attend regularly, 
please drop this class immediately. 

Dept. Exams: Lab quizzes are available from 8 am Monday until 9 pm Sunday. Stude.'"Its may 
take eac.~ quiz only once. Quizzes not taken by 9 pm on Sunday will receive a O. There are 
NO make ups. Please note that you will be working with materials aimed at native 
speakers and should not expect to get 1000/0 on these exercises and tests. Th~y are often 
C'.lrVed by 20 points. The purpose of this lab work is to teadt you to process native materials 
and we measure the amount you are able to process as well as your progress across the term. 

Grammar Study and Review: You will be required to study all grammar rules and complete 
te;'(t e."Cercises at home. Class discussions involving grammar will be directed toward 
clarifying common problems. 

Lab Work: You will be required to comolete all lab work assigned for your level. Tnis includes: 
listening to tapes, watching videos, Miting compositions, and conversing with peers. 
Attendance will be ta.i<en lIt the lab. All lab work is done at your conve.'lie.'"Ice. 
A picture ID is required for admission to the Mac Lab. The lab is open from 8 am 
until 9pm Monday through Tnursday, 3 am to 6 pm on Friday and on weekends from 9 am 
to 3 pm Saturday; 10 am until 9 pm on Sunday unless budget cuts force a reduction in hours. 
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201 students will .eceive some Wednesdays off for V AX Notes sessions. watc.lUng videos as oart 
of the class. library trips. and other organized lab activities. • 

YOl!!' GAT will keep at least one office hour?er week in the lab to help you become familiar -...nth 
the ::lare:ials and to anS" .... er vour questions. Your GAT. not the lab arte..'1daJ"'.t, is :es'iJonsible for 
hel?!::g :rou become aC::-.lStomeci to the lab. . 

vVaming! 
Learning Spanish .equires a great deal of eifort. Skipping classes. not taking departmental exams. 
failing to complete homework assignments leads to unsatisfactory progress. If you are unable to 
devote at least i hours per week to this course (in class time .,. outside practice and study) please 
eirop it. 

La."1g'.!age learning .equires eifort. If you are unable or unwilling to devote effort to this class. 
drop it! 

3t.!t ?lease note that last semester the students who attended class and completed ail asSignments 
were able to use Spanish very quic.ldy . 

•• Any students who wish to contest information on a previous semester will be required to 
contact Mary Portillo in ML 545 (extension 1-3U4). Ms. Portillo is responsible for arranging 
appointments with GATs (during their regularly scheduled office hours) and for collecting grade 
review information. The procedure for requesting a grade review is 1) contact Mary Portillo for 
an appointment; 2) meet with the GAT to discuss grade information. In cases of continued 
disagreement. GATs will.1Ir.lnge a meeting with the Director of Basic Languages • •• 

Final Exam: Composition portion of the final exam will be given in the classroom on 
December 11. The .eading. Iiste:ting. and grammar portions of the final exam will be given in 
ML 510 at your convenience. You will sign up to reserve a computer for 2 hours during the exam 
week. December 13 to 20. 1991. 
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August 
22 Introduction to Course 

Spanish 201 
Syllabus for Fall 1991 

............................................................................................................... - .................................................................... . 
26 Diagnostic Testing 
Ti IQgk: Exploring the Hispanic World. Getting to know each other 

CVM. Chapter 2 
Cuentos 

2S tab Dav (You will nonnally get Wednesdays off to accomodate the amount of 
time required to complete lab assignments. however you can work on the asignments at any 
time during the week). 
Listening: 

Puerta del Sol Tape I. Part 1 
Readings: • 

Your teacher will assign you series of cities to research as part cf your exploration of the 
Hispanic world. The tab contains readings on cities. parks, and festivals of Spain, 
Mexico, and South America 

29 CVM, Chapter 2 
Cuentos 

September 
2 Labor Day 
3 Tonic: Exploring the Hispanic World, Getting to know each other 

CVM. Chapter 2 
Cuentos 
checkup on Puerta del Sol. Tane I, Part I, 
discussion of the Hispanic World 

4 ~ • 

Conferenc:ing: 
VAX Notes training in ML .510 during the week of 
September 2-5. Get to know each other through V.A.:X. Notes, the 
Hisoanic world, Puerta del Sci disc..tSsiollS, a'-1c :'':i?:1tos 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape I, Part 2, Los viajes 

Readings: 
Continue working on your explorations of the Hispanic world. 
En Puerto Rico apuestan por eI suefio americano 
Una Ceiebracion fatal 
La gran revancha de un maldito del terns 

5 CVM. Chapter 2 
Cuentos 
discussion of the Hispanic World 

.................................................................................................................................................................................... 
9 Department Conversation Exam 1: held in ML 511 during the wee.k of September 9. 

Topic: Exploring the Hispanic World 
CVM, Chapter 3 
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ched:up on Pue.!"ta eel Sol. Taue I, Part 2 and Los Viajes 
Cuentos 
c.'1ec.l<up on "En Puerto Rico apuestan par e.! suefio americana" 
discussion of the Hisoanic World 

10 C1IM, c.'lapter 3 . 
Cuentos 
c.'1ec.icup on "La gran revand\a de u..., maldito de.! te.'1is" 
discussion of the Hispanic World 

11 ~ • 
Conferencing: 

Pa .. "tic;:ario~ ir. cor.fe:ences related to P·.!e~a del SoL Cue!'.tos C'.lr.:'e.'lt events, ane your 
own fantasies. 

Listening: 
Puerta de! Sol Tape I, Part 3 

Readings: . 
Continue working on your explorations of the Hispanic world. 
La. C.-isis de.! Golfo acaba con la fiesta consumista espanola 
Sadarn cambia la vida a 496 familias espanolas . 

12 CTh[ Chapter 3 
Cuentos . 
c.'1ec.icuo on "Una Celebration fatal" 
discussion of the Hispanic World 

16 Department Reading Exam 1: held in ML 510 during the week of September 16. 
Topic: Exploring the Hispanic World 
CVM, Chapter 3 
Chec.l<uo on Puerta del Sol Taoe I, Parts 3 
Cuentos • 
discussion of the Hispanic World 

17 CVM, Chaoter 3 . 
Cuentos . 
chec.icuu on "La Crisis del Golfo acaba con la fiesta consumista esoanola" 
discussion of the Hisoanic World . 

18 Lab Dav: • 
~ncing: 

Participation in conferences related to Puer"ta del Sol. Cuentos current events. and your 
O~\~:1 far.:~sie:5. 

Listening: 
Puerta de! SoL TaDe I, Part 4 and "La irunigracon «illegal"" 

Movie: . 
Stand and Deliver (see the Lab Schedule for times when the movie wiil be shown in 
~11. 511/512) 

19 CVM Chauter 3 
Cuentos . 
c.'1ec!<u::l on "Sadam cambia la vida a 496 familias esoanolas" 
disC'.lsslon of th.e Hispanic World . 

23 Department WriHn~ Exam 1: held in the classroom during the week of September 23. 
Topic Stereotypes 
CVM Chapter'i 
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Cuentos 
chec.lrup on Puerta del Sol. Tape 1. Part 4 

24 C'nv(, Chapter 1 
Cuentos 
dlec.'<up on "ta inmigracien «illegal» 
discussion of Stand and Deiiver 

2S Lab Day: 
Conierencing: 

Participation in conferences related to Hispanic Culture, Puerta del Sol, Cuentos and 
stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Taoe 2, Part 1 

Readings (suggested): . 
La poderosa KIO, corazen y boisillo del Kuwait exiliado 
La verdadera historia del Ladren de Bagdad, Parts 1 & 2 

26 CVMJ Chapter 1 
Cuentos 
discussion of Stand and Deliver 

30 Department Listening Exam 1: held in ML 510 during the week of September 30. 
Topic: Current Events 
CVM, Chapter 6 
Cuentos 
chec.'<up on Puerta del Sol, Tape 2, Part 1 

October 
CVM, Chapter 6 
Cuentos 
chec.'<up on "La poderosa !<IO, corazen y bolsillo del Kuwait exiliado" 

2 Lab Dav: 
Conierencing: 

Participation in conferences related to Hispanic Culture, Puerta del Sol, Cuentos and 
stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 2, Part 2, olE! mercado hispanoamericano" 

Readings (suggested): 
El rebelde Yeltsin narra las miserias del poder sovilHico 
El deterioro ecolegico empieza en e! hogar 

3 CVM, Chapter 6 
Cuentos 
c.ltec.'<up on "La verdadera historia del Ladren de Bagdad" 

7 Tooic: Current Events 
cVM, Chapter 8 
Cuentos 
chec.'<uo on Puerta de! Sol Taoe 2, Part 2 and "EI mercado hisoanoamericano" 

8 CVM, Chapter 8' • 
Cuentos • 
c.1tec.'<up on "E! .ebelde Yeltsin narra las mise.';as del ooder sovietico" 

9 LabDa~ • 
Conferencing: 
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Partidpation in conferences related to Hispanic Culture, Puerta del Sol, Cuentos and 
stories' from the lab. . 

Listening: . 
P'.lerta del Sol Tape 2. Part 3 

Readings 
Gorbach.ov concede a Bush en Helsinki licenda para atacar 
Se abre la temporada de guerra en el desierto 
Los olvidados 

10 CVM. Chapter 8 
Cuentos 
chec.lcup on "El deterioro ecol6gico elnpieza e.'l el hogar" 

..................................................................... _ .... _ ............................ _ •• ____ ..... _ ................. _ •••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••• u 

14 Topic: Current Events 
CVM. Chapter 8 
Cuentos • 
checkup on Puerta del Sol Tape 2, Part 3 

15 CVM. Chapter 8 . 
Cuentos • 
checkup on "Gorbachov concede a Bush en Helsinki licenda para atacar" and uSe abre la 

temporada de guerra en el desierto 
16 ~ 

Conferencing: 
Partitdpation in conferences related to Current Events, Puerta del Sol, Cuentos and the 
stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 2, Part 4 

Readings: 
Carmen Posadas 0 la Pasion por los Esaiios 
Una Entrevista con Akira Kurosawa 

17 CVM, Chapter 8 

21 

22 

24 

Cuentos 
chec.lcup on "Los olvidados" 

Topic: The Arts 
CVM, Chapter 9 
Cuentos • 
checkup .::: ?·..:e:-::t :~! :-ci :-.;;.?~::., ~.;:;...::..; 
CVM, Chapter 9 
Cuentos 
chec.lcup on "Cannen Posadas 0 la Pasion por los Esaffos" 
~ 
Conferencing: 

Participation in conferences related to Art. Puerta del Sol, Cuentos and the stories from 
the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta de! Soi TaDe 3, Part 1 

Readings . 
Los acto res cornicos logran e! e.'<ito en ?apeles drarnaticos 
La historia de los dos que sonaron 

CVM, Chapter 9 
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Cuentos 
chec.'<up on "Una Entrevista con Akira Kurosawa" 

2S .. · .. D~;;;;;;;t·writi~·~·~;~;·~; .. h;id .. ~ .. th;·~;·~~~··d~~·ili~·-:;.·~·;;..~·~f·O~~·b~~·2S:·· .. ····· .. ······· 
TOt)ic: The Ar:s 
c:'h.1, Chapter 9 
Cuentos . 
chec.'<up on P'..:erra de! Sol Tape 3, Par. 1 

29 CVM, Chapter 9 • 
Cuentos . 
dlec.~up on "Los acto res cornicos logran el exito e.'l papeles dramaticos" 

30 Lab Dav: 
Coruerencing: 

Participation in conferences related to Art, Puerta del Sol, Cuentos and the stories from 
the lab. 

Listening: 
Artes v costumbres hispanicas 

Readings: ' . 
Los dos reyes y los dos laberintos 
Mexico: Esple.'ldor de treinta siglos 

Movie: 
Carmen (see the Lab Sc.'edule for times when the movie will be shown in ML .511/512) 

31 CVM, Chapter 9 
Cuentos . 
Chec.'<up up on "La. historia de los dos que sonaron" 

November 
4 Department Reading Exam 2: held in ML 510 during the week of November 4. 

Topic: Women's and minority issues 
CVM, Chapter 11 
chec.~up on "Artes y costumbres hispiinicas" 

5 CVM. Chapter 11 
chec.~up on '1.os dos reyes y los dos laberintos" 

6 Lab Day: 
Coruerencing: 

Participation in cOl:f~:~=-.:::!s .e!a~:!r;! to Worn'!.". ar.d Mir:orities, Pue~ eel Sol. Cuentos 
and the srories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta de! Sol Tape 3, Part 2 

Readings . 
Proble.'nas de las amas de casa 
Vidas secetas para las amas de casa hastiadas de soledad 

7 CVM. Chanter 11 
chec.'<up on "Mexico: Esplendor de treinta siglos" 

••••••••••••••••••••••• u ........................................ n ................................................................................................................ . 

11 Topic: Women's and minority issues 
CVM. Chaprer 11 ' 
c.'ec.'<uo on Puerta del Sol Taoe 3, Part 2 
c.'ec.'<uP on "Problemas de las amas de casa" 

12 C'nvC Chapter 11 
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checkup on "Vidas sec-etas para las amas de casa hastiadas de soledad" 
13 Lab Day: . • 

Conierencing: 
Participation in conferences related to Wome." and ~orities, Puerta de! Sol Cuentos 
and the stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 3, Part 3 

Readings: . 
Mujeres que trabajan, Parts 1 to 4 

14 CVM Chapter 11 
La casa de 'Bernarda Alba 

18 Conversation portion of final exam: held in ML 511 during the week of November 18 
Topic: Women's and minority issues 
CVM Chapter 13 
La casa de Bemarda Alba 
d\eckup on Puerta del Sol Tape 3, Part 3 

19 CVM. Chapter 13 • 
La casa de Bemarda Alba 

20 Lab Day: 
Conierencing: 

Participation in conferences related to Women and Minorities, Puerta del Sol Cuentos 
and the stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 3, Part 4, Un escandlo 

Movie: 
Mujeres a1 borde de un ataaue de nervios, (see the Lab Schedule for times whe." the 
movie will be shown in ML 511/512) 

21 CVM. Chapter 13 
La casa de Bernarda Alba 

.................................................................................................................................................................. u ................ . 

25 Topic: Women's and minority issues 
CVM Chapter 13 
La casa de Bemarda Alba 
checkup on Puerta del SoL Tape 3, Part 4 
checkup on Mujeres al borde de un ataaue de nervi os 

26 CVM, C!1a:J,~ 13 
La casa de 'Bernarda Alba 
checkup on "Un escandlo" 

"2J CVM Chapter 13 
La casa de Bernarda Alba 

2B Thanksgiving 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

December 
2 Department Listeninl: Exam 2: held in ML 510 during the week of December 2 

Topic: Women's and minority issues 
CilM. Chapter 13 
La casa de Bemarda Alba 

3 CVM Chapter 13 
La casa de ·Bernarda Alba 
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4 CVM, Chaoter 13 
La casa de 'Bernard a . .:lJba 

............................................................................................................ _ ... _ ................................................................. . 
9 Topic: Women's and minority issues 

CVM, Chapter 13 ' 
La Clsa de Bernarda . .:lJba 

10 CVM Chaoter 13 
La casa de 'Bernarda . .:lJba 

11 Composition portion of final exam; given in the classroom on December 11 

Final Exam: Composition portion of the final 
exam will be given in the classroom on 

December 11 
The reading, listening, and grammar portions of the final 
exam will be given in ML 510 at your convenience. You will 
sign up to reserve a computer for 2 hours during the exam 
week, December 13 to 20, 1991. 
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Required books: 

APPENDIX C 

Spanish 202 Syllabus 

Spanish 202 
Fall 1991 

Haro, Sigler, Bennett, Cada vez meior (Review of C"lapters 1. 2,3,6,8,9, 11,13, 14 from 
Spanish 201. Oiapters 4, 5, i, 10,12,15,16,17,18 are new material in Spanish 202). 
Haro, Sigler, Bennett. Cuade!"!1o de ejercicios. 
Bretz, Dvorak, Kirsc.1ner, Pasajes: Literarura. 
Fuentes, EI Gringo Vieio. 

Video: (Please note that teachers may substitute other work for some of these videos) 
Camila 
E! gringo viejo 
La historia ondal. 
E! hombre mirando al sudeste. 

Required Materials: 23.5" disks for use in the Mac Lab ("always keep a bac.'<up of your 
compositions on a second disk). 

Optional Materials: 6 Sony or IDK C-90 tapes for students wishing to receive copies of the 
listening materials for Cada Vez Mejor. 

Attendance: You will be required to atte.'ld class 3 times per week. Since these classes will 
provide the basis for your conversation and listening grades it is imperative that you attend 
each class. More than 5 absences will make it impossible for you to maintain the same level 
of progress as your classmates, therefore you will be automatically dropped after the 5th 
absence. If your schedule is so demanding that you will not be able to attend regularly, 
please drop this class immediately. 

D e::l t. Exams: Lab auizzes are available from 3 am Moncav 1.!ntii 9 =r:: Sl~.':;;.'t". S~cer'.ts 
. :nay take eadl quiz ~nly once. Quizzes not taken by 9 pm ~n Sund;y will recclve a O. Tnere 

are NO make ups. Please note that you will be working with mate..-:ials aimed at native 
speakers and should not expect to get 100% on these exerdses and tests. They are often 
C'JrVed by 20 points. Tne purpose of this lab work is to teach you to process native materials 
and we measure the amount you are able to process as well as your progress across the term. 

Grammar Study and Review: You will be required to study all grammar:-u.les and 
complete text exerdses at home. Class discussions involving grammar will be directed 
toward clarifying common proble.'l1s. 

Lab Work: You will be required to complete all lab work assigned for your level. Tnis includes: 
listening to tapes, watching videos, writing compositions, and conversing with peers. 
Attendance will be taken in the lab. All lab work is done at your convenience. 
A picture ID is required for admission to the Mac Lab. The lab is open from 8 am 
u. .. 1til 9 pm Monday U1rough Thursday, 8 am to 6 pm Friday, and on weekends from 9 am to 
3 pm Saturday; 10 am until 9 pm on Sunday unless budget cuts force a reduction in hours. 
Reading and listening assignments will be discussed the following week in class thus you 
must complete them by 9 pm Sunday. 
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202 sn:c!ems will receive some Thursdays off for V AX Notes sessions, watching videos as part or 
the class, library ::ips, and other organized lab activities. 

Your GAT will keep at least one oifice hour per week in the lab to help you become familiar -...nth 
the r:taterials and to answer your questions. Your GAT, not the lab attendant, is responsible for 
helping you become aCC'.lStomed to the lab. 

Warning! 
Lear:ting Spanish requires a great deal of effort. S:cipping classes, not takL'"Ig departmental exams, 
iailL.'"Ig to complete homework assignments leads to unsatisiac:ory progress. If you are unable to 
devore at least i hours per week to this course (in class time .;. outside practice and study) drop it. 
Language learning requires effort. If you are unable or unwilling to devote efiort to this class, 
droo it! But olease note that last semester the students who attended class, completed all lab and 
other assignments were able to use Spanish very quickly. . 

... Any students who wish to contest information on a previous semester will be required to 
contact Mary Portillo in ML 545 (extension 1-3U4). Ms. Portillo is responsible for arranging 
appointments with GATs (during their regularly scheduled office hours) and for collecting grade 
review information. The procedure for requesting a grade review is 1) contact Mary Portillo for 
an appointment; 2) meet with the GAT to discuss grade information. In cases of continued 
disagreement, GATs will arrange a meeting with the Director of Basic Languages. • .. 

Final Exam: Composition portion of the final exam will be given in the classroom on 
December 11. The reading, liste.'"I.ing, and grammar portions of the final exam will be given in 
ML 510 at your conve.'1ience. You will sign up to reserve a computer for 2 hours during the exam 
wee.~, December 13 to 20, 1991. 
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Spanish 202 
Syallabus for Fall 1991 

August 
22 Introduct:on to Course 

26 Diagnostic Testing or V AX Notes training depending on the schedule 
'2J I2!2i£: Current Events, Getting to know each other 

CVM, Chapter 1 
Pasaies, Chapter 1 

2S CVM. Chapter 1 
Pasaies. Chapter 1, continued. 

29 Lab Dav or diagnostic testing depending on the schedule: (You will normally get Thursdays 
ott to accomodate the amount of time required to complete lab assignments, however 
you can work on the asignments at any time during the week). 

Conferencing: 
VAX. Notes training in ML 510 during the week of August 26 

Listening: 
Puerta de! Sol Tape 4, Part 1 

Readings (suggested): 
Francia, Aterrada por la Resureccion del Antisemitismo (article) 
Cine y Politica (article) 
Los problemas que confrontan la Alemania Oriental (article) 
La Perestroika ya no podra esperarCarticle) 

September 
2. Labor Day 
3 I2!2i£: Current Events, Getting to k..,ow each other 

CVM, Chapter 2. 
Pasajes, Chapter 1 
checkup on Puerta del Sol. Tape 4, Part 1, 
checkup on "Francia, Aterrada poria Resurecdon del Antisemitismo" and "Cine y Politica" 

4 CVM, Chapter 2. 
Pasajes, Chapter 1 
chec..tc:ut) 01:: ;r:....~s :;)roble~.:.s cue coniror'.t-~:"L la . .!J;!!llania O::e:-.~:ll" a...,a: "~J. ?2:;S~Oi.~.! ',-3, ~o 

podra esper~' • , 
5 Lab Dav: . 

Conferen~.ng: 
Participate in conferences that your teacher sets up involving Getting to know each 
other, current events, Puerta del Sol discussions, and Pasajes 

Listening: Puerta del Sol Tape 4, Part 2 
Las drogas y e! alcohol 

Readings (suggested): 
Probable crisis energetica: OPE? (article) 
Querida Carolina (article) 
Yo soy e! judio que salvo 5adam Husein (article) 
El Princpe conodo la ang'.lstia de los marineros del Golfo (article) 

.................. _ ................................................................................... _ ................................................... u ............. A ..................... . 
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9 

10 

11 

12 

Department CODvex:;atjqD Exam 1: held in ML 511 during the week of Septembex: 9. 
Topic: Fantasies 
CVM. Chaoter 3 
d\eckup on Pue!'ta del Sol Taoe 4, Part 2 and Las cirogas y el alcohol 
Pasaies, C.lupter 2 
CVM, Cha?ter 3 
?lsaies. C;apte: :: 
checkup on "P:-obable c:isis energetica: OPEl''' and "Querida Carolina" 
CVM. Chapter 8 
Pasaies. G".apter 2 
checkup on "Yo soy el judio que salvo Sadam Husein" and "El Principe conoco la angustia 

de los marineros del Golia" 
Lab Dav: 
~ncing: 

Participation in conferences related to Pue!'ta del Sol, Pasajes current eve..'1.ts, and your 
own fantasies. 

Listening: 
P·.le~a del Sol Tape 4, Part 3 

Readings (suggested): . 
"La Casa de Asterion (short story) 
"El Disco" (short story) 

Movie: 
EI hombre mirando al sudeste (see the Lab Schedule for times when the movie will be· 
shown in ML 511 \512) 

16 Department Readjng Exam 1: held in ML 510 during the week of September 16. 
Topic: Fantasies 
CVM, Chaoter 8 
C'leckup o'n Puerta del Sol Taoe 4, Parts 3 
Pasaies: Chapter 2, continued • 
ClsC'.lSsion of EI hombre mirando al sudeste 

17 CVM. Chapter 8 
Pasaies, Chapter 2, continued 
checkup on "La Casa de Asterion" 
disC'.lSsion of EI hombre mirando al sudeste. continued 

18 CVM. Chapter 9 
Pasaie.~. Cha?~2:- 2. C:lr::-:~::~ 
c..'1eckuo on ··:=:1 Disco" 
discussion of El hombre mirando al sudeste 

19 ~ 
Conierencing: 

Particpation I:: coniere..'lces related to Puerra de! Sol, !'asaies, cur:-ent events, and your 
own fantasies. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Taoe 4, Part 4 and E! futuro 

Readings (suggested): . 
"Las Medias de los flamencos" (short story) 
"El Brujo postergado" (short story) 

...................................................................................................................................................................................... 
23 De':!artroent Writim E'I'aro 1: held in the classroom during the wee..lc of September.23. 
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26 

Topic: Culture of the HisPanic World 
C~n.,r. C:taoter 9 . 
Pasajes, Chapter 6 
c.".ec<up an Pue!"t3 del Sol Tape 4, Par: 4 and E! futuro 
C'IM, c:"iaoter 9 
?asaies, C;:'apter 6, conti.~ued 
c.".ec:<uo on "Las Medias de los flamencos" 
C~;:'f, C::aoter I! 
Pasaies, c;iaoter 6, c:onti.~ued 
c.iec..'<up on ;'El Bmjo postergado" 
Llb Dav: 
Conferendng: 

i.'arricpation in confere.'1ces related. to ::Js"Oanic C:.:lt'.:=e, P-:.:er!a del Sol Pasaies, and 
stories' from the lab. . 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 5, Part 1 
Comidas etnicas . 

Readings (suggested): 
Escuadrones de la muerte e.'1 Brasil matan ninos mendigos (article) 

Movie: 
Camila (see t.~e Lab Schedule for times when the movie will be shown in ML 511/512) 

.................................... uu •••••••••• u •••••••• _ ............................................................................................. - ........................ . 

30 De~anme!lt Listening Exam 1: held in ML 510 during the week of September 30. 
Tooic: Culture or the Hisoanic World, continued 
CvM, Chaoter n . 
Pasaies, Chapter 7 
c.iec.'<uo on Puerta del Sol. Tape 5, Par: 1 
Clscussion of Camila . 

October 
CVM, Chaoter 11 
Pasajes. Chaoter 7, continued 
checkup on Comidas etnicas 
discussion of Camila continued 

2 c~r Chapter 13 
Pasaies, Chapter 7, continued 
c.1ec.'<up on ;'Escuadrones de la muerte en Brasil mata.'1 :ti.fIOS mendigos" 
c.:.5c:.!SS:O':". 0: C:.:ni1a co~::nl!e~ 

.; ~: ::~./: 

Conierencing: 
Particpation in conferences related to Hisoanic Culture, Puer~ del SoL Pasaies, and 
s:or~es' ::or.. ~he La:'. . 

Lis;:e::i.."1.g: 
rue!':", del Sol Taoe 5, ?art 2 

Readings (suggestedl: . 
Sabes que no me attevo a vaija: en ::1e~o (article) 
La Peste eqwna convir:e el Redo en una Romeria de a ?ie (a:ricie) 

............................................................................... u ....... ·····u ....... ···· .. ·· ........................................................ . 

7 Tooic: C:.tlture or the FJsoanic World, conenued 
CV\f C:taote: 13 . 
P!sai~s, C::a~Jte.r S 
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checkup on Puerta del Sol Taoe 5, Part 2 
8 CVM. Chapter 13 . 

Pasaies, Chaoter 8, continued 
checkup on ;'5abes que no me atrevo a vaijar en metro" 

9 CVM, Chapter 14 
Pasajes, Cilaoter 8, continued 
checkup on '~La Peste equina convirte el Rodo en una Romeria de a pie" 

10 Lab Dav: 
Conierencing: 

Participation in conferences related to Hispanic Culture, Puerta del Sol. Pasaies and 
stories from the lab. 

Listenin~ 
Puena del Sol Taoe 5, Par:: 3 

Readings (suggested): . 
Entre Piales y Manganas, La Char.eria: Un deporte nadonal (article) 

................ u ................................ _ ...................................... u ............................................................ u ............ ••• ••• • •••••••• 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Topic: Uterature and the Arts 
CVM, Chapter 14 
Pasajes. Chaoter 10 
CVM. Chapter 14 
Pasaies, Chaoter 10 
checkup on 'Puena de! Sol Taoe 5, Part 3 
CVM. Chapter 5 . 
Pasajes. Chapter 10 
checkup on "Erttre Piales y Manganas, La Charre.!ia: Un deporte nadonal" 
Lab Dav: 
Con£erencin~ 

Partitdoation in conferences related to Literature, Art, Puerta del Sol Pasajes, and the 
stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 5, Part 4 

Readings (suggested): 
Una reputadon (short story) 
El Cine esoanol cambia actores (article) 

Movie: • 
La Historia Oficial (see the Lab Schedule for times whe.Tt movie will be shown in ~fL 
511/512) 

........................................................................................................................................................................................ 
21 Topic: Literature and the Arts 

CVM Chaoter 5 
Pasaies. chaoter 11 
6eckuo on P'..le~tJ de! Sot Laoe 5, Part 4 
c.'1ec.'<u~ on La Hisroria Ofici~l 

21 CVM, Chaoter 6 
Pasaies, Giaoter 11 
chec.'<uo on :'8 One esoanol cambia actores" 
c.'1ec.'<u~ on La Historia'Ofidal 

23 CVM. Chapter 6 
Pasaies, Chaoter 11 
chec.'<up on La Historia Oficial 
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24 Lab Dav: 
Conferencing: 

Participation in conierences related to Uterature. Art. Puerta del Sol Pasajes. and the 
Stories" from the lab. 

Listening: 
?'le~a del Sol Tape 6, Part 1 

R~adings (su&,<>estedl: . 
El oc:-o Narcso (short Story) 

............................................. _ ..................................................................................................................................... . 
28 Department Writing 'Exam .,: held in the classroom during the week of October 25. 

Topic: Literature and the Arts 
CVM, C'tapter 7 
~ChaDter12 
dleckup on Puerta del Sol Tape 6. Part 1 

29 CVM. Chapter i . 
Pasajes chapter 12 
chec.~uD on ;'El otto Narcso" 

30 CVM, Chapter 10 
Pasajes Chapter 12 

31 Lab Dav: . 
Conferendng: 

Participation in conierences related to Uterature, Art. Puerta de! Sol. Pasajes. and the 
stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 6. Part 2, El anaJisis de una obra 

Readings (suggested): . 
Emma Zunz 1 & 2 (short story) 

November 

6 

7 

De-partment Reading Exam 2: held in ML 510 during the week of November 4. 
Topic: Literature and the Arts 
CVM, Chapter 10 
d\ec.~up on Puerta del Sol Taoe 6, Part 2 
dl.ec.~u~ on "Bruna Zunz'1 & 2" 
CVM, c:'1-tapter 12 
c.~ec.'<up on "£1 anaJisis de una obra" 
chec.~u~ on "Emma ZU!l.Z i & 2" 
CThL Chaoter 12 
chec.'<up on ''E..'Il.IIl.a Zunz 1 & 2" 
Lab Da~: 
Confe.r'encing: 

Participation in conierences related to Uterature, Art, Puerta de! Sol, Pasajes, and the 
StOries from the lab. 

Listening: 
P:lerta de! Sol Taoe 6, Part 2 

Movie: . 
El Grinao viejo (see the Lab Schedule for times when the movie will be shown in ML 
511/512) 

....................................................................................................................................................................................... . ' 
11 Topic: Tne Border: History and Politics 
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CVM Chapter 15 
El Gringo "viejo 
checkup on Puerta del Sol Tape 6, Part 2 
ch.ecl<up on El Grin,:o Vie;o "the movie 

12 CVM Chapter 15 
El Gringo "viejo 
c.'1ec..'<up on EI Gringo Vielo. the movie 

13 CVM. Chapter 16 
El Gringo viejo 
c.:"ecl<up on El Gringo Viejo the movie 

14 Lab Dav: 
Confer=encing: 

Partidpation in conferences related to Uterature, Art. Puerta del Sol Pasajes, and the 
stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 6, Part 3 

Readings (suggested): 
"La Leyenda de una hadenda" (article) 

18 Conversation portion of final exam: held in ML 511 during the week of November 18 
Topic: The Border: History and Politics 
CVM Chapter 16 
EI Gringo "viejo 
chec.i<up on Puerta del Sol Tape 6, Part 3 
chec.i<up on "La Leyenda de Una hadenda" 

19 CVM. Chapter 16 
EI Gringo viejo 

20 CVM Chapter 17 
El Gringo vieio 

21 Lab Day: 

25 

.,' _0 

Conferencing: 
Partidpation in conferences related to Uterature, Art, Puerta del Sol. Pasajes, and the 
stories from the lab. 

Listening: 
Puerta del Sol Tape 6, Part 4, Politica hispanoamericana 

Topic: The Border: History and Politics 
cVM, c.~pter 17 
El GrinCTo viejo 
chec.i<up on Pue!ta del Sol Tape 6, Part 4 
CVM. Chapter 18 
E! Gringo viejo 
chec..i<up on "Politica hispanoamericana" 
CVM, Chapter 18 . 
Ei Gringo '/ieio 
Tm.nksgiving 

...................................................................................................................................................................................... 

December 
2 Pepjlrtro pnt I jstenjng E:qm ": held in ML 510 during the week of December 2 

Topic: The Border: History and Politics 
202 Syllabus, Page 8 
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CVM. Chaoter 17 
El Gringo 'viejo 

3 CiM. C,ap,e: 18 
El Gringo vieio 

-+ CVM. c.'laote:' 18 
E! Gringo ~ieio 

••••••••••• •• •••• ••• ••••• ••• • .. • ••• ••• ............. ea .......................................................................................... u .................................. . 

9 Toole: The Border: r'..istorl and PoEtics 
cv'M. Chaote: 4 • 
El Gringo 'vie;o 

10 CVM. c.'lapter -I: 
El Gringo vieio 

11 ComposjtioD portioD of final exam: given in the classroom on December 11 

Final Exam: Composition portion or the final 
exam will be given in the classroom on 

December 11 
The reading, listening, and grammar portions of the final 
exam will be given in ML 510 at your convenience. You will 
sign up to reserve a computer for 2 hours during the exam 
week, December 13 to 20, 1991. 
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APPENDIX D 

Coding Sheet 

Sentence No. 

Factor Group 1: 
Dependent Variable (VARBRUL #1) 

C= Correct 
I= Incorrect 

Dependent Variable (VARBRUL #2) 
P= Present 
A= Absent 

Factor Group 2: 
Student 

a= A 
b= An 
c= Av 
d= B 
e= Bi 
f= Bro 
g= Bro 
h= Bu 
i= C 
j= Ca 
k= Car 
1= Carn 
m= Ce 
n= Co 
0= Cono 
p= Cou 
q= D 
r= Da 
s= De 
t= Di 
u= Did 
v= Dr 
w= Dro 
x= F 
y= Fo 
Z= Fow 
A= G 
B= Gr 
C= Gu 
D= Gui 
E= H 
F= Haw 
G= He 
H= Hem 
I= Hen 
J= Hi 
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K= Hi 
L= Hir 
M= Ho 
N= Hu 
0= J 
P= L 
Q= Le 
R= Li 
S= Lin 
T= La 
u= Lop 
V= Lu 
w= M 
x= Ma 
y= Man 
z= Mang 
a= Me 
.3.= Mi 
a= Mo 
<9.= Mar 
a= Mort 
a= Mu 
<;:= N 
e= Ne 
e= P 
e= Pa 
E= Po 
e= Ro 
i= Row 
J..= Ru 
i= Ruk 
i= S 
n= Sa 
6= Sh 
0= She 
0= Sm 
0= Smi 
0= So 
u= T 
u= Th 
u= V 
11= Va 
A= W 
A= We 
A= Wh 
A= wi 
A= Wie 
<::= wil 
N= Wr 
0= Z 
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Factor Group 3: 
Student Age 

a= 18 
b= 19 
c= 20 
d= 21 
e= 22 
f= 23 
g= 24 
h= 25 
i= 27 
j= 28 
k= 29 
1= 30 
m= 39 

Factor Group 4: 
Student Sex 

m= Male 
f= Female 

Factor Group 5: 
Student High School Spanish Experience (Years) 

Z= 0.0 
0= 1.0 
f= 1.5 
t= 2.0 
e= 3.0 
i= 3.5 
r= 4.0 

Factor Group 6: 
Student's First University Spanish Course 

0= First Semester Spanish, Spanish101 
t= Second Semester Spanish, Spanish 102 
u= Third Semester Spanish, Spanish 201 
f= Combined First and Second Semester Spanish, Spanish 205 

Factor Group 7: 
Student's Spring Semester Grade 

a= A Superior Grade 
b= B Above Average Grade 
c= C Average Grade 
d= D Below Average Grade 
e= E Failing Grade 
p= P Pass 
?= Unkno~~ 
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Factor Group 8: 
Student's Spring Semester Teacher 

a= A 
b= Ab 
c= B 
d= Bi 
e= Br 
f= C 
g= Cr 
h= Cu 
i= D 
j= Do 
K= Don 
1= G 
m= I 
n= M 
0= R 
p= Ro 

Factor Group 9: 
Student's Fall Semester Grade 

a= A Superior Grade 
b= B Above Average Grade 
c= C Average Grade 
d= D Below Average Grade 
e= E Failing Grade 
p= P Pass 
?= Unknown 

Factor Group 10: 
Student's Fall Semester Teacher 

a= A 
b= Ab 
c= B 
d= Bi 
e= Br 
f= C 
g= Cr 
h= Cu 
i= D 
j= Do 
k= Don 
1= G 
m= I 
n= M 
0= R 
p= Ro 

Factor Group 11: 
Semester (in which sentence was "written) 

s= Spring, Third Semester Spanish 201 
f= Fall, Fourth Semester Spanish 202 



Factor Group 12: 
_____ Sentence Type 
s= Statement 
n= Nonstatement 

Factor Group 13: 
Linguistic Environment 

n= Noun 
v= Verb 
a= Article 
j= Adjective 
g= Negation 
c= Conjunction 
q= que 
b= Sentence Boundary 
w= Wh-Word 
p= Punctuation Mark 
z= Preposition 
d= Adverb 

Factor Group 14: 
Se Variant 

m= Me 
t= Te 
s= Se{sg) 
n= Nos 
0 Os 
e= Se{pl) 

Factor Group 15: 
position of Se in relation to Host Verb 

p= Proclitic 
e= Enclitic 

Factor Group 16: 
Host Verb Tense 

p= Past 
t= Present 
f= Future 
s= Subjunctive 
m= Command 
c= Conditional 
i= Infinitive 
r= Participle 
n= None 

Factor Group 17: 
Verb Person Marking 

f= First 
s= Second 
t= Third 
n= None 
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Factor Group 18: 
_____ Verb Number Marking 
s= Singular 
p= Plural 
n= None 

Factor Group 19: 
Cognitive Domain 

e= Emotional 
p= Perceptual 
i= Ideational 
s= Social 
f= Physical 



1. 
Factor Group 
Age of Student 

APPENDIX E 

Discarded Factor Groups, VARBRUL #1 

Factors (Tokens) 
18 45/ 56) 
27 37/ 51) 
28 19/ 30) 
30 ( 19/ 32) 
20 (348/596) 
29 ( 12/ 21) 
25 ( 66/117) 
19 (220/399) 
22 (114/216) 
24 ( 28/ 60) 
21 (216/480) 
23 ( 43/105) 
39 ( 12/ 44) 

P Values (Effect) 
.780 (Positive) 
.696 (Positive) 
.599 (Positive) 
.559 (Positive) 
.549 (Positive) 
.536 (Positive) 
.529 (Positive) 
.516 (Positive) 
.492 (Negative) 
.431 (Negative) 
.415 (Negative) 
.376 (Negative) 
.246 (Negative) 

Table: Age Factor Group. First VARBRUL Analysis. Choice Process: 

2. 
Factor Group 
Gender 

Correct Use of se. 

Factors (Tokens) 
Male (411/ 734) 
Female (968/1473) 

P Values (Effect) 
.525 (Positive) 
.487 (Negative) 

278 

Table: Gender Factor Group. First VARBRUL analysis. Choice Process: 
Correct use of se. 

3. 
Factor Group Factors (Tokens) 
High School Spanish 1 Year ( 37/ 49) 

( 74/110) 
( 49/ 82) 
(287/490) 
(346/663) 
(361/746) 
( 25/ 67) 

P values (Effect) 
.728 (Positive) 
.641 (Positive) 
.563 (Positive) 
.551 (Positive) 
.487 (Negative) 
.449 (Negative) 
.341 (Negative) 

Table: 

3 1/2 Years 
1 1/2 Years 
3 Years 
None 
2 Years 
4 Years 

High School Spanish Factor Group. First VARBRUL analysis. 
Choice Process: Correct Use of se. 
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4. 
Factor Group 
First University 
Spanish Class 

Factors (Tokens) 
Combined 1st/2nd 
Semester Class (73/ 99) 

P Values (Effect) 

.709 (Positive) 

.526 (Positive) 

.466 (Negative) 

.452 (Negative) 

Table: 

5. 

1st Semester (559/997) 
3rd Semester (198/395) 
2nd Semester (349/716) 

First University Spanish Class Factor Group. First VARBRUL 
analysis. Choice Process: Correct Use of se 

Es:l.QtQ;( ~rQ!'!p Es:l.QtQ:!:!ii {IQ~~!l!ii I S~!]~!iit~:!: E Ys:l.l!.!~!ii {f:ff~Qtl 
Grades 

Table: 

6. 
Es:l.QtQ;( 
~ 
Spanish 
Teachers 

Table: 

A (403/643) Spring .583 (Positive) 
(462/767) Fall .569 (Positive) 

B (467/897) Spring .480 (Negative) 
(520/989) Fall .486 (Negative) 

C (229/477) Spring .447 (Negative) 
(213/443 ) Fall .433 (Negative) 

D ( 92/174) Spring .510 (Positive) 
( 12/ 40) Fall .272 (Negative) 

P ( 19/ 56) Spring .309 (Negative) 
( 03/ 08) Fall .272 (Negative) 

Spanish Semester Grade Factor Groups (for both Spring and 
Fall semesters). First VARBRUL analysis. Choice Process: 
Correct Use of se. 

Es:l.s:tQ:t::ii {IQk~D:ii1 S~m~:iit~:t: E Yi:!.lJ.l~ (EUes:t I 
Is:l.l.lSJ:bt 

No. 1 (117/185) Spring .599 (Positive) 
No. 2 (126/206) Spring .578 (Positive) 
No. 2 (197/384) Fall .478 (Negative) 
No. 3 (216/367) Spring .554 (Positive) 
No. 4 ( 69/118) Spring .551 (Positive) 
No. 5 (241/442) Spring .511 (Positive) 
No. 6 (173/337) Spring .479 (Negative) 
No. 7 (1331306) Spring .401 (Negative) 
No. 8 (100/234) Spring .394 (Negative) 
No. 9 ( 04/ 12) Spring .304 (Negative) 
No. 10 ( 97/147) Fall .628 (Positive) 
No. 11 (102/173) Fall .555 (Positive) 
No. 12 (1941351) Fall .518 (Positive) 
No. 13 (l02/190) Fall .502 (Positive) 
No. 14 (153/288) Fall .497 (Negative) 
No. 15 (110/207) Fall .497 (Negative) 
No. 16 (224/467) Fall .445 (Negative) 

Spanish Teacher Factor Groups (for both Spring and Fall 
semesters). First VARBRUL analysis. Choice Process: Correct 
Use of se. 



7. 
Factor Group 
Semester 

Factors (Tokens) 
Spring (729/1357) 
Fall (450/ 850) 

P Value (Effect) 
.503 (positive) 
.496 (Negative) 

Table: Semester Factor Group. First VARBRUL analysis. Choice 
Process: Correct Use of se. 

8. 
Factor Group 
Sentence Type 

Factors (Tokens) 
Statement (1145/2123) 
Question ( 34/ 84) 

P Value (Effect) 
.505 (positive) 
.373 (Negative) 
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Table: Sentence Type Factor Group. First VARBRUL analysis. Choice 
Process: Correct Use of se. 

9. 
Factor Group 
position of se 

Factors (Tokens) 
Preverbal (1043/1903) 
Postverbal ( 136/ 304) 

P Value (Effect) 
.514 (Positive) 
.414 (Negative) 

Table: Position of se Factor Group. First VARBRUL analysis. Choice 
Process: Correct Use of se. 

10. 
Factor ~:t:QJJP Eg!;;tQ:t:iii !IQt~Diiil f ~glJJ~ !f:ff~!;;t I 
Linguistic Punctuation (163/226) .691 (Positive) 
Environment Adjective ( 27/ 38) .680 (Positive) 
Near se que ( 80/126) .601 (positive) 
{Other than Noun (341/593) .540 (positive) 
host verb of seJ Wh-word ( 41/ 71) .542 (Positive) 

Adverb ( 49/ 97) .469 (Negative) 
Sentence 
Boundary (302/621) .451 (Negative) 
Verb ( 12/ 25) .444 (Negative) 
Preposition ( 56/125) .413 (Negative) 
Conjunction ( 68/158) .396 (Negative) 
Article ( 06/ 17) .321 (Negative) 
Negative ( 34/110) .280 (Negative) 

Table: Linguistic Environment Factor Group. First VARBRUL 
Choice Process: 

11. 
Eg!;;to:t: G:t:QJJP 
Number Marking 
on the Host Verb 

Eg!;;tQ:t:iii 
Singular 
Plural 
None 

Correct Use of se. 

!IQteDiiil 
(909/1621) 
(142/ 292) 
(128/ 294) 

f ~lJJe !f:ffectl 
.527 (Positive) 
.452 (Negative) 
.402 (Negative) 

analysis. 

Table: Number Marking Factor Group. First VARBRUL analysis. Choice 
Process: Correct Use of se. 
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APPENDIX F 

Discarded Factor Groups, VARBRUL #2 

1. 
Factor Group 
Age of Student 

Factors (Tokens) 
18 ( 52/ 54) 

P Values (Effect) 
.856 (Positive) 
.674 (Positive) 
.630 (Positive) 
.542 (Positive) 
.533 (Positive) 
.523 (Positive) 
.479 (Negative) 
.469 (Negative) 
.451 (Negative) 
.439 (Negative) 
.405 (Negative) 
.336 (Negative) 
.299 (Negative) 

Table: 

2. 
Factor Group 
Gender 

Table: 

3. 
Factor GrQup 

29 ( 18/ 20) 
39 ( 37/ 42) 
20 (496/590) 
22 (169/203) 
23 ( 86/104) 
28 ( 24/ 30) 
21 (357/450) 
30 ( 25/ 32) 
19 (307/397) 
25 ( 86/115) 
27 ( 11/ 16) 
24 ( 39/ 60) 

Age Factor Group. Second VARBRUL Analysis. Choice Process: 
Presence of se. 

Factors (Tokens) 
Female (1184/1454) 
Male (521/ 659) 

P values (Effect) 
.511 (Positive) 
.475 (Negative) 

Gender Factor Group. Second VARBRUL analysis.Choice Process: 
Presence of se. 

Factors (Tgkens) 
High School Spanish 3 112 Years 

1 Year 
( 93/108) 
( 34/ 41) 
(396/484) 
(583/715) 
(494/618) 
( 48/ 66) 
( 57/ 24) 

P ya] l!es (Effect) 
.595 (Positive) 
.535 (Positive) 
.516 (Positive) 
.512 (Positive) 
.486 (Negative) 
.388 (Negative) 
.361 (Negative) 

Table: 

3 Years 
2 Years 
None 
4 Years 
1 1/2 Years 

High School Spanish Factor Group. Second VARBRUL analysis. 
Choice Process: Presence of se. 
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4. 
Factor Group 
First University 
Spanish Class 

Factors {Tokensl 
Combined 1st/2nd 
Semester Class (87/ 96) 

P Values {Effectl 

.692 (Positive) 

Table: 

5. 

2nd Semester (577/673) 
3rd Semester (309/393) 
1st Semester (732/951) 

.583 (Positive) 

.461 (Negative) 

.437 (Negative) 

First University Spanish Class Factor Group. Second VARBRUL 
analysis. Choice Process: Presence of se. 

ES!!:;tQI: !:2rQl.!p Esa!:;tQJ::2 (TQt~IJ:21 ~~Ill~:2t~r I: VS!ll.!~:ii (J:;ff~!:;tl 
Grades 

Table: 

6. 
Ea!:;tQJ: 
~ 
Spanish 
Teachers 

Table: 

A (472/594) Spring .479 (Negative) 
(558/694) Fall .495 (Negative) 

B (687/864) Spring .480 (Negative) 
(765/943) Fall .506 (Positive) 

C (362/431) Spring .555 (Positive) 
(349/429) Fall .510 (Positive) 

D (136/168) Spring .503 (Positive) 
( 27/ 39) Fall .350 (Negative) 

P ( 48/ 56) Spring .588 (Positive) 
( 06/ 08) Fall .418 (Negative) 

Spanish Semester Grade Factor Groups (for both Spring and 
Fall semesters). Second VARBRUL analysis. Choice Process: 
Presence of se. 

Ea!:;tQJ::2 (IQk!i:D:21 S~m!i::2t!i:J: f ~all.l~ (Eff!i:s::tl 
Ial.lgbt 

No. 1 (146/181) Spring .489 (Negative) 
No. 2 (158/204) Spring .441 (Negative) 
No. 2 (270/348) Fall .450 (Negative) 
No. 3 (252/330 ) Spring .426 (Negative) 
No. 4 ( 78/ 95) Spring .513 (Positive) 
No. 5 (391/440) Spring .647 (Positive) 
No. 6 (278/329) Spring .556 (Positive) 
No. 7 (228/300) Spring .421 (Negative) 
No. 8 (166/222) Spring .405 (Negative) 
No. 9 ( 08/ 12) Spring .315 (Negative) 
No. 10 (125/142) Fall .634 (Positive) 
No. 11 (136/171) Fall .478 (Negative) 
No. 12 (277/346) Fall .487 (Negative) 
No. 13 (1411186) Fall .425 (Negative) 
No. 14 (223/279) Fall .485 (Negative) 
No. 15 (169/207) Fall .512 (Positive) 
No. 16 (364/434) Fall .551 (Positive) 

Spanish Teacher Factor Groups (for both Spring and Fall 
semesters). Second VARBRUL analysis. Choice Process: 
Presence of se. 



7. 
Factor Group 
Semester 

Table: 

8. 

Factors (Tokens) 
Spring (1051/1290) 
Fall (654/ 823) 

P va1ye (Effect) 
.512 (Positive) 
.481 (Negative) 

Semester Factor Group. Second VARBRUL analysis. Choice 
Process: Presence of see 

Factor Group 
Sentence Type 

Factors (Tokens) 
Statement (1635/2033) 
Question ( 70/ 80) 

P Value (Effect) 
.495 (Negative) 
.625 (Positive) 
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Table: Sentence Type Factor Group. Second VARBRUL analysis. Choice 
Process: Presence of see 

9. 
Factor Group 
position of se 

Factors (Tokens) 
Preverbal (1527/1827) 
Postverbal ( 178/ 286) 

P Value (Effect) 
.538 (Positive) 
.274 (Negative) 

Table: Position of se Factor Group. Second VARBRUL analysis. Choice 
Process: Presence of see 

10. 
f~!:;;tQt: !;it:QllP fg!:;;tQt:1il (IQk~Dlill £ ~~lll~ (f:ff~!:;;tl 
Linguistic Punctuation (197/222) .629 (Positive) 
Environment Adjective ( 31/ 36) .572 (Positive) 
Near se que ( 96/119) .474 (Negative) 
(Other than Noun (433/570) .405 (Negative) 
host verb of se) Wh-word ( 49/ 66) .383 (Negative) 

Adverb ( 70/ 95) .377 (Negative) 
Sentence 
Boundary (548/608) .663 (Positive) 
Verb ( 12/ 25) .444 (Negative) 
Preposition ( 68/121) .217 (Negative) 
Conjunction (108/152) .346 (Negative) 
Article ( 15/ 17) .618 (Positive) 
Negative ( 90/107) .533 (Positive) 

Table: Linguistic Environment Factor Group. Second VARBRUL 
analysis. Choice Process: Presence of see 

11. 
fa!:;;tQt: !;imyp 
Number Marking 
on the Host Verb 

fa!:;;tQt:1il (IQkeDlill 
Singular (1355.1561) 
Plural (180/ 275) 
None ( 170/ 277) 

£ ~a]ue (f:ffe!:;;tl 
.586 (Positive) 
.290 (Negative) 
.255 (Negative) 

Table: Number Marking Factor Group. Second VARBRUL analysis. Choice 
Process: Presence of see 



Abrir: 

Aburrirse: 

Acercarse: 

Acordar: 

Acordarse: 

Acostarse: 

Afeitarse: 

Agacharse: 

Agarrar: 

Ahorcarse: 

Alegrarse: 

Alimentar: 

Alistarse: 

Almorzar: 

Amar: 

Apoyar: 

Apreciar: 

Aprender: 

Aprovecharse: 

Arrestar: 

Arrojarse: 

Asistir: 

Atacar: 

Ayudar: 

Bailar: 

Bajarse: 

Baiiarse: 

Besar: 

Caerse: 

Calmarse: 

APPENDIX G 

Host Verb Index 

Open 

Be bored 

Approach 

Agree 

Remember 

Go to bed 

Shave 

Bend down 

Grab 

Hang oneself 

Be happy 

Feed 

Make ready (used to mean 'Enroll') 

Eat lunch 

Love 

Support 

Appreciate 

Learn 

. Take advantage of 

Arrest 

Fling 

Assist; Attend 

Attack 

Help 

Dance 

Go down 

Take a bath 

Kiss 

Fall 

Calm down 
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Cambiar: 

caminar: 

Cansarse: 

Casarse: 

Cepillarse: 

Cerciorarse: 

Comenzar: 

Comer: 

Complicarse: 

Comprender: 

Comunicarse: 

Concentrarse: 

Conducir: 

Con fundi rse: 

Conocer: 

Conocerse: 

Contener: 

Correr: 

Cosechar: 

Costar: 

Crear: 

Creer: 

Cuidarse: 

Cultivar: 

Curarse: 

Dar: 

Dar miedo: 

Darse cuenta: 

Deber: 

Decidir: 

Decir: 

Dedicarse: 

Dejar: 

Change 

Walk 

Get tired 

Get married 

Brush 

Find out, Make sure (probably used for 

asegurarse 'to assure oneself') 

Begin 

Eat 

Get complicated; Get involved in 

Understand 

Correspond, Communicate with 

Concentrate on 

Drive 

Become confused 

Know 

Know each other 

Contain 

Run 

Harvest 

Cost 

Create 

Believe 

Take care of 

Cultivate 

Be healed 

Give 

Frighten 

Realize 

Ought to 

Decide 

Say 

Be devoted 

Leave 
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Dejarse: 

Desaparecer: 

Desarollarse: 

Desayunarse: 

Descansar: 

Desmayarse: 

Desmejorarse: 

Despedirse: 

Despertarse: 

*Desponerse: 

Desposeer: 

Destacar: 

Detenerse: 

Disgustar: 

Divertirse: 

Dividir: 

Divorciarse: 

Dormir con: 

Dormirse: 

Ducharse: 

Ejercitarse: 

Elegir: 

Embarazar: 

Emborracharse: 

Enamorarse: 

Encantar: 

*Encellarse: 

Encontrar: 

Encontrarse: 

Enfadarse 

Enfermarse: 

Enfrentarse: 

Allow oneself 

Disappear 

Develop 

Have breakfast 

Rest 

Faint 

Lose one's health; Waste away; Deteriorate 

Say goodbye 

Wake up 

Used to mean 'Remove someone's authority' 

Remove someone's authority 

Highlight; Stand out 

Stop 

Displease 

Amuse oneself, Enjoy oneself, Have fun 

Divide 

Get divorced 

Sleep with 

Fall asleep 

Take a shower 

Train (Corrected by bilingual speaker with 

hacer ejercicios 'to exercise') 

Elect 

Make pregnant 

Get drunk 

Fall in love 

Be enchanted by 

Used to mean aislarse de 'Isolate oneself 

from' 

Find 

Meet 

Get angry 

Get sick 

Confront, Stand up to 
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Enfriarse: 

Enojarse: 

En tender: 

Entonar: 

Entrar: 

Entregar: 

Envejecerse: 

Equivocarse: 

Equivocarse: 

Erguir: 

Escaparse: 

Esconderse: 

Escribir: 

Escuchar: 

Esforzarse: 

Estacionar: 

Estar alegre 

Estar: 

Evadir: 

Examinar: 

Examinarse: 

Extranar: 

Extraviarse: 

Faltar: 

Fastidiar: 

Fastidiarse: 

Fijarse en: 

Formarse: 

Forzar: 

Fugar: 

Ganarse: 

Gastar: 

Cool down 

Get angry 

Understand 

Intone 

Enter 

Deliver 

Grow old 

Make a mistake 

Make a mistake 
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Raise (Used to mean defender 'defend', 'stand 

up for something') 

Escape 

Hide oneself 

Write 

Listen to 

Exert; Put forth effort 

Park 

Be happy 

Be 

Avoid 

Examine 

Take an examination 

Miss 

Go astray (Used to mean algo extraordinario 

'something out of the ordinary') 

Need; Be missing 

Annoy 

Be bored; Get cross 

Pay attention 

Be formed 

Force 

Escape 

Used to mean ganar 'win') 

Spend 



Gozar: 

Graduarse: 

Gustar: 

Hablar: 

Hacer fal ta: 

Hacerse: 

Herir: 

Huir: 

Hundirse: 

Identificarse: 

Imaginarse 

Importar: 

Informarse: 

Interesarse: 

In vi tar: 

Irse: 

Jubilarse: 

Jugar: 

Juntarse: 

Lastimarse: 

Lavarse: 

Levantarse: 

Limpiar: 

Llamarse: 

Llegar: 

Llenar: 

Llevar: 

Llevarse: 

Mandar: 

Manejar: 

Mantener: 

Marcharse: 

Matarse: 

Matricularse: 

Enjoy 

Graduate 

Like 

Speak 

Be wanting; Be missed 

Become 

Hurt 

Flee 

Collapse; Drown 

Identify oneself (with) 

Imagine 

Matter 

Inform oneself 

Be interested 

Invite 

Leave 

Go into retirement 

Play 

Join 

Injure oneself 

Wash 

Get up 

Clean 

Be called 

Arrive 

Fill 

Carry; Wear 

Carry off 

Send 

Manage; Drive 

Maintain 

Leave 

Kill oneself 

Enroll 
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Mejorarse: 

Meter: 

Meterse: 

Mezclar: 

Mirar: 

Molestar: 

Morirse: 

Moverse: 

Mudarse: 

Necesitar: 

Ocupar: 

Odiar: 

Oir: 

Olvidarse: 

Originar: 

Pararse: 

Parecer: 

Parecerse: 

Pelear: 

Pensar: 

Perder: 

Permitir: 

Poder: 

Ponerse: 

Portarse: 

Preferir: 

Preguntar: 

Preguntarse: 

Prender: 

Preocuparse: 

Preparar: 

Prepararse; 

Producir: 

Protegerse: 

Improve 

Place; Fit in 

Get into 

Mix 

Look at 

Bother 

Die 

Move 

Move 

Need 

Occupy 

Hate 

Hear 

Be forgotten; Forget to do 

Originate 

Stop 

Seem 

Resemble 

Fight 

Think 

Lose 

Permit 

Be able to 

Put on; Become 

Behave 

Prefer 

Ask 

Wonder 

Light up 

Get worried; Be worried 

Prepare 

Get ready 

Produce 

Protect oneself 
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Quebrar: 

Quedarse: 

Quejarse: 

Que.t"er: 

Recordar: 

Recordarse: 

Referirse: 

Registrarse: 

Reirse: 

Relajarse: 

Resolver: 

Restarse: 

Reunirse: 

Robar: 

Romper: 

Rumorearse: 

Salir: 

Salvar: 

Sentarse: 

Sentir: 

Sentirse: 

Separar: 

Ser: 

Servir: 

Sorprender: 

Sorprenderse: 

Subir: 

Suicidarse: 

Sumergirse: 

Tener: 

Terminar: 

Tirarse: 

Break 

Stay 

Complain 

Want; Desire; Love 

Remember 

Remember (acceptable by some speakers of 

Mexican Spanish) 

Refer to 

Register 

Laugh 

Relax 

Resolve 

Subtract (used to mean quedarse 'stay', 

'remain' or descansar 'relax', 'rest') 

Meet 

Rob 

Break 

Murmur; Be rumored 

Leave 

Save 

Sit down 

Feel 

Feel 

Separate 

Be 

Serve 

Surprise 

Be surprised 

Ascend 

Commit suicide 

Submerge 

Have 

Finish 

Throw oneself 
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Tocar: 

Tostarse: 

Trabajar: 

Transferir: 

Transformarse: 

Trasladarse: 

Tratarse de: 

Tropezarse: 

Unir: 

Usar: 

Venir: 

Ver: 

Verse: 

Vestirse: 

Viajar: 

Visitar: 

Vivir: 

Volverse: 

Touch; Concern 

Toast; Tan 

Work 

Transfer 

Be transformed 

Move 

Be concerned with 

Run into each other (Used to mean tropezar 

'trip' ) 

Unite 

Use 

Corne 

See 

Meet; Find oneself; Seem 

Get dressed 

Travel 

Visit 

Live 

Turn 
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APPENDIX H 

Student Information 

Student Sex Age HS Sp 1st Sem Spr Grade Spr Teacher Fall Grade F Teacher 
a f 20 2 101 b 06 b 15 
b m 20 3 102 b 07 d 16 
c m 21 0 101 c 08 b 13 
d f 21 2 101 p 08 b 10 
e m 20 2 101 a 08 a 16 
f f 20 3 101 b 02 c 15 
9 m 20 2 101 P 01 b 10 
h f 20 2 101 c 06 b 10 
i f 19 3 102 a 04 a 14 
j f 21 1.5 101 b 03 b 02 
k m 24 0 101 d 03 c 02 
1 f 21 3 205 b 01 a 14 
m f 21 0 101 b 05 c 11 
n m 27 0 102 c 03 a 02 
0 f 20 3 101 a 07 b 10 
p f 22 0 101 a 01 c 16 
q m 19 2 205 a 02 b 12 
r f 23 0 101 a 01 a 12 
s f 22 0 101 b 07 b 14 
t f 19 3 201 b 02 b 10 
u f 18 3 201 a 04 a 02 
v f 21 2 102 c 05 b 16 
w f 19 2 102 a 02 b 13 
x f 20 3 101 b 08 b 12 
Y f 21 4 101 ? 07 ? 14 
z m 21 3 101 d 05 c 15 
A f 21 4 201 ? 05 ? 16 
B f 20 3 102 b 06 b 12 
C f 25 0 101 c 06 b 13 
D f 20 3 101 b 09 c 15 
E m 25 0 102 c 05 a 12 
F f 21 3 201 b 02 b 11 
G m 20 2 101 d 08 b 14 
H f 19 2 201 a 07 a 12 
I m 21 2 101 a 08 b 10 
J m 19 2 201 b 02 ? 13 
K f 20 1 101 a 02 b 02 
L m 39 0 101 c 06 b 13 
M m 20 2 102 b 02 b 13 
N f 23 2 101 a 04 b 11 
0 f 22 0 101 b 08 d 12 
p f 20 2 101 b 08 b 10 
Q f 20 3 101 a 05 a 15 
R f 25 3 205 a 02 a 12 
S m 20 3.5 102 a 06 a 10 
T m 21 2 101 b 07 b 11 
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Student Sex Age HS Sp 1st Sem Spr Grade Spr Teacher Fall Grade F Teacher 
U m 22 0 201 P 08 b 15 
V f 19 3 102 a 07 b 13 
W m 27 0 101 a 04 a 14 
X f 23 0 101 b 08 c 15 
Y f 19 2 201 b 07 a 14 
Z f 30 0 205 a 01 a 12 
a f 19 3 201 b 03 b 02 
a f 20 2 101 b 04 b 15 
a m 20 3 201 c 08 b 16 
a m 21 3 101 a 02 a 02 
a f 20 2 101 d 05 b 12 
a f 20 3 102 b 01 c 02 
c;: m 25 0 101 b 08 c 02 
e f 19 2 102 a 08 a 16 
e f 21 3 101 a 01 a 14 
e m 19 3.5 201 b 03 a 14 
E f 20 1 101 b 05 a 10 
e f 19 3 201 b 07 a 12 
i m 29 0 101 b 07 b 11 
l. f 20 3 102 b 06 a 16 
i m 22 1 101 b 08 a 16 
i m 21 2 101 a 04 a 16 
fi m 22 2 101 d 08 c 14 
6 f 20 3 102 a 08 a 10 

" f 25 0 102 a 01 a 14 
a f 19 3.5 102 b 07 c 15 
6 m 22 0 101 a 05 b 11 
0 m 22 0 102 c 05 c 16 
U f 20 3 102 b 08 a 11 
U m 20 4 101 a 01 a 02 
U f 20 2 102 b 03 c 02 
U f 21 2 102 b 02 c 15 
A m 19 2 102 b 07 a 12 
A m 19 3 102 a 02 b 13 
A f 28 0 101 b 07 b 16 
A m 22 0 101 d 05 p 02 
A- f 19 3 102 c 03 a 16 
<;: m 20 2 201 b 06 a 16 
N f 23 0 102 b 06 c 02 
6 m 21 2 102 a 01 b 14 

Key: Student: Student ID 
Sex: f=female, m=male 
Age: In years (as of Spring 1991) 
HS Sp: Years of High School Spanish 
1st Sem: First Semester of University Spanish 

101=first semester Spanish 
102=second semester Spanish 
201=third semester Spanish 
205=combined 1st and 2nd semester 

Spr Grade: Spring Grade (Spanish 201=third semester) 
Spr Teacher: Spring Teacher ID 
Fall Grade: Fall Grade (Spanish 202=fourth semester) 
F Teacher: Fall Teacher ID 
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